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eral envelopes, and containing hundreds of covers. Better
noted include 1935 Anzac & Silver Jubilee, 1971 Christmas
blocks of 7 & 9. We also noted many covers with souvenir
sheets or se-tenant strips. Excellent for collector willing to
make a nice addition to his collection, Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth
Country Collections
1

m
Australian States: Victoria, Small Used Selection, 1856-61. 32 singles and three pairs between Scott
#29//70, mainly imperfs and roulettes; quality is somewhat
mixed, but many are F-VF and there are several nice cancels. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

2

H
Australia, Mint Collection, 1913-92. In a Scott
album with many valuable sets, part sets & singles such as
1913 (1-11), 1913-14 (17-18), 1915 (38-42), 1914-24
(19-37), 1915-24 (45-54), 1918-23 (60-63), 1926 (66-76),
1929-30 (96-100), 1931-36 (113-26), 1932 (130-132), 1934
(142-44 & 147-49), 1935 (150-51), 1937-46 (166-79),
1949-50 (218-21), followed by a virtually complete section
with sets issued in the 1950-92 period. We also noted useful Postage Dues 1938 (J64-70), 1946-57 (J71-80) &
1958-60 (J86-95), Military Stamps 1946-47 (M1-7), plus
airmails. A nice collection of an increasingly popular area
with much desirable material, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3

4

H
Australia, Powerful Mint Collection, 1913-99.
Mounted in a Scott album with valuable sets, part sets & singles, including many desirable varieties. Better noted include 1913 (1-11), 1914-15 (38-40), 1914-24 (19-37, plus
22a, 24a, 24b, 27a & 31a), 1915-24 (45-49, 51 & 53, plus
48a, 50a & 51b), 1926-30 (66-76, plus 66a & 76a), 1929-30
(96-99, plus 101 with “Specimen” overprint), 1928 (95,
pane of four), 1931-36 (113-26, plus 127-29 with “Specimen” overprints), 1932 (141, NH), 1934 (142-44, NH), 1934
(147-49, NH), 1935 (150-51), 1935 (152-54, NH), 1937-38
(166-79, NH, plus several varieties such as 5sh, 10sh & £1
on thin paper) & 1963-65 (375-79), followed by a wealth of
sets in the modest range. Airmail section with 1929-58
(C1-8, plus 6d block of nine with center stamp showing major re-entry, and signed by Kessler); Postage Due section
with 1902 (J7-8), 1902-04 (J9a), 1906 (J27), 1938 (J64-70)
& 1946-57 (J71-80); Military Stamps 1946-47 (M1-7, plus
M2a with APS certificate & M7a thin paper). Needless to
say, viewing is strongly recommended for full appreciation
of this great opportunity, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $11,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

5

H/m
Australia, Mint & Used Dealer’s Stock. In
three-ring binders with many easy-to-sell stamps (mint unless otherwise denoted) such as 1913 (2d, 3 & 9), 1914
(18), 1914-24 (24 & 24a block of four), 1915 (38), 1915-24
(47), 1919-24 (57, specimen overprint), 1930 (102, specimen overprint), 1924 (64 block of four, NH), 1929 (72a x2,
distinctive shades), 1928 (73a), 1928 (74a), 1931 (111-12
& C2, NH), 1932 (124), 1932-35 (127-29, specimen overprints), 1935 (152-54), 1937 (163-65, NH), plus some airmails, postage dues (J71-83 & J86-94) & officials (O5 &
O11). We also noted some booklets. An opportunity for
profit, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $600 - 800

6

H/m
Australia, Mint & Used Collection, 1913-83.
An interesting old-time holding with many advisable stamps
(mint unless denoted) such as 1913 (9-10, used), 1914 (18,
used), 1916 (52 x2, used), 1928 (95, block of 4), 1929-30
(96-99, used), 1934 (142-44 x2, mint & used), 1934
(147-49, plus extra 2d example with shaded hill), 1935
(150-51), 1935 (152-54), 1938 (177-79 x2, thick white paper or thin rough paper), 1949-50 (218-21), 1963-64
(374-79 x2, mint & used), plus many other in the modest
range. We also noted some used officials, plus some unchecked stamps mounted in the back of the book., Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

7

m
Australia, Assortment of Bundles of 100,
1966-80. 83 packets of 100 each, including topicals such
as birds and flowers, ideal for cancel collector, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

8

HH/H
Australia & Dependencies, Mostly Never
Hinged Dealer’s Stock, 1950s-80s. Arranged by dependency and housed in glassines with many desirable sets (singles & blocks of four) such as Australia 177 x2 (thin & thick
papers), 378-79 & 403-417; Australian Antarctic Territory representation; British Antarctic Territory 1-15, 24 &
45-59; British Indian Ocean Territory 1-15 & 16-33; Papua & New Guinea 139-46 & 188-98. We also noted
Nauru, Norfolk Islands & Cocos Islands representations.
Recommended for the dealer of this popular collecting
area, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

)
Australia, FDC’s Collection, 1927-2010. Very
extensive property housed in twenty-two albums and sev-

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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9

10

11

12

13

14

2

H
Australian Dependencies, Mostly Never
Hinged Collection. Neatly arranged in Scott album pages,
including Australian Antarctic Territory with sets issued
in the 1957-2012 period; Christmas Island section with
modern sets, pairs, strips and souvenir sheets; Cocos Islands modern representation. A holding that easily can be
integrated into a bigger collection, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

15

)
Bahamas, Town Covers Assortment,
1950s-70s. Appriximately 220 covers housed in a small
box, and accompanied with 1960 list of post offices in the
Bahamas. including Colonel Hill, Failrfield, Green Turtle,
Hope Town, Landrail Point, Long Cay, Marsh Harbour,
Man-of-War Cay, North Palmetto Point, Orange Creek,
Pleasant Bay, Pompey Bay, Sandy Point, True Blue and
many others. Great opportunity for the postal historian interested in this country, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

H/m)
Bermuda, Postal Stationery Assortment.
Eighteen items, including 1885 postal cards (H&G 3-4 x3,
unused), 1893 postal card to Germany (7), 1937 wrapper to
NY (E8), 1951 wrapper to local destination, only for the use
of the newspapers on the island and not available to the
public (E9K), plus another similar wrapper to local destination (E9C). We also noted two unused postal cards 1902-12
(11 & 13), 1938 (16 x2, one used in 1949)., Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

16

SH)
Bermuda, Postal Stationery Specimen Collection. Nine items with specimen overprints, comprising
1893 postal card (H&G 9), 1893 reply-paid double postal
card (10 x2), 1902 postal card (12), 1912-13 (14-15), plus
1912 wrapper (E3), 1913 wrapper (E4) & 1937 wrapper
(E7), Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200

17

H
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Mint
Collection, 1868-1944. In Scott album pages with many
better singles & sets such as 1879 (38), 1887-96 (51-52),
1887-96 (56-59), 1897 (61-74), 1897-1901 (78-85), 1910
(87-97), 1911 (98-103), 1911 (104-14), 1919 (115-26),
1920 (128-30), 1923-24 (131-44), 1928 (145-59), 1929-31
(163-71), 1931 (172-82), 1932-37 (183-99), 1933 (212-25).
Airmail section with 1921 (C3), 1931 (C6-8), 1931 (C9-11),
1932 (C12), 1933 (C13-17) & 1933 (C18), plus 1939 postage dues. A stimulating collection with opportunities for
both dealers and collectors, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $6,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

18

H/m
Canada, Supreme Court Stamps Collection,
1876-1966. Extraordinary property with an impressive array of issues, including singles and many blocks of four.
Starting with 1876 Young Queen Victoria (Van Dam
FSC1-6 x2, mint & used); 1897 Widow Queen Victoria
(FSC7-9 & FSC11-12), plus scarce $5 block of six (FSC9);
King George V 1915 (FSC13-17), followed by 1935 $1
block of four and singles in distinctive shades, plus $30 on
$1 surcharge example; King George VI section with 10¢
singles and blocks of four in several shades, plus 20¢ on
10¢ blocks of four; 25¢ singles and blocks of four, including
scarce 25¢ on 10¢ silver surcharge (FSC23); 50¢ & $5 mint
and used examples. We also noted a valuable section with
“IN PRIZE” overprints, including FSC28, FSC29 & FSC30
mint examples that are very rare. Put together over many
years by a dedicated philatelist. See photos of the entire
collection on our website, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

19

H
Canada, Mint Collection, 1868-1980. In a
Scott album with many colorful and fresh sets & singles
such as 1897 (50-65), 1897-98 (66-73), 1898-1902 (74-84),
1908 (96-103), 1903-08 (89-95), 1912-25 (104-22),
1928-29 (149-59), 1930-31 (162-77), 1932 (195-201, NH),
1935 (217-27, NH), 1938 (241-45, NH), 1942-43 (249-62),
followed by a virtually complete section with regular stamps
issued in the 1946-80 period. Airmail section with C1-9,
plus air post special delivery examples, registration
stamps, special deliveries and useful postage due sets
such as 1906-28 (J1-5), 1930-32 (J6-10), 1933-34
(J11-14), war tax stamps (MR1-7) and officials. We also

H/m
Barbados, Mint & Used Collection, 1852-78.
Mounted in two pages, comprising 1852 (1-2, used),
1852-55 (3, unissued block of nine, mint), 1855-58 (5-6,
used), 1859 (8-9, used), 1874-75 (44-45, used) & 1875-78
(50-53 & 55-56, used), Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
H/m/) Bermuda, Balance of a Specialized Collection, 1865-1959. Mainly mint collection, fairly complete for
the period mounted in a Palo album with varieties and 13
covers interspersed on stock pages; highlights include
(mint unless noted) SG 1-3, 4 (no gum), 5b (used), 7, 10,
17, 18w (no gum), 19-54, 26a Specimen, 28 block of 4,
56-92 & 94-162; also includes a few modern inverted watermarks including 164w; covers include three mint QV postal
cards with stamps affixed and a FDC bearing 110/117.
Condition is a little mixed early, but is otherwise just about
all clean and Fine to Very Fine with a good percentage of
the mint being never hinged. A great starter collection. SG
£8,500 ($13,600) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH
Bermuda, King George VI Multiples including Sheets. 18 items in total including 6d bottom margin
imprint strip of 12 plate #2 plus additional block of 15; SG
#114b corner margin block of six and block of four, SG #
115a full pane of 60; SG #114c half pane of 30; 1d red plate
2a and 2 in half panes of 30; 2d SG #101 half pane of 30
plus a full pane of 60; 2½d half pane of 30 SG #113; 2½d
half pane of 30 SG #113a; 2½d half pane of 30 SG #113b;
3d full pane of 60; 1d rose red full pane of 60; 1d pale red
two half panes of 30; 1½d full pane of 60 and imprint strip of
12 SG #111a, lastly 7½d pane of 60 SG #114c, a very fresh
and seldom offered grouping, immaculate “P.O. fresh” o.g.,
never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. SG £4,400 without any premium ($7,040).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m
Bermuda, Mint & Used Assortment,
1865-1980’s. In a stockbook with duplication, including
many useful (used unless denoted) such as 1865-74 (2 x3,
3 x2 & 6 x2), 1865-74 (5 x2 & 6, mint), 1875 (14, used), 1880
(17 x3, mint), 1883-1904 (20 x3, 21 x4, 23 x5, 24 x3 & 25 x4,
mint), 1906-10 (31-39), 1920-21 (55-60 & 67-69, mint),
1921 (71-79 x2, mint), 1935 (100-103 x5, mint), 1938 (109

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

x4, mint), 1938-51 (125 x3 & 125a x3), 1948 (133-34 x2),
plus many easy-to-sell modern sets, Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $3,563 (photo on web site). Estimate $800 - 1,200
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noted some Nova Scotia & British Columbia representations. A nice collection to further expand, Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
20

HH
Canada, Impressive Well Centered Mint Collection, 1927-67. A collection that delights the viewer on
every page, each stamp was hand picked for centering,
color and freshness, the holding includes 146-148,
195-201, 203, 209, 217-227, 241-245, 249-262, 268-273,
302, C1-C9, E1-E11, each stamp with premium centering, if
you are a retail dealer or a collector whose simple tastes are
only satisfied with the best, this is the lot for you, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, ex Steven Lewis. Scott $2,700 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

21

HH/H
Canada, Collection, 1935-99. Fresh clean
face value lot, values from 3¢ to $5.00, singles, booklets,
and souvenir sheets, some better material, total face is
$1,700.00, beat the rising postal costs and bid often on this
holding, Very Fine, ex Steven Lewis (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

22

HH
Canada, Never Hinged Dealer’s Stock,
1966-80. In a large number of glassines with matched plate
blocks, singles, special sheets (Christmas panes of 25),
booklets and definitives. An excellent opportunity to buy a
strong representation for the period, Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

23

HH/H
Canada, Face Value Lot, 1980-2000. A few
thousand singles, blocks and souvenir sheets, mostly 39¢
and up values, total face in excess of $1,200.00, let us help
you curb your postage fees, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

24

H/m
Canada, Small Starter Collection, 1859-1938.
A couple hundred stamps on blank album pages; scattered
early and fairly solid King George V, mostly used but includes mint Quebec Tercentenary (20¢ no gum), $1 Blue
Nose, C2 & E5 plus 50¢ Grand Pré & $1 Mt. Cavell wo gum;
generally Fine, the mint being OG. Scott $2,400 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

25

HH/H
Canada, Mint Varieties. Group of mint Canada
sold by Ken Beleski, with typed notes, includes 399 fluorescent paper, 399 vignette off center, plate blocks of 492, bar
tag errors on 592-593, 1963-64 jet design blocks, 599a
matched blocks of four, Elizabeth Cameo officials, 1977 $2
varieties, and many more in the same vein, a nice group of
material that gives a glimpse into one of Canada’s most influential dealers, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

26

HH/H/m Canada, Collection of Mint & Used. Includes
used 18, 27, 28, 29, 46, 47, 66-73, 158, 159, with airmail,
special deliveries, postage dues, officials, Newfoundland,
mint includes #1972 hockey booklet, a lot of Canada for a
little money, great collection for the neophyte, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

27

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Revenue Collection,
1865-1940. Nice lot of Canadian revenues, includes various Bileski overprints on Saskatchewan law stamps, Ontario law stamps, bill stamps, tobacco,weights and

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

measures, some loose in glassines, some mounted on
pages, with many better, great opportunity to pick up these
rarely encountered revenues, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
28

)
Ceylon, 19th Century Postal History Assortment. A fascintating range of material housed in one volume with about thirty fronts/covers with a wide range of
different denominations, making the various postal rates to
England and Ireland, as well as a few internal, with the former via places such as Naples, Brindisi, Marseilles etc.
There are one or two items of postal stationery included as
well. Much of the postal history is from the late 1870s including red octagonal paquebot ligne strike, many different
rates such as 32¢, 64¢, 48¢ & 24¢, the odd multiple etc.
Condition very mixed as to be expected, yet a very exciting
range with much to the same adressee Sir William Gregory,
interesting, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

29

H/m
Dominica,
Mostly
Mint
Collection,
1874-1982. In Palo hingeless album ($337 retail value),
better mint include 1877-79 (9), 1903 (25-34), 1907-20
(35-49), 1914 (54), 1921 (56-63), 1923 (83-85), 1938-47
(97-110), 1951 (122-36), 1954 (142-56), followed by a
wealth of sets & souvenir sheets issued in the 1963-82 period. Offered intact as received and deserving a quick look,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

30

(H)
Falkland
Islands,
Small
Collection,
1878-1925. 29 unused stamps including #1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 15,
15c, 22-27, 29, 43-46 & 48, all without gum; couple with very
minor faults, but otherwise F-VF. Scott value $2500 with
o.g. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

31

H/m
Great Britain & Post Offices Abroad, Mainly
Used Collection, 1840-1970s. Many hundreds, with a
very high catalog value and lots of duplication, on blank
pages in two large 3-ring binders; the first binder is where
the bulk of the catalog value is, beginning with three Penny
Blacks & a Tuppenny Blue and including, for instance, an
1878 10s Maltese Cross watermark (#74, $3250) and an
1884 5s anchor watermark (90/$5000), but the condition of
this album, especially of the Queen Victoria issues, is extremely mixed; the second volume, however, is just about
all clean and F-VF and includes primarily of an exceptional
collection of mainly mint Post Offices Abroad, including
lots of Sea Horses. Overall, should prove to be a useful lot.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

32

H/m
Great Britain, Small But Valuable Collection,
1840-1925. Mounted on pages taken from the first three
volumes of a set of old brown Scott Internationals, highlights include mint #3, 32 plate. 1, 58 plate. 20, 66 (unused),
81, 87, 106, 96, 108, 109, 111-122, 127-141, U2 and used
1-2, 6, 7, 23, 25-28, 52, 53, 57 plate. 1 & 2, 65, 73, 110 &
123; condition is typical mixed quality, especially among the
used and the pre-1880 mint, but there are still a good number of F-VF stamps to be found there, and the later issues,
from about 1884, are o.g. and generally F-VF. Scott value is
in excess of $35,000. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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33

H/m
Great Britain, Mostly Mint Collection,
1840-1980. In Scott album with many advisable singles
and sets such (mint unless otherwise denoted) as 1840 (1,
used), 1847 (5, used), 1848 (6, used), 1854 (7, used), 1862
(42), 1883 (94-95), 1883 (96, used), 1884 (108-109),
1887-92 (111-22), 1902-11 (127-42), 1904 (143-50),
1912-13 (159-72), 1913-18 (173-74), 1924 (187-200), 1934
(222-24), 1939-42 (249-51A) & 1950-51 (286-89), followed
by a practically complete section with stamps issued in the
1953-80 period. Postage Due section with 1914-22 (J1-8),
1924-30 (J9-17), 1936-37 (J18-25), 1938-39 (J26-33) &
1955-57 (J45-54). Marvelous collection of this always popular collecting area, and ideal for continuation, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $10,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

38

m
Great Britain, 19th Century Assortment.
Several hundreds of used stamps, from line engraved imperforates through to surface printed, overall in far better
condition than normally encountered. Cram packed on
stock pages, often displayed “stamp on stamp”, making a
challenging viewing. Clearly the catalogue will run into 10s
of 1000s of pounds yet we will leave this pleasure to the
viewer! Also seen useful cancels such as Scottish streets,
Edinburgh last night posted, spoon, numbers in cross on
both imperf penny red and 2d blues, Brunswick stars and
much more. A holding that is ideal for a dealer to break
down, enormous retail potential with a few beauties here
among the cancels, these would make all good individual
items. Needs a good sort, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800

34

)
Great Britain, Queen Victoria Postal Stationery Hoard. Recently discovered holding of hundreds filling a box, hidden in a dealers back room, for a long long
time! They are all Queen Victoria mint postal stationery, letter cards and postcards in bundles of 8, 10, and 12 showing
orginal cost such as 5 1/2 d, 6d, 9d, 10d, 11d through to
1/9d. Impressive and apparently these wrappers are even
are scarcer than the postal stationery items they enclose.
Probably the best is a pristine block of ten with wrapper of
the special Penny Postage Jubilee 1890 10 Jubilee Envelopes & 10 Correspondence Cards-try to find this again!
Specialised and rare, ideal for a dealer looking for the unusual, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

39

H
Great Britain, Extensive Collection of Gerald
King Lundy Fantasies, 1980s. Many hundreds of stamps,
postal stationery and satirical postal history from the reigning master of fantasy stamp creation, incl. imperf., varieties,
multiples, an ideal collection for a Cinderella exhibit, must
see to appreciate, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

40

H/)
Great Britain, Postal Strike Collection, 1971.
In a stock book, including several undelivered covers to the
United States, followed by a wealth of sets, first day covers
and some souvenir sheets, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

35

36

37

4

m
Great Britain, Used Collection, 1840-1970.
Fairly solid collection with moderate duplication in a Davo
album; includes two Penny Blacks and many, many
$50-$500 stamps including a few Officials and 114 different
plate numbers of the 1864 1d rose red (33) and 13 different
1870 ½d rose (58); condition, as always is quite mixed, but
we did note a nice F-VF £1 King Edward VII (142); All-in-all,
a very useful lot, with a very high catalog value. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
HH/H
Great Britain, Mostly Never Hinged Dealer’s
Stock, 1919-80. Housed in glassines with many sets in the
modest range (singles & blocks of four), and including some
better such as 1919 (180), 1939-42 (249-51A plus 251 x3),
1948 (275, strip of 3), 1951 (286-89 x3) & 1955 (309-12).
We also noted no-phosphor varieties, 1981 Royal Wedding
sets, 1983 Commonwealth Day issues, plus several booklets. Offered intact as received, and with a strong probability
of finds, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
Great Britain, Stampless Postal History Assortment. An original recently discovered correspondence
from the 18th century onwards to two addressees, namely
the Selkirk & Cochran families, both based in Edinburgh.
Apart from content which we have not had time to read,
there is obviously good postmarks including colored mileage markings, straight-line town cancels such as Falkirk
and Stirling, circular late 18th Century Glascow cancels,
manuscript canceles and much more. All this fills a small
box, there are about a hundred folded letters here, no doubt
a most interesting correspondence for the postal historian
to discover, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

The strike was Britain’s first national postal strike and
began after postal workers demanded a pay rise of
15-20% then walked out after Post Office managers made
a lower offer. The strike began on 20 January and lasted
for seven weeks, finally ending with an agreement on
Thursday 4 March. After voting over the weekend, the
strikers returned to work on Monday 8 March 1971.
41

)
Great Britain, Approximately 20 Stampless
Covers, 18th-19th Century. With some interesting markings for the specialist, most internal but a few to the U.S.
and a few with interesting political comments, this has a bit
more than the usual such lot, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

42

H/m
India, Mint & Used Collection, 1854-1982.
Approximately 1,200 stamps in an old-time album, starting
with ½a blue & 1a red used examples, followed by many
19th Century examples such as 16-17, and then by
1865-67 watermarked issue, 1866 (29, used). We also
noted 1882-88 (36-46, used), 1895 (50-52, incl. 5r mint),
1902-09 (71-75, used), 1911-22 KGV mint examples, plus
5r, 10r, 15r & 25r used examples; 1926-31 KGV mint examples, plus 1r, 2r, 5r, 10r, 15r & 25r used examples. Airmail
section with (C1-6 x2, mint & used)., Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

43

H/m/) India, Mostly Used Collection, 1854-1946. In
a large album, including 1854 (2 x12, 4 x10, 5x2 & 6), followed by QV representation, including 50-52; 1902-09
KEVII (71-76); 1911-25 KGV (93-98); 1929 (C1-6 x2, mint &
used); 1931 (129-34, mint); 1935 (142-48 x2, mint & used);
1941-43 (168-79, mint). We also noted useful officials,
1914 Indian Expeditionary Force (M34-43 x2, mint & used),
followed by Telegraph stamps, plus twenty covers to Europe, including picture postcards and registered usages.
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Viewing should prove rewarding, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
44

45

)
India,
Postal
History
Collection,
1860s-1900s. Approximately 85 pieces, including 64
home-made covers, folded letters or folded letter covers
franked individually with ½a blue stamp, and addressed to
domestic destinations. We also noted 1862 postal stationery letter sheet to Calcutta; 1877 postal envelope to
Jeypore; 1879 postal envelope to Bombay; 1880-83 postal
envelope to Amritsar, 1884 postal envelope to Ramgarh,
1901 postal card to Amraoti, and some others. We feel that
the postal historian will find here useful items for his collection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $500
- 750
HHa
India, Assortment of Sheets, 1958-1979, 10
complete sheets. Comprising 1958 8np Map (404), 1958
13np Map (406); 10p (SG 922bc), 15p (SG 923ab), 20p
(924a), 30p (926a), 35p (927ab), 50p (928c); plus Nehru
35p (980a) & Gandhi 60p (1320a). Recommended for the
specialist, Very Fine. SG £1,292 ($2,070) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

46

m
India, Used Collection, 1850s-1980s. In
Minkus & Schaubek albums with sets and singles in the
modest range, including regulars, airmails & officials. We
also noted Burma & Ceylon representation., Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

47

H/m
India, Mostly Used Collection, 1855-1946.
Mounted on album pages, starting with used 19th Century
representation, including 1855 (9-10), 1865-67 (18 with
Calcutta cancel), 1882-87 (41-42 & 44, mint), 1892 (49,
mint), 1895 (50-52, used), followed by 1902-09 KEVII
(60-73), 1911-26 KGV (80-98), 1926-36 (120-25), 1937-40
KGVI (167, NH), plus some Airmails such as C1-6, China
Expeditionary Force & Officials. Ideal for collector of this
popular area, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

48

49

m
India
&
States,
Used
Collection,
1850s-1940s. Housed in old-time album with many useful
stamps such as 1864 (17 x2 & 18), 1865-67 (24-25),
1866-68 (26-28), followed by QV examples, and then by
KEVII 1r, 2r, 3r, 5r & 10r stamps issued in the 1902-09 period; KGV 1r, 2r, 5r, 10r, 15e & 25r stamps; KGVI 1r, 2r, 5r,
10r, 15r & 25r stamps issued in the 1911-36 period, plus
some unchecked officials. We also noted Chamba,
Faridkot, Gwalior, Jind, Nabha & Patiala representations.
An interesting lot with much postmark interest, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
India & States, Postal History Collection,
1860s-1960s. In a stock book, starting with approximately
90 pieces franked with India stamps, including postal cards,
postal envelopes and covers to Europe. We also noted 70
stampless rolled-up or folded letters in Devanagari, and
that deserve your attention, plus some real old photos
showing different views of Calcutta and a couple of unused
picture postcards. A good opportunity for the postal history
collector, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

50

m
India
&
States,
Used
Assortment,
1850s-1960s. In two stock books; Volume I starting with
some Queen Victoria early regulars, followed by a large
amount of officials, including QV, KEVII, KGV & KGVI examples with innumerable different postmarks, and then by
Independent India, plus Cochin & Travancore representation. Volume II well-filled with Gwalior, Nabha, Patiala,
Jhind, Cochin, Travancore, Hyderabad & Jaipur assortments, including some revenues. We suggest careful viewing which should reward time spent, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

51

H/m
India & States, Mostly Used Collection,
1850s-1960s. In a binder and beginning with 19th Century
representation, followed by some airmails and KGVI examples, and then by many sets, part sets & singles in the modest range. We also noted Cochin, Hyderabad, Jaipur,
Gwalior, Nabha, Patiala & Travancore unchecked representations, plus French & Portuguese India stamps. Viewing recommended, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

52

)
India & States, Postal History Assortment.
Group of 75: sixteen censored covers sent in the 1940s, including five postal envelopes, picture postcard to Philadelphia and cover to Malacca; thirteen postal envelopes and
cards from Assam with rhomboid censorship handstamps;
sixteen miscelaneous items, including several dispatched
from Gwalior, plus a 1938 receipt for registered articles. We
also
noted
30
unused
postal
cards
from
Travancore-Cochin. Recommended for the postal historian, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

53

HHa
Indian Convention States, Never Hinged Assortment, 1930s-1940s, KGVI blocks of four. Including
Chamba O64-65; Gwalior O48-49, O52-53, O55-56 &
O59-61; Jind 166-72; Nabha 81-82, 101-03, 107 & 109;
Patiala 92, 106, 109, 112-13 and several officials; plus
Jaipur 1936-46 Officials (O12 & O23-28). A nice lot of this
popular country, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

54

HH/H
Ireland, Mint Collection, 1922-2008. In five
White Ace binders with most key sets: 1922 (1-8 & 9-11),
1922 (12-14), 1922 (23-35 & 36-38), 1922 (39-43), 1922-23
(44-58), 1925-27 (77-79), 1934 (93-95) & 1937 (96-98), followed by a virtually complete section of stamps issued in
the 1937-2008 period, including airmails and postage dues.
Truly an enjoyable collection to view and describe, please
inspect, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $13,398 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

55

H
Ireland, Specialized Collection of Overprints, 1922-35. About 80 mint stamps on three stockbook
pages including #12-14, 15c (inverted overprint), 36-38,
44-58, 77-79 (plus 3 extra 5s and an extra 10s), 77a,
77b-79b, 93-94 and a NH block of 4 of the 2s6d; the 10s #38
has a very faint trace minor soiling, otherwise everything is
clean and F-VF. Really quite a remarkable lot. Scott $6,600
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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m
Ireland, Collection of Town Cancels,
1920s-90s. Three large stockbooks containing more than
1900 stamps arranged by county and by town; mostly lower
face value, but loaded with modern commemoratives; also
includes a 1923 list of Post Offices and a 1982 Post Office
Guide. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

57

HH/H/m Jamaica,
Primarily
Mint
Collection,
1860-1990. Several hundred stamps on Scott International
album pages; spotty and mostly used through King George
VI with the Queen Elizabeth II issues being virtually complete and just about all MNH; in addition to the QE2, the
1935 Silver Jubilee and the 1948 Silver Wedding are also
MNH; and excellent starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

58

HH
Kuwait, Mint Never Hinged Collection,
1977-94. 98% complete for the period on Scott Specialty
album pages including #472-479, 756-763, 853-871; all
o.g., NH, and Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

59

H/m
Malta, Mostly Mint Collection, 1863-1974. In
Davo album ($152 retail value), better mint include1863 (3),
1885-86 (8-13), 1886 (14 used), 1899-1901 (18), 1903-04
(27), 1904-11 (29//45), 1914-22 (49-54 & 58-62), 1919 (64),
1921-22 (66-71), 1922 (83-84), 1922 (86-93), 1922-26
(98-112 & 114), 1926 (116-29), 1926-28 (131-47), 1928
(148-62), 1930 (167-83), 1938 (191-205), 1948 (208-22),
1956 (246-62), followed by a highly complete section of sets
issued in the 1957-72 period, including 1925 postage due
tête-bêche pairs. A collection that deserves special attention, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

60

HH/H
Malta, Mint Collection, 1964-2001. Mounted
in a Schaubek hingeless album, appears complete NH for
singles for the period, with numerous souvenir sheets,
J11-J20, a nice lot to serve as a foundation, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

61

)
New Zealand, The Magnificent Balance of an
Award-Winning Airmail Exhibition Collection, 1919-48.
43 covers or documents illustrating the progress of aviation
in New Zealand, including first flights, wartime flights, prisoner of war mail, censored, emergency flights, interrupted
flights, strike emergency air flights, introduction of new airmail rates, flights abroad and more, all still on the original
Exhibition pages. A wealth of fascinating philatelic history
here, with many items retailing for well above $1000 each. A
great lot for the postal history specialist or dealer, inspection will prove very rewarding, generally Fine to Very Fine or
better (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

62

6

HH/H/m New Zealand, Mint & Used Collection,
1850s-2000s. In four albums, starting with 19th Century
representation, including stamps such as 1866 1s vermilion; 1864-71 1s green; 1873 ½d pale dull rose with or without watermark; followed by 1898 5s vermilion; 1902 2s
green & 5s vermilion, plus many other better sets & part
sets such as 1906 Christchurch Exhibition (122-24, used);
1909-12 Edward VII (130-39, used); 1913 Auckland Exhibition (130e & 131e, used). We also noted nice semipostals
and airmails, including 1931 Smiling Boy set (B3-4, mint),
1934 (C5, mint) and a fair number of miniature sheets. The

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

collection is mostly mint or Never Hinged from 1940s onwards, and contains many modern sets. Recommended for
a collector or dealer who wants a nearly complete collection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
63

H/m
New Zealand, Mostly Mint Dealer’s Stock,
1860s-1980s. In two three-ring binders, including many desirable stamps such (mint unless otherwise stated) as
1862-63 (12 & 14, used), 1864-71 (33), 1871 (42, used),
1882 (64 & 66-67), 1898 (74, 77a & 81), 1907-08 (128) &
1909-12 (136). Postal-Fiscal section 1903-15 (AR32,
AR34 & AR45), followed by semipostals, including several
sheetlets; Airmails 1931 (C1-3); Special Delivery (E1 x2);
Officials 1907 (O29 x3), 1910 (O33-37), 1914 (O38),
1915-19 (O43-50), 1938 (O75); Life Insurance 1891
(OY1-6, used), 1891 (OY2, block of four), 1903-04 (OY8-9).
We also noted a 1970 sheet of 200 (443, water damage). A
fantastic lot for the internet sales, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$5,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

64

)
New Zealand, Assortment of Covers,
1901-92. 135 items, including 1936 three first day covers
with Anzac Day Issue, 1937 two first day covers franked individually with 1d Boy Hiker, 1939 Taxed cover to Melrose,
MA, 1940 New Zealand-Australia-England air mail service
inaugural flight, 1940 New Zealand-US air mail service via
New Caledonia, Canton Island & Hawaii, plus some commercial usages and a fair number of first day covers and
some colorful labels, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

65

HH/H/) New Zealand & Dependencies, Mostly Never
Hinged Dealer’s Stock, 1930s-1980s. Arranged by dependency and housed in glassines with many desirable
sets (singles & blocks of four) such as New Zealand
1936-42 (203-16, plus perforation varieties that deserve
your attention), 1953-57 (288-301, singles & blocks of four
with plate numbers) & 1967 (401-404), plus a fair number
semi-postal miniature sheets and registered covers with
new issues addressed to Waterbury, CT. We also noted
Aitutaki, Cook Islands, Niue, Penrhyn Island & Samoa saleable representations. An excellent opportunity to acquire
popular material with not often seen blocks with plate numbers, and recommended for both collectors and dealers,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

66

H
New Zealand Dependancies, Mint Collection. In two Scott albums with many better fresh sets & singles such as Aitutaki 1903 (4-6, plus 6a), 1913-16 (12-13);
Cook Islands 1892 (1-8), 1901 (26, unused, no gum, and
accompanied with APS certificate), 1902 (30-38), 1909-19
(39-44), 1919 (48-60, plus seven vertical pairs with mixed
perfs), 1921 (67-71), 1931 (80-83) & 1932 (84-90), followed
by many sets issued in the 1944-83 period; Niue 1903
(10-13), 1911-12 (14-16), 1915-17 (18-20), 1917-20
(21-29), 1918-23 (30-34), 1931-32 (49-52), 1932 (53-59) &
1944-49 (86-89); Penrhyn Island 1902 (6a, 8a & 9a), 1903
(10-12), 1914-15 (15-16), 1917-20 (17-24) & 1920 (25-30);
Tokelau Islands virtually complete section with sets issued
in the 1948-90 period. An attractive collection, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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H
New Zealand Dependancies, Mint Dealer’s
Stock. In a three-ring binder, including Aitutaki 1903 (5 &
6a); Cook Islands 1892-94 (10 & 12-13), 1898-1900 (24),
1902 (36-37), 1931 (80), 1932 (89a), 1932-36 (103 & 106),
1938 (112 & 114), 1946 (126B x2); Niue 1918-23 (30-31)
(47a), 1941-45 (88); Penrhyn Island (9a) & (15-16). Excellent for the internet seller, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

68

(H)
North West Pacific Islands, Small Collection,
1915-19. 19 unused stamps comprising #1, 2 (2), 3, 6,
9-12, 16-20, 22, 24-26 & 33, all without gum; few with light
toning includingthe two £1 #26, but otherwise sound and
generally F-VF. Scott value $1715 with o.g. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

69

H/m
Pakistan, Provisional Overprints Assortment. A very interesting study of the first issues of Pakistan
with several dozen items housed in one small but valuable
stock book, beginning with the 1947 definitive of KGVI, mint
and used, this represents a wide range of provisional overprints or at least overprints that are handstamped and machine printed in different sizes, very specialised and to a
certain extent still unknown philatelic territory. Not every denomination is represented - they simply could not be found.
However, in the high values KGVI there are 3x 1rp, including a pair of clandestine inverted, 5x 2rps, 6x 5rps and 5x
10rps, the latter high values 5rps and 10rps also with bluish
black overprints. Also, present lower values, generally
speaking most denominations represented including
stamps with overprints we have never seen before, again
deserving further research. Other items include back of the
book, KGVI service overprints, 1rp and 2rps (3x) and
cinderella to investigate. We are of the opinion that the used
is far better than the mint and that despite reference items
being here, no doubt this is a very special property having
taken years to form with many scarce, possibly unique
items present, and offered intact as received, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

70

HH/H
Pakistan, Specialized Mint Collection,
1947-89. Virtually complete for the period in two blank
Davo albums including all perforation varieties of the
1948-57 definitives plus lots of errors on the 1961 new currency overprints and many imperfs of the early 1960s
definitives; all clean and F-VF with NH beginning in the late
1950s and including many earlier NH as well. A really exceptional collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

71

Pakistan, Never Hinged Assortment Including Errors. A very challenging lot to view and to value, consisting of material seldom seem filling up one stockbook.
For example, horizontal gutter pairs on various values of
the 1948 type defintives, blocks of four sheet corner
marginals with cylinder numbers, imprint blocks etc. The
holding continues somewhat chaotically, including partial
printings, shifted colors, missing denominations, horizontal
and vertical imperforate pairs on the 1961/63 definitives,
also blocks of four the same, partial printings on both sides,
service overprints, inverted, missing colors interesting
postal history etc. Much material here would make good individual lots in their own right, a much recommended
viewing, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

72

H/m/) Palestine, Mostly Mint Specialized Collection, 1918-48. Mounted on album pages, and many duplicates in stock sheets, starting with 1918 1pi ultramarine
rouletted singles and blocks of four, plus some surcharged
examples, followed by 1918 typographed issue, including
singles, blocks of four, shades and some with rough perforations, and then by Jerusalem I, London I & London II overprints. Pictorial Issue 1927-42 specialized section with
singles, blocks of four, plate blocks of four and coils in different papers (white wove, thin or vertical ribbed), plus some
duplicates in stock pages and postal stationery items. Postage Due section with 1923-45 sets (J1-20), plus a large
amount of plate blocks, blocks of four and singles, including
distinctive shades. We also noted some revenues, stamps
of Palestine overprinted for use in Jordan and occupation
stamps of Egypt for use in Palestine. A truly delightful and
captivating collection. Worth checking out (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

73

)
Palestine, Cover Miscellany. Includes E.E.F.
in Palestine, scarce cancellations, 5 items; French Forces
in Palestine, 2 items; Indian Forces in Asia Minor, 1919 GB
2d registered envelope; Italian Forces in Palestine, 1919
registered commercial cover from Egypt via SZ 10 in Cairo;
1918 (Nov. 19), cover posted to England in the Aleppo civilian post office; 1919, “E.E.F.”: Typographed Issue used
abroad, Cilicia, 3 money orders; several 1922-28 Registration Envelopes including Provisional entires; 1932 Levant
Fair promotional labels; and 1940-46, 20 covers to and from
Palestine during WWII. Scarce and interesting group, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

74

H/m/) Palestine, Assortment, 1918-42. Over a hundred stamps, on stock cards and on pages, includes postage dues and a 1942 censored cover, a little TLC will make
this lot a mover, please examine, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

75

H/m/) Papua, Highly Specialized Mint and Used
Collection, 1901-37. In Palo hingeless album, starting with
1901 (1-7, plus 1-8 with vertical watermarks), 1906 (16-18
with horizontal watermarks & 11-16 with vertical watermarks), 1909-10 (34-40), 1910 (41-49), plus 1909-10 small
Papua mint examples depicting small plate flaws that a specialist will be excited to see. We also noted 1911 & 1916-31
sets (50-57 & 60-73), followed by a detailed study of stamps
issued in the 1916-31 period, depicting small plate flaws,
shades & printings, and then by 1917 set and 1931 2d on
1½d imprint block of ten. Air Mail section complete, including C1 imprint strip of three, C2 & C4 imprint blocks of six,
plus two first flight covers sent in the early 1930s, Officials
1931 (O1-12).Truly a collector’s dream, be sure to take a
close look! mostly Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

76

H
Papua, 1901-17, Nearly Complete For the Period. Comprises #1-7, 11-14, 16-40 (1902 2s6d used),
42-59, 61 & 66a; also includes top margin blocks of 10 (NH)
and a 1932 registered cover from Port Moresby to Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia; condition includes a little bit of toning and
a couple without gum, but is otherwise F-VF. Scott $1,130
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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77

H
St. Kitts-Nevis, Mint Collection, 1903-84. In
two Palo hingeless albums ($300 retail value), including
1903 (1-10), 1905-18 (11-21), 1921-29 (37-51), 1938-48
(79-90), 1938 (82a//88a), 1952 (107-18), 1954-57 (120-34)
& 1963 (145-63, plus set with watermarks sideways), followed by a virtually complete section of sets & souvenir
sheets issued in the 1963-84, plus officials. We also noted
1980-87 St. Kitts regular & official sets, plus some modern
issues in stock page. Excellent opportunity for collector,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

78

H/m
St. Vincent, Mint & Used Collection,
1861-1978. Mounted on Scott pages, starting with used
classics such as 4-5, 12, 14, 14A, 14B, 15 & 23; followed by
several mint sets, part sets & singles: 1898 (62-69), 1902
(71-77), 1907 (90-97), 1938-47 (141-51) & 1948 (154-55),
plus several modern sets in the modest range, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

79

H/m
South Africa, Mostly Mint Collection,
1910-2012. In four Davo hingeless albums with early representation, followed by some useful sets such as 1954
(200-13), and highly complete from 1960s onwards. We
also noted Bophuthatswana, Ciskei, Transkei & Venda
modern sets, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

80

)
Tristan da Cunha, Postal History Group. Six
covers, including three franked individually with Great Britain KGVI & QEII 1-1/2d (Scott 234), other with Great
Britain1-1/2d KGV, followed by one with St. Helena KEVII
2-1/2d & stampless first day cover taxed on arrival to the
U.S., Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200

81

HH
Turkish Cyprus, Complete Mint Collection,
1979-95. The country complete for the period in a German
Lighthouse hingeless album; all mint never hinged and
Very Fine. A beautiful collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

82

H/m
Virgin Islands, Mostly Mint Collection,
1866-1980. In two Palo hingeless albums ($350 retail
value), better (mint unless noted) include 1866 (1-2),
1867-70 (5 used & 8 mint), 1878 (9, used pair), 1880
(10-11), 1883-84 (12), 1899 (21-28), 1913 (38-46), 1922
(49-52), 1922-28 (49-66), 1938-47 (76-87), 1952 (102-13),
1956 (115-27) & 1962 (128-39), followed by a virtually complete section of sets & souvenir sheets issued in the
1963-82 period, and then by several modern issues in stock
pages. Viewing of this useful collection is sure to please and
inspire a bid, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Area Collections
83

8

HH/H
British Africa, Mostly Never Hinged Dealer’s
Stock, 1950s-1980s. Arranged by country and housed in a
large amount of glassines with many easy-to-re-sell sets
(singles & blocks of four) such as Ascension 62-74 x2 &
75-88; Bechuanaland 169-79; Gambia 153-67 & 175-87;
Gold Coast 115-27; Kenya-Uganda-Tanzania 103-17, plus
official overprints; Mauritius 235-49, 251-65 & 276-90;
Ghana 204-07 imperforate pairs; Northern Rhodesia 25-45
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& 61-74; Southern Rhodesia 81-94 & 95-105;
Rhodesia-Nyasaland 141-55 & 158-71; Rhodesia 223-36;
St. Helena 140-52 & 159-72; Seychelles 198-212; Sierra
Leone 195-207; Tristan Da Cunha 1-12, 14-27, 28-41 &
42-54; Somaliland 128-39; Swaziland 67-79 & 80-91. We
also noted Basutoland, Bostwana, Lesotho, Malawi, South
Africa, South West Africa,Togo, Uganda & Zambia useful
representations. A worthwhile opportunity not to be missed,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
84

HH/H
British America, Mostly Never Hinged
Dealer’s Stock, 1950s-80s. Arranged by country and
housed in a large amount of glassines with many
easy-to-re-sell sets (singles & blocks of four) such as
Antigua 1966 (167-82); Barbados 1953-57 (235-47); British
Guiana 1954 (253-67) & 1963-65 (279-87); British Honduras 1962 (167-78) & 1968 (214-25); Cayman Islands
(153-67); Dominica 1951 (122-36), 1954 (142-56) & 1963
(164-80); Falkland Islands 1952 (107-20), 1960 (128-42);
Falkland Islands Dependencies 1954 (1L19-33); Leeward
Islands 1954 (133-47 x2); Montserrat 1953-57 (128-42); St.
Kitts-Nevis 1954-57 (120-34); St. Lucia 1953 (157-69);
South Georgia 1963 (1-16) & 1971 (17-30); Turks-Caicos
Islands 1957-60 (121-35); Virgin Islands 1956 (115-27),
1962 (128-39) & 1964 (144-58), plus Bermuda & Grenada
useful representations. Truly a paradise for the dealer, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

85

H
British America, Mint Collection. Housed in a
Scott album with better noted including Antigua 1938-51
(91-95); Bahamas 1938-46 (110-13); Bermuda 1938-51
(122-28); British Guiana 1938 (230-41); Canada 1935
(225-227 x2), 1938 (241-45, plus extra 50¢ & $1 examples),
1942-43 (259-62, plus $1 plate block) & 1946 (268-73, plate
blocks); Cayman Islands 1938-43 (100-111); Leeward Islands 1938 (103-115); Newfoundland 1941-44 (253-66,
blocks of four) & 1939 (J1-6); St. Vincent 1938-47
(145A-51) & Trinidad-Tobago 1938 (55-61). Recommended for dealer or collector, and with many useful pickings, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

86

HH/H
British Asia, Mostly Never Hinged Dealer’s
Stock, 1950s-80s. Arranged by country and housed in
glassines with many desirable sets (singles & blocks of
four) such as Hong Kong 185-98, 203-217, 249-50 blocks
of four & singles, 253-54 x3; Malaya-Penang 29-38 &
40-44; Malaya-Malacca 29-38 & 40-44; North Borneo
244-58 & 280-95; Sabah 1-16, Sarawak 197-211; Singapore 28-42 & 62-69;. We also noted Aden, Ceylon, Iran, India & Malaysia representations. A sweet deal for the trader
or discriminating collector, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

87

H/m
British Commonwealth, Dealers Stock Mint
& Used, Ready For Sale. Over 450 individually lotted and
described items from Queen Victoria through Elizabeth, includes quite a bit of George V & VI, individual items, sets
and small groupings all identified and priced to sell retail online, the quality is generally decent with some faults and an
item here or there mis-identified but quite a useful
asemblage that ranges in price from $20 to $500, mostly in
the $50 to $250 range, Countries represented include:
Aden; Antigua; Ascension; Australia; Bahamas; Bahrain;
Barbados; Bechuanaland; Bermuda; BCA; British Guiana;
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British Honduras; Brunei; Canada; Cape; Cayman; Ceylon;
Cook; Cyprus; Dominica; Falkland; Fiji; Gambia; Gibraltar;
Gold Coast; Great Britain & Offices; Grenada; Hong Kong;
Ionian; Ireland; KUT; Kuwait; Labuan; Leeward; Malayan;
Maldive; Malta; Mayritius; Montserrat; Natal; Nevis; New
Zealand, North Borneo; Nigeria; Nyasaland; Orange River;
Palestine; Rhodesia; Sarawak; Seychelles; Sierra Leone;
South Africa; South-West Africa; St. Helena; St. Lucia; St.
Vincent; Solomon Islands; Trinidad; Turks; Uganda; Virgin
Islands & Zanzibar. Strongest in British America but Africa
and Oceania are also well represented, combined Gibbons
and Scott exceeds $100,000 and marked retail is over
$40,000, careful examination will unlock the true value and
sales potential that this stock presents, generally Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
88

89

90

91

H/m
British Commonwealth, Impressive Mainly
Mint Collection, 1850s-1939. The first four, rather worn
volumes of an old brown Scott International Album with
most non-British stripped out, then populated with an impressive array of British sets and singles, primarily from
British America; some highlights include (mint unless
noted) Antigua #5-6, 67-76, Ascension 1-36, Bahamas 14,
84, Barbados 11 (used), 80-89, 116-151, Bermuda 6-7, 95,
95b, 96, Falklands 20-21, 41-48, Gibraltar 3, 20, 24a (NH),
35-36, 66-92, Gold Coast 7-8, Malta 79-205, New Zealand
31, 25a (used - cat. $2200, sound but poorly centered), 34
(used), 37 (used), B1-8, St. Helena 79-93, 95-98, 101-110,
and much, much more; we also note the 1935 Silver Jubilee
omnibus issue virtually complete and apparently all NH (including Hong Kong). Additionally, among the few non-British stamps included, we noted Iceland “prir” overprints #31
& 33 (both used) and Tuscany 1857 1cr unused (Scott
$3850 without gum). A truly marvelous lot with very few
flaws and, since virtually everything is in Crystal Mount,
there are sure to be some nice, never hinged surprises.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
HH/H
British Commonwealth, Mint 20th Century
Collection. Clean mint collection in two albums and a
stockbook; includes issues from British Africa, America,
Asia, Europe and the Pacific with value almost entirely in
earlier Queen Elizabeth II sets to the Pound, though we do
note a few earlier, like the 1902 Malta “One Pnney” Error
NH; F-VF throughout with most being NH. A very worthwhile lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
H
British Commonwealth, Mint Collection,
1930s-1990s. In two Scott albums with a large amount of
convenient sets such as Aden 48-61A, Ascension 62-74,
Bahamas 158-73, Bechuanaland 105-16, 124-36 &
154-65, British Guiana 253-67, Cyprus 168-82, Falkland
Islands Dependencies 1L19-33, Fiji 147-62, Gambia
153-67, Gibraltar 132-45, Gold Coast 130-41, Grenada
171-83, Hong Kong 213-17, Jamaica 159-74,
Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika 107-17, Malta 246-62, New
Zealand 288-301, Northern Rhodesia 1-17, Sarawak
197-211, Somaliland 128-39, Southern Rhodesia 1-14,
Trinidad-Tobago 72-83 & Tristan Da Cunha 14-27 &
28-41. A utilitarian collection with plenty of pickings, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

tralia 1934 (142-44 & 147-49, used), Falkland Islands
1935 (77-80 x2, mint or used), 1938-49 (84-93 & 95-96,
mint) & 1960 (128-139), Cyprus 1960 (183-97 x2, mint &
used), Gilbert & Ellice Islands 1939 (40-51), plus South
Georgia 1963 (1-15); Tristan Da Cunha 1965 (71-84) &
1971 (141-52); Ireland sets, part sets & singles issued in
the 1922-81 period. We also noted Ascension, Australian
States, Bermuda, Canada, Cayman Islands, Jamaica,
Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika, Leeward Islands, Malta &
New Zealand, Trinidad-Tobago useful representations,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
92

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection. In four albums with better including Australia in a
Lighthouse album with several desirable Kangaroo stamps
such as 1913 (8 & 10, used), 1915 (38-40, used), 1924 (53,
mint) & 1934 (126), plus 1926-30 KGV (76, used), 1935
(153-54, used) & 1963-64 (365-79, NH), followed by many
sets issued in the 1960s-70s; Canada in a Lighthouse album starting with some used classics such as 1859 12½¢
green (18 x2, yellow green & blue green), 1859 17¢ blue
(19), followed by large and small Queens representation,
1893 (47, mint), 1897 Jubilees up to the 50¢; New Zealand
1940 (229-41) & 1953-57 (288-301, NH). We also noted
Cocos Islands (1-6, NH), Nigeria, Pakistan, South Africa
(200-213) & South West Africa representations with useful
sets. Viewing will prove rewarding, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

93

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection. In eleven Minkus albums with sets, part sets & singles
in the modest range with some better such (mint unless denoted) as Cayman Islands 85-96; Great Britain used representation, including 57, 108-109 & 140; India used
collection with sets, part sets & singles issued in the
1850s-1970s, and including Convention & Feudatory
States representation; Jamaica 159-74; Montserrat 75-84
& Zululand 3-6, plus British Oceania & British Asia mostly
used representations. Viewing invited, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

94

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Collection. In Scott album with several highlights such as Aden
1939-48 (16-27); Australia 1937-38 (177-79); British Solomon Islands 1940 (J1-8); Cyprus 1938-44 (151-55);
Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika 1938 (81-85); Malta 1948
(208-22, incl. extra 5s & 10s examples); Nauru 1937-48
(17a-30a); New Hebrides (British) 1938 (50-61 & J6-10);
New Hebrides (French) 1938 (55-66 & J6-10); Northern
Rhodesia 1938 (34-45); Nyasaland 1945 (70-81); St. Helena 1938 (123-27); Sierra Leone 1938-44 (182-85) & Zanzibar 1936 (201-213). You will be rewarded by not passing
on viewing this lot, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

95

HH/H
British Commonwealth, Useful Assortment,
1930s-1960s. In a three-ring binder with value concentrated in the KGVI issues such as Aden 1951 (36-46), Australia 1935 (150-51) & 1963-65 (365-79), Bahamas 1938
(112, pair) & 1931-46 (90-91, blocks of 4), Bermuda 1924
(96) & 1938-51 (125 x4, 126 x3, 127 & 128 x7, including £1
three examples in chalky paper & three examples in wove
paper), British Solomon Islands 1939-51 (67-79), Cook Islands 1944-46 (116-24), Grenada 1951 (151-63), Jamaica

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection. In ten springback albums with some mint or used sets,
part sets and singles in parallel, better noted include, Aus-
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1938-51 (126-28 & 141, blocks of four), Samoa 1955
(216-19), St. Helena 1938-40 (118-27), St. Vincent
(141-51) & Trinidad-Tobago (60-61, blocks of 4). Excellent
for the collector or dealer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
96

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection. Presented in ten Scott albums, including Canada with
value concentrated in the 20th Century representation;
New Zealand with several better sets such as 165-70,
229-41, 382-403 & E1; British America countries such as
Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, Dominica & Jamaica, plus Australia & States used representation. Great
for the dealer, please inspect, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

97

)
British Commonwealth, Postal History Assortment. Approximately 145 covers mostly sent to the
U.S., and including many better such as Gibraltar & Nicosia
registered covers with 1935 Silver Jubilee sets; Burma
postal envelope to Ohio; 1941 first transpacific Suva, Fiji to
Noumea; 1941 first official Moncton, New Brunswick to
Bangor; 1941 first flight New Zealand-Fiji; 1943 New Zealand censored cover to U.S. with two postage due examples
affixed on arrival, plus several WWII censored covers. We
also noted ten 1948 first day covers with Silver Wedding issues. Viewing recommended for full appreciation, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

98

99

100

101

10

HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Collection, 1860s-1980s. Unusual collection of a few hundred
different from a nice mix of Colonies on Scott International
pages consolidated into one binder; some classic material,
but value mainly in NH Queen Elizabeth II material including excellent Channel Islands; we even note sveral NH King
George V Silver Jubilee sets including Papua New Guinea
& South Africa. A useful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
)
British Commonwealth, Postal History Assortment. Several thousand items mostly used before
1960s, including censored, registered, envelopes, picture
postcards and some first day covers. We noted British West
Indies, Canada, Newfoundland & South Africa. Useful for
the dealer, definitely worth the viewing time, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection. In five three-ring binders with better (mint unless denoted) noted including Antigua 42-52 & 167-82; Bahamas
158-73 used; British Guiana 223-26 used; British Honduras 115-26; Falkland Islands 77-80; Gambia 175-87;
Oman 1-15; Trinidad-Tobago 144-59, plus a large
amount of mint or used sets & part sets in the modest range.
We also noted a fair amount of modern sets in never hinged
condition. Undoubtedly worth a look! Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
)
British Commonwealth, Postal History Accumulation, 1870s-1970s. Approximately 400 covers, including small album with Great Britain postal stationery
items used in the 1870s-1900s, including postal cards, envelopes & wrappers. We also noted a fair amount of commercial covers from India to the U.S.; 1956 official
aerogramme from New Zealand to NY; 1941-45 censored
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covers dispatched from South Africa; Australia and Great
Britain first day covers, plus many other. Well worth take a
moment to view, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
102

H/m
British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock. Approximately 700 presentation cards housed in a red box, including many omnibus sets in the modest range, and some
better such (mint unless otherwise denoted) as British Offices in Morocco (426-36); British Guiana 1899 (157-59 x3);
Bechuanaland Protectorate 1961 (180-93); Ireland 1957
(159-60); South West Africa 1939 (B9-11), plus some unchecked 19th Century examples, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

103

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Collection, 1850s-1980s. Many hundreds, mostly used, with
duplication, in three 16-page stockbooks; just about all
low-priced but with plenty of $5-$25 stamps scattered
throughout from all over the globe, including Hong Kong,
Australia & States, Ireland, New Zealand, Canada, etc. An
interesting “fun” lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

104

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection. Presented in a Stanley Gibbons springback album
with “A” to “Z” countries representation with strength in the
20th Century issues, including many sets, part sets & singles in the modest range. Ideal to break down into country
collections, and offered on the internet, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

105

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection. In a Stanley Gibbons Imperial album and arranged in
alphabetical order, beginning with a fair number of Great
Britain used stamps issued in the 19th Century, and in the
$50 to $200 range, followed by “A” to “Z” countries representation, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

106

H/m/) British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Accumulation. In four stock books with sets, part sets & singles,
better noted include Strait Settlements 1935 Silver Jubilee
(213-16 x7, used). We also noted Johore, Kedah, Malaya,
Penang, Perak, Perlis, Kelantan, Negri Sembilan, Sabah &
Selangor representations, plus some Great Britain examples. There are some covers such as 1929 first flight British
Guiana to Miami; 1930 first flight Trinidad to Paramarimbo;
1930 first flight Haiti to Uruguay. Worth viewing, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

107

HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Selection. Selection of ten better stamps, includes British Guiana mint #65, Ceylon #14 mint, New South Wales mint
#101c, Rhodesia mint #17, Victoria mint 205, nice material
of this ever popular area, please examine, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

108

H/m
British Europe, Mint and Used Collection,
1880-1960. Three Lindner “T” hingeless albums containing
Cyprus, Gibraltar, Ionian Is., Ireland, Levant, Malta and a bit
of Channel Islands & G.B. Regional issues. All countries
are well represented, with such highlights as (used unless
noted) Cyprus, 1928 £1 KGV (mint), 1938 £1 KGVI, 1947
Silver Wedding, 1955 & 1960 £1 QEII; Gibraltar 1889 75c
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on 1s, 1912 4s-£1 KGV (mint) and Ireland 1922 10s Dollard,
1925 5s Dublin Castle (mint) and 1927-28 2s6d-10s wide
date; clean and F-VF throughout. An excellent starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
109

H/m
British Europe, Mint and Used Collection.
Approximately a thousand stamps and souvenir sheets
housed in a Harris Senior Statesman album, mint unless
noted Cyprus 136-139, 158-159, 244-246, Gibraltar 96-99,
100-103, 121-122, 147-160, Great Britain used 1, 139 &
140 with dozens of other premium items, Ireland 103-104,
155-156, Malta 184-187, 223-224, some mixed condition,
many many complete sets included, great lot for the collector or dealer looking for a huge amount of fresh material,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

110

HH/H
British Europe, Mostly Never Hinged
Dealer’s Stock, 1950s-1980s. Arranged by country and
housed in glassines with many desirable sets (singles &
blocks of four) such as Cyprus 143-55, 168-82, 183-97 &
226a x3; Gibraltar 147-60; Ireland 65-76; Malta 184-87,
246-62 & J11-20. We also noted Channel Islands representation, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

111

HH
British Middle East, Mint Collection,
1937-57. Virtually complete for the period on Scott Specialty album pages; including Aden #13-75, Bahrain
52-118, Kuwait 59-139, Oman 1-34, 65-93 and Qatar 1-25;
also includes a few Aden States, Burma & Pakistan; all
clean and F-VF, Never Hinged. Scott $1,800 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

112

HH/H
British Oceania, Mostly Never Hinged
Dealer’s Stock, 1950s-80s. Arranged by country and
housed in glassines with many desirable sets (singles &
blocks of four) such as British Solomon Islands 89-105,
128-42 & 148a-66a; Fiji 131A & 131B, 168-75, 240-56 &
260-76; Gilbert & Ellice Islands 61-72 & 135-49. We also
noted Pitcairn Islands collection mounted in a home-made
album, and including 1-8, 20-30, 39-51 & 72-84; New
Hebrides, Tuvalu & Kiribati. Definitely worth viewing and
bidding, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

113

H/)
British Omnibus Issues, Silver Wedding Collection, 1948. Highly complete and housed in a three-ring
binder with 67 different sets, including Falkland Islands &
Hong Kong, plus six covers to the U.S., Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

114

H
British Omnibus Issues, Mint Collection,
1937-77. Housed in four binders, including 1937 Coronation of George VI & Elizabeth (222 mint stamps); 1946
Peace Issue virtually complete & 1953 Queen Elizabeth II
Coronation issue in White Ace album; 1974 Universal
Postal Union; 1977 Silver Jubilee of Queen ELizabeth II.
We also noted Cyprus 1955 Elizabeth II (168-82, blocks of
four). Excellent opportunity for collector or dealer, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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HH/H
Algeria, Exceptional Mint Collection,
1926-90. Virtually complete for the period in a deluxe Palo
hingeless album; almost all NH from the 1930s onward including better sets like B14-26 & J21-24; also includes a
collection of about 50 different imperfs, most with sheet
margins or in pairs, and a couple of 1926 Postage Due die
proofs. A fabulous lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

116

)
Argentina, First & Early Flights Cover Collection, 1926-60. Twenty four covers mounted on exhibition pages, including 1926 Buenos Aires to Montevideo
(March 1); 1926 Buenos Aires to Montevideo (July 5); 1926
Buenos Aires to Montevideo (October 11); Buenos Aires to
Montevideo (November 24); plus several covers sent
in1929 from Buenos Aires to Asuncion via Aeropostale. We
also noted a flown cover from survey flight by Jean Mermoz
(Muller 36, only 41 carried); 1929 Weekly Buenos Aires to
Santiago (Muller 43, 278 carried); 1929 two unreported registered covers flown from Argentina to British Guiana with
Argentina Philatelic Club handstamps on reverse. A truly interesting holding that deserves to be seen, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

117

H
Austria, Mainly Mint Collection, 1850-2005.
An extraordinary, primarily 20th century collection in three
Lighthouse hingeless albums with slipcases; Commemoratives, Regular Issues & Airs are just about complete from
the mid-1920s including a barely hinged 10s Dollfuss; condition is uniformly F-VF throughout and apparently all NH
from the late 1950s onward, as well as several better earlier
NH like #340-353, B93-98, B122-27, C29 and the Costumes and the Bird Airmails. A terrific lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

118

H/m
Austria, Parallel Mint and Used Collection,
1850-1999. Pretty solid collection in three Schaubek hingeless albums, mainly used 19th century including a few
better, but value mainly in 20th century mint, which is fairly
complete from the late 1930s, with the mint being virtually
all NH from about 1950 (plus there are a few earlier NH surprises like #371 & B132-137; condition is just about all clean
and F-VF. A very nice starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

119

H/m/) Austria,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1850s-1990s. Nearly 4,400 stamps in two thick three-ring
binders with some duplication, starting with a nice section of
XIX Century used issues, followed by sets, part sets, postcards & covers, latter incl. one from displaced persons
camp in Feistritz, also blocks of four and plenty of modern
issues. We also noted nice semipostals, plus some better
airmails such as 1950-53 (C54 & C56-60 used) and postage dues, finally there are fieldpost, newspaper & offices
abroad examples, condition is a little bit mixed on some
earlies but overall is Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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HH/H
Austria, Block of Four Collection, 1964-86.
Fresh collection on display pages, most issues are in blocks
of four, multiples of some S/Ss, other issues with greater
duplication i.e. 385-387(x11) never hinged and 576(x66)
never hinged, excellent opportunity for the retail or internet
dealer, please examine, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

121

)
Austria, Postal History Assortment. Approximately 500 covers sent before the 1950s, and with single,
multiple or mixed frankings, including postal cards, censored usages, picture postcards and commercial usages,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

122

H/m
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1950.
700+ stamps mounted on homemade pages, better used
includes 2, 3, 4, 5, 33, 33A, with semipostals, postage dues
and military stamps, nice lot for the beginning collector,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $860 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

123

HH/H/m Belgium, Mint and Used Collection,
1849-1964. An outstanding, highly complete collection in a
Ka-Be album with useful, very nice 19th century duplication;
highlights include (mint unless noted) 5fr pale brown #39a
with roller cancel, 1919 “Helmut” set complete, 1932
Mercier & 1933 Orval Madonna complete VLH, etc.; 20th
century is probably 50/50 mint/used with many nice used
Semi-Postals and with the Parcel Posts being just about all
used; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF with the mint
being NH beginning in the late ‘50s, but also including many
better NH sets prior to that, like B468-476, B485-494,
B515-520 & B605a. A really wonderful collection. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

124

H/m
Belgium, Mostly Used Assortment. A well
filled stock book from the imperforate “epaulettes” with various values from 1¢ to 40¢, through perforated 1¢ to 40¢ the
same with two dozen or so stamps, through further 19th
Centurty to high values, including those with Sunday tabs.
The 20th Century with plenty of semi-postals etc. There are
no catalogue figures yet we will clearly run into many thousands, possibly five figures, mixed condtion in the classics
to be expected, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

125

H
Belgium, Precancel Assortment, 1912-61. In
stock book with approximately 130 stamps, including
precancels applied manually with an inked roller, and
precancels printed typographically. Former mostly Albert I
stamps, and latter Coat of Arms (Lion) issues. Unchecked
in detail, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

126

HH/H/m Belgium & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1894-2007. A very nice, primarily 20th century collection in two 3-ring Scott Specialty albums; probably 90%
complete and just about all mint from the 1920s onward with
NH beginning in the 1960s, though with plenty of nice NH
prior to that, like B485-497, B544-546 & B555-557; also
incs similar collections of Belgian Congo & Ruanda-Urundi;
generally clean and F-VF throughout. An outstanding
starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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127

H/m
Belgian Congo, Mint & Used Assortment. In
a stock book, including Belgian Congo with regulars,
semipostals, airmails & postage dues. Better noted include
1910-15 (48a, booklet pane of 10), 1915 (60a, 61a & 62a,
booklet panes of 10); followed by Katanga issues, and
Ruanda-Urundi, plus some useful souvenir sheets in stock
sheets, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

128

)
Brazil, Airmail Postal History Collection,
1921-81. Forty eight covers mounted on exbition pages, including 1928 flown cover from Rio de Janeiro to Porto
Alegre (Aeropostale); 1928 Pelotas to Rio de Janeiro
(Aeropostale); 1929 Rio de Janeiro to Natal (Syndicato
Condor);1930 Porto Alegre to Sao Paulo (Syndicato Condor); 1931 Rio de Janeiro to New York (Pan American Airways); 1931 Rio de Janeiro to NY (DOX); 1931 Rio de
Janeiro to Canada (DOX); 1931 first flight from
Florianapolis to Montevideo, Uruguay; 1931 flown postal
envelope to British Guiana. We also noted several colorful
PANAIR covers sent in the 1934-39 period. Viewing will
prove this to be a great opportunity, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

129

H/m
Cambodia, Mint & Used Assortment,
1951-76. In a stockbook with duplicates, including 1951-52
(1-17), 1955 (38-52), 1956 King Norodom (53-58, imperforate & perforated), plus many other colorful sets up to
$10.We also noted semipostals & airmails, plus 1957 (J5,
artist signed die proof), 1970 Deluxe Die Proofs (241-42)
and twenty souvenir sheets in never hinged condition, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

130

)
Carpatho-Ukraine, Postal History Assortment, 1920s-30s. Group of seventeen items, including
postal cards, picture postcards and cover with bilingual
postmarks in Russian & Czech, plus three 1945 cover fragments with 10(F) & 60 (F) second definitive stamps, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

131

HH
China (People’s Republic), Dealer Stock,
1994-2000. Stock book including 2530a, 2681, 2708,
2774C, Deng Xiaoping souvenir booklet, 2775 in souvenir
folder, sheet of 2977, and many complete mint NH sets,
please examine, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

132

H/m
China (People’s Republic), Mostly Mint Collection, 1989-2009. In a Scott album with many sets and
souvenir sheets in the modest range. Spend a little time
viewing this lot with easy-to-sell material, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

133

HH
Cuba, Mint Never Hinged Stock of a Few
Items (272//C237), #235(200); 528(450); C2(10);
C145(120); C236(90); C237(126), the last three are birds,
immaculate “P.O. fresh” o.g., never hinged, generally Fine
to Very Fine. Scott $15,000 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

134

)
Czechoslovakia & Sudetenland, Outstanding Postal History Collection. One of the most comprehensive and well organized collections we have had the
pleasure to offer, neatly presented in a Schaubek album
and representing a lifetime’s work of over 125 covers, or-
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ganised alphabetically by town cancels, including commercial mail, ornate fancy cancel mail, as well as Wir Sind Frei
mail, virtually represented by their Teutonic names. As far
as we are given to understand these are the earliest postal
history items available in 1938 of solely German names and
quite extraordinary as such. Beginning with Asch,
Aich-Karlsbad, Altenbuch, Alstadt, Alt Rothwasser,
Auschowitz all the way to Zinnwald, Znaim, Zoeptau, etc.
Many of these covers would easily sell today at $50 each
with some of the scarcer ones at three figues each, if you
could find them in the first place. An opportunity to buy a first
class cover collection of this area, and offered intact as
received, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
135

136

137

138

H/m
Czechoslovakia, Comprehensive Parallel
Mint and Used Collection, 1945-92. A superb, keepsake
collection, meticulous in every respect, housed in 6 pristine
Schaubek hingeless albums. The collection is organized on
duplicate sets of hingeless pages and is complete for the
period both mint and used. Nothing to improve upon for this
beautiful lot; some additional perf and phosphor paper varieties included as well, routinely Very Fine, inspection
invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
Czechoslovakia, Mint & Used Collection,
1918-2011. In two Scott albums with sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Volume I starting with 1918-19 Hradcany imperforate or perforated issues, followed by a highly
complete section with regular sets issued in the 1920-72
period, and then by semipostal issues, airmails, special delivery examples and postage dues, plus some officials and
newspaper stamps. We also noted nice Bohemia-Moravia
& Slovakia German Protectorate sections, and some Eastern Silesia sets. Volume II with Czechoslovakia 1973-92
virtually complete section, followed by Czech Republic sets
and souvenir sheets., Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
Czechoslovakia & Russia, Mostly Mint Collections, 1960s-1970s. Former in a Lighthouse hingeless
album, highly complete in the 1960-75 period and mostly
never hinged, including souvenir sheets and sheetlets of
four; latter in two Lighthouse hingeless albums, starting
with virtually complete section of used sets & souvenir
sheets issued in the 1960-64 period, followed by the second
volume with never hinged sets & souvenir sheets issued
from 1965 to 1970. A good opportunity for anyone with an
interest in these areas of philately, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
Czechoslovakia, Mostly Used Collection.
Many hundreds of stamps, mounted in old fashioned
Schaubek album leaves formed decades ago with a
particulary good range of the first issue Hradcany types,
both perforated and imperforate to 1000ha respectivly, followed by various allegory types, a range of Posta
Ceskolovenka 1919 overprints all one of a kind through to
few empty spaces and with extra pages added for various
studies of the definitives of the 1920s through to se-tenants,
ending 1945 back of the book, everything completley uncatalogued, ideal for the specialist, especially those interested in the first castle issues, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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139

H/m
Czechoslovakia, Mostly Used Collection.
Mounted in a well-filled Scott album, including sets, part
sets, singles and some souvenir sheets, issued in the
1919-74 period. We also noted a Bohemia-Moravia section. Great for continuation, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

140

m
Czechoslovakia, Used Dealer Stock,
1918-1989. Stockbook of several hundred used stamps,
mostly complete sets, wonderful lot for the topical dealer,
please inspect, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

141

m
Denmark, Virtually Complete Used Collection, 1851-2011. Mounted in a Davo album to through the
year 2000, with 2001-2011 being in a stockbook, along with
some recent Faroe & Greenland; the only missing stamps
of any real significance are #1 & P18; also included are several 1913-30 advertising pairs; condition is a little mixed
early on, but otherwise just about all F-VF. An impressive
collection. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

142

H/m
Denmark, Mainly Mint Collection, 1851-1984.
Marvelous collection, with some duplication, in a 2-volume
Lindner “T” hingeless album; highlights include (mint unless
noted) #5, 6 (2 used), 52, 68, 79-81, 128-131, 136-137,
138-144 (139 NH), 164-175, 188 (block of 4), C1-5 (plus extra C4-5), etc., then nearly complete from the mid-1930s to
1984. With the exception of a few early duplicates, virtually
everything in clean and F-VF with NH beginning in the early
1940s. A terrific lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

143

H/m
Eastern Rumelia/ Southern Bulgaria, Mint &
Used Collection. An extraordinary old-time reference collection with denominations from 5 paras through to 5 piasters including many multiples. Housed and written-up on
gold album leaves, there are over 300 examples here, quite
extraordinary in scope as these collections are simply not
seen on the market today. Different colored overprints noticed, missing colors Ottoman Empire, the 1885 types A & B
octagonal overprints seen, etc. In our opinion, virtually every example here seems genuine, that is to say every example here is very dangerous reference. An opportunity for
the specialist, offered intact as received, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

144

H/m
Egypt, Parallel Mint and Used Collection,
1866-1957. Specialized collection of several hundred different, plus some duplication, on Ka-Be album pages; early
issues are separated by perforation and watermark; not too
much over about $50 catalog, but fairly complete otherwise;
highlights include mint #105-120, 168-176, C3-4, O31-38
and used 103, 105-107, 189, C1, etc.; condition is generally F-VF throughout. A very nice starter collection. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

145

HH
Egypt, Assortment of Errors, Freaks & Oddities, 1950-2008. About 40 items including multiples in a
stockbook; imperfs, misperfs and missing or misplaced colors and a few proofs; all Very Fine NH (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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146

HH/H/m Finland, Mainly Mint Collection, 1850-1976.
Outstanding collection in a Schaubek hingeless album;
19th century mostly used, beginning with an 1850: 10k
postal stationery envelope used in 1856 from Helsinki to
Sordavala, followed by a few nice serpentine roulettes and
other medium-priced values like #75 (2) & 82; then, from
about 1930 onward, the collection is very nearly complete
and virtually all NH including B8, B24-26, C1 (Graf Zeppelin), M1 (also used) and Q1-13; there’s also a little bit of
Aunus, North Ingermanland and Karelia. A marvelous
collection. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

147

HH/H
Finland, Mint Collection, 1860-1960. An outstanding starter collection in a Safe “Dual” album; 19th century is spotty, though we do note an exceptional 1860 4kop
with full teeth and o.g., as well as an unused #12, 21 o.g.;
20th century includes #82 and appears to be complete from
1917 onward including MNH #106, 175 & Q6-9, and apparently the Semi-Postals (and everything from the mid-1930s
on) is never hinged! A truly remarkable lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

148

149

H/m
Finland, Mint & Used Collection. A few hundred stamps in Schaubek album, virtually all one of a kind,
and beginning with zigzags with interesting cancels, followed by dozens of coats of arms through to the 20th Century with lions definitive to high values and much in
complete series including Karelia & Aland Islands, completely uncatalogued, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
H/m/) France,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1840s-1960s. In two La Bourse albums, starting with 19th
Century used examples such as 1849-50 (3, pair & two singles); three folded coves with Napoleon stamps; 1862-71
80¢ (28 x2); Peace & Commerce Issue up to the 2Fr, plus a
couple of postcards, followed by a large number of mint sets
such as 1900-29 Liberty & Peace (126-32); 1923 (197);
1929 (246); 1937 (329 block of four from the center of the
souvenir sheet); 1917-19 (B3-9); 1922 (B12-19), plus 1927
(C1-2), 1928 (B27 x2, distinctive types); 1930 (B34); 1931
(B38) & 1937 (B66-67);1936 1936 (C8-13); 1936 (C15 &
C17). We also noted a stock book with Reunion sets and
part sets that deserve your attention. A truly delightful holding, and well worth checking, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

150

HH/H/m France, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Collection. Beautifully presented in fifteen Yvert-Tellier albums
with slipcases, starting with some earlies, and value concentrated in the 20th Century, including an abundant
amount of sets in the modest range, and not to mention approximately 3,000 Euros in face material. We also noted a
couple of stock books with unchecked duplicates, plus
some modern envelopes and aerogrammes. Whether broken down, or left intact, provide a variety of potentials, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

151

m/)
France, Specialized Ceres & Napoleon Collection. Old-time property in three binders, starting with
three Ceres unissued designs in different colors, followed
by 1849-50 Ceres Issue (1-3, 6-7 & 9), plus 20¢ singles,
horizontal pair & folded letter cover; 40¢ tied on cover fragment; 1852 Presidential Issue (10-11, plus folded letter
cover with 10¢); 1853 Emperor Napoleon two trial color
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proofs on thin white paper, and listed on Billig’s Handbook,
plus several unusual trial color proofs on transparent paper
and issued stamps, including several with small numeral
cancellations; 1862-71 Napoleon perforated issue, including 20¢ tete-beche pair with “1769" numeral cancel;
1863-70 Napoleon laureated issue, including 5fr; 1870-71
Bordeaux examples up to the 40¢, followed by a fair number
of Ceres perforated singles and blocks of four (30¢ & 80¢),
depicting shades, postmarks and some flaws that deserve
the attention of a specialist. We also noted Peace & Commerce type I & II examples, rare set of ten imperforate trial
color proofs (Prince Imperial) and some modern stamps.
Must be seen to be fully appreciated and is an excellent
opportunity to purchase a seldom offered holding, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
152

)
France, Ballons Montés Collection, 1870-71.
Seventeen folded letters in a three-ring binder, including
many accompanied with full translations in English. The
holding contains mail transported by the following balloons:
United States (Scott BM3); Garibaldi (BM17); Fulton
(BM22); Franklin (BM38); three pieces flown by the Ville de
Paris (BM42); three pieces flown by Tourville (BM50);
Duquesne (BM55) & Kepler (BM57). Excellent for the
postal historian! Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

153

H/m
France, Mint & Used Collections. Presented
in four albums, including a mint collection loaded with desirable sets such as 1914 (B1-2), 1917-19 (B7), 1937
(B66-67), 1938 (B54-59), 1940 (B97-100), 1941 (B117-28),
1950 (B249-54), 1951 (B258-63), 1955 (B294-99), 1956
(B303-308), 1957 (B312-17), plus 1936 (C10-12) & 1936
(C15, used), other collection with several useful classics in
used condition and many regular sets in the modest range.
The other two collections mostly with sets, part sets & singles issued in the 20th Century. Recommended for dealer,
viewing suggested for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded here, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

154

H
France, Cinderella Stamp Collection,
1900-52. In a Lindner stock book, including a large number
of sets, sheetlets and souvenir sheets issued as propaganda or commemorative labels in connection with different events such as 1900 Paris Exposition, 1907 Paris
Agricultural Fair, 1907 Bordeaux labels in blocks of four,
1913 Paris Philatelic Exposition, 1915 Metz Exposition,
1934 Mouy Craft Exposition, 1909 Meulon Agricultural
Meeting, 1927 Berhelat poster stamps, 1931 Nice Philatelic
Exposition, 1936 Beaune Philatelic Exposition, 1937 Paris
Philatelic Exhibition, 1939 Rouen Philatelic Society, 1943
Beaunois Philatelic Meeting, 1945 Beauvais Philatelic Exposition, 1947 Terrefort Aviation Meeting, 1952 Montecarlo
International Philatelic Exhibition, plus many others that deserve your attention. A fascinating holding, the type of
which is popular today, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

155

H/m
France, Mostly Used Collection, 1849-2004.
In three Scott albums, beginning with some Classics, followed by a large amount of desirable sets issued in the 20th
Century, including significant semipostal section, airmails,
postage dues, officials and some offices abroad examples.
We noted a fair number of Euro face stamps, plus some
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maximum cards and unchecked covers. Close inspection
will reveal pleasurable surprises, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
156

)
France, Postal History Collection/ Assortment, 1849-89. Thirty-five folded letter covers mounted on
exhibition pages, and with single, multiple or mixed
frankings, including 1850 folded letter with 20c Ceres imperforate; 1853 folded letter with 40c Ceres imperforate
pair, letter signed by Henry Brougham; folded letter with
1855 5c x2 & 10c Emperor Napoleon III; 1859 folded letter
with 10c & 20c Emperor Napoleon III, and addressed
Veracruz; 1859 folded letter with 10c & 20c Emperor Napoleon III, and addressed San Francisco; 1861 folded letter
with 20c x2 Emperor Napoleon III (one stamp is a fair type II
example, other however is an intermediate type, showing
that the types are not always as clear-cut as supposed). We
also noted may other covers with Emperor Napoleon III perforated issues, including scarce destinations such as
Veracruz or Lima, plus an assortment of 60 covers unchecked in detail, and that can be a happy hunting ground
for the postal historian. Well worth spending time to
examine, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

157

H/m
France,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1980s-2000s. In five well filled albums with strong section
in Euros. We noted sets, singles and souvenir sheets, including parallel mint & used in some spots. Huge new issue
cost, the collection should be viewed carefully with a calculator, adds up quickly, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

158

H/m/) France,
Mostly
Used
Collection,
1850s-1970s. Well-filled Scott album with earlies representation in used condition, followed by 1870s Peace &
Commerce issues, and then Sower type stamps, including
an intact booklet (Maury-Ceres-Dallay 29). We also noted a
large number of sets issued in the 1924-68 period, including
some in the $10 to $20 range. Semipostal section with most
sets in the modest range with some better such as 1928
(B28-30, used) & 1938 (B54-59, mint), plus some airmails,
postage dues and military stamps. The lot also includes a
“ballons monte” cover, plus Scott 15 & 36 tied individually
on two covers, and a fair group of first day souvenir pages
issued in the 1970s that can be easily integrated into a bigger collection. An opportunity well worth considering, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

159

H/m
France,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1850s-1970s. In a three-ring binder with useful 19th Century used representation, followed by some sets, part sets &
singles that deserve your awareness (mint unless denoted)
such as 1938 (348, used), 1938 (349), and then by a large
number of mostly mint sets such as 811-16, 840-44,
857-63, 943-49, plus many art stamps. An enjoyable viewing, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

160

H/m
France, Mostly Used Collection, 1876-1948.
In Scott album starting with some early used stamps, followed by some better issued in the 20th Century (mint unless denoted) such as 1931 (262-63), 1935 (299-300),
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1937 PEXIP souvenir sheet (329, used), 1938 (348-49),
plus 1931 (B39-41), Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
161

H/m
French Colonies, Mint & Used Accumulation. Several hundreds of mint & used stamps, presented
on very battered old stock leaves and completely uncatalogued. Main strength is in Indo-China, particularly from
the Peace & Commerce types through to overprints, plus
Grasset types of 1904-06, followed by Annamite & Cambodian girls examples, and then by some pictorials. Also present a very good range of French post offices abroad,
including China with values to 1fr; French Offices in Turkey with franc/piastres high values. We also noted a small
range of French Africa & French Pacific, through to the generic imperforate eagle types to 80¢, followed by allegory
types galore, imperforate peace and commerce, etc.
Strictly for the stamp workaholic! Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

162

HH
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Imperforates Assortment, 1959-76. Colorful and extremely
fresh material, housed in a stock book with easy-to-sell
pairs, gutter pairs, blocks of four and singles, including
1959 (12var, block of 4 & 13var, horizontal pair); 1959
(15var, block of four); 1961 (21var, horizontal pair); 1963
(23var, horizontal pair); 1966-69 (28var, horizontal pair);
1965 (C7, single); 1966 (C11var, vertical pair); 1966
(C12var, horizontal pair); 1968-69 (C13var, horizontal
pair); 1968 (30var, vertical pair & single); 1971 (37-44vars,
blocks of 4); 1976 (58-63vars, vertical pairs); 1974 (C36var,
horizontal pair), plus several other that deserve your attention. We also noted as a bonus France imperforate bird set
in pairs 1960 (978-81vars) and some singles. An incredible
amount of collectable material in excellent condition. That
in Mindelheim & Kirchheim, viewing is highly recommended
to fully appreciate its potential, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

163

HH/H/m German Area, Never Hinged, Mint & Used
Collection. Extensive and neat holding in eight Lindner albums with hundreds of stamps signed by various experts;
including German Kingdom starting with 1872-74 eagles
in used condition, 75pf Germania (Michel 104bf, Bechtold
BPP certificate), inflation issues, 1911 semi-officials
(Michel I-III), 1919 (Michel 112b, Bechtold BPP certificate),
plus an impressive Third Reich section, which includes
several better sets in Never Hinged condition such as 1924
(Scott C20-26) & 1926-27 (C27-34), plus souvenir sheets
and three booklets; Federal Republic highly complete with
Never Hinged and Used in paralell, including 1951-52 Post
Horn (670-85); Berlin black overprints complete, UPU &
Goethe sets in Never Hinged condition; Soviet Zone including Thuringia Christmas Tree sheet of 3; West Saxony
(Michel 137wbY, Stroh BPP certificate), plus German Occupations in WWII including a beautiful section with sets
and souvenir sheets issued under French Occupation in
1945-49 period, Flemish Legion sheetlets & Bohemia-Moravia. Huge catalog value with considerable retail
potential, please inspect carefully you will not be
disappointed, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

164

)
German Area, Postal Stationery Collection.
In ten three-ring binders, identified by Higgins & Gage or
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Michel catalogs and mostly unused, including Berlin private order stationery issued in the 1951-88 period, plus regular postal cards; Federal Republic private order
stationery issued in the 1971-97 period, plus regular postal
stationery items. We also noted some DDR examples. A
property that can be easily integrated into a bigger collection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
165

166

167

168

169

16

H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Accumulation. In
glassines, including Federal Republic Never Hinged sets in
the modest range, and some examples corresponding to
the Third Reich period. We also noted a small plastic box
filled with glassines containing mint or used sets, part sets
and singles. Viewing essential to evaluate properly, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
m
German States: Bavaria, Oldtime Hoard of
Imperforates, 1849-68. A postmark hunters dream with
thousands of stamps in envelopes, including examples of
the broken circle issues of 1849, through to complete circle
examples issued in the 1850-58 period, through the coat of
arms imperforate stamps issued in 1867 & 1868. The denominations for the first issues range from the 1kr, 3kr & 6kr
(in abundance). We did notice one envelope with examples
to the 18kr. The vast majority are in good condition with
much four margined in all issues. However the real value
here is in the huge variety of postmarks, especially in the
cogwheel number types. An opportunity very seldom available for a dealer or collector, where knowledge will be king,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
H
Germany, Mostly Mint Collection, 1933-45.
Highly complete for the period with many better sets & souvenir sheets such as 1933 (B49-57 & B50a-55a), 1933 souvenir sheet (B58), 1933 (C43-45) & 1935 Ostropa (B68,
used). We also noted General Government & Bohemia-Moravia sections, plus some WWII occupations. An
excellent collection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH
Germany, Booklet Panes Collection,
1914-60. In a three-ring binder with a large number of exploded booklets, and including front and back covers. We
noted many better such as 1919 (Michel HB 1IIaA, 2IIaA
15aA, 21aaA & 23aaA), and including interleaving advertisement sheet; 1925 (41B, 42B & 43B); 1926 (54B & 55B);
1927 (56A); 1928 (57B, 58B & 59B); 1929 (66B & 67B);
1930 (68 & 69); 1931 (48B & 49B); 1932 (60B, 61B & 62B);
1932 (72B & 73B); 1933 (74A & 75B); 1933 (79C & 80A);
1935 (103 & 104). We also noted Federal Republic 1951
(1 & 2) & German Cameroun 1914 (MH3, exploded booklet with five panes). A strong unit with good value, Fine to
Very Fine. Michel €8,500 ($11,390) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m
Germany, Mostly Mint Collection, 1875-1951.
In a Scott album, beginning with used 19th Century representation, followed by Germania & Inflation issues, and
then by many better sets and souvenir sheets such as
1926-27 (351-62), 1927 (363-65), 1928 (366-84), 1932
(391-97), 1933 (401-14) & 1948 (634-61). Semipostal section includes 1926 (B15-18), 1928 (B23-27), 1931
(B38-41), 1933 (B49-57), 1934 (B59-67), 1936 (B91-92),

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1937 (B102-106), 1939 (B141-43); Airmail (C27-34),
1928-31 (C35-37), 1930 (C38-39), 1931 (C40-42), 1933
(C43-45) & 1934 (C46-56), section with. We also noted
Federal Republic 1949 (665-66 & 667-68), 1951-52
(670-81), plus several sets issued under French Occupation of Baden, Rhine-Palatinate & Wurttemberg in the
1947-49 period. An attractive and comprehensive collection loaded with many useful stamps, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
170

HH
Germany, Booklet & Booklet Panes Collection, 1916-77. In a three-ring binder, including 1916
(Michel MH 6A, restapled); 1920 (MH 13, exploded); 1920
(MH 11.1A); 1921 (MH 14.1A x2); 1925 (HB 41B, 42B &
44A); 1925 (MH 16); 1928 (MH27.1); 1934 (HB81-84);
1934 (MH40); 1936 (HB107-108); 1936-37 (MH 36.1);
1937 (MH 37.4); 1939 (MH 38.1); 1940 (HB115B & 116B).
We also noted Germany-Berlin 1949 (MH 1), plus several
exploded examples in the modest range. Definitely worth a
look at our conservative estimate, Fine to Very Fine. Michel
€7,000 ($9,380) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

171

)
Germany, Third Reich Postal History With
Se-Tenant Or Booklet Panes. About seventy-five covers,
housed in one album with very attractive se-tenant
frankings, including some with advertising, and other with
interpanneau strips or blocks. Also double X and other
booklet panes, commemoratives and definitives. There are
many superb commercially used covers here that would individually sell easily for $50 each on ebay, especially good
with the correct rates. A remarkable collection with considerable merit, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

172

s

173

H/m
Germany,
Mostly
Used
Collection,
1871-1938. Several hundreds of stamps in Schaubek album, ocasionally presented parallel mint & used stamp on
stamp. We noted strength in the Weimar Republic and subsequent Third Reich period. Better noted include 1928-29
Chevros complete, various castles to 50pf, through to 1934
professions, 1935 costumes, 1936 Olympics and many
other desirable sets from this period, including a couple of
zeppelin stamps, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

174

HH/H/m Germany: Allied Occupation, Mint & Used
Assortment. A rather valuable range of several hundreds
of stamps, methodically arranged row by row, page by
page. It has a catalogue figure at the bottom of each page,
which comes to about 25,000 DM-this was worked on last
some fifteen years ago! We therefore expect the catalogue
figure today to be in the order of 25,000 euros. Highlights include posthorn overprints complete, a very good selection

Germany, Vintage Clippings Off Envelopes
and Parcels, 1880s-1920s. Two boxes with many thousands of stamps virtualy all on piece with an interesting
range from eagles to the Germanias types both Reichspost
and Deutsches Reich, through to inflation including the revalued curency as of 1923, much multiples throughout of all
periods. This is a great lot if you have the patience to wade
through it, many important finds likely, this will keep you occupied for many days, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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of the castle issues to 5DM, different varieties correctly
identified with scarce types present. Similarly we noted
good French Zone (Baden, Rheinland-Pfalz &
Wurttemberg), plus AMG issues and Germany Federal Republic examples. Please note that there is nothing here in
excesive quantity, generally one to two of each. A very
much turn-key assortment with huge potential for easy
resale, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
175

176

177

178

H
Germany: Allied & French Occupations, Mint
and Used Collection. An attractive collection, well-filled
with several 100s of stamps and hardly any empty spaces,
both mint and used, beginning with the occupations of 1939
for Poland, Luxembourg, Alsace & Lorraine, as well as
troops in the Eastern territories. The second part of the collection is AMG from 1945 onwards, virtually complete with
good posthorns through to French occupation with Baden
and Rheinland Pfalz, etc, perfection, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
m/)
Germany: Soviet Zone, Specialized Used
Collection, 1945-46. A fairly complete used collection arranged according to Michel in two large stockbooks; highlights include 10NB11, 12NB1-12, 14NB16a (2, one
canceled to order (NH) signed Zeier BPP), 15N1 canceled
to order, signed Zeier BPP, 16N3a (2, one marked fake
cancel), 16N7b signed Zeier HBP, 16N9 & 9f, 16NB4a canceled to order plus several gutter pairs & a gutter block; specialized varieties abound throughout and there are more
than 80 covers included as well; all clean and F-VF. Very
high catalog. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
H/m
Germany: Soviet Zone, Mint & Used Specialized Collection. A fascinating holding mounted on old
fashioned album leaves with much in multiple format,
clearly formed many decades ago. There is a good range of
shades on the definitives of Mecklenburg Vorpommern with
much Never Hinged and colors hardly exposed to light.
There is also a range of mint imperforate blocks, as well as
good used material, clearly specialized yet unreconstructed in its presentation. The same could be said of the
numeral issues, again for multiple format with a wide range
of shades and colors in blocks of 4, also interesting perforated issues used. The collection ends with the Bezirks, for
example Gera to the 5m mint, followed by dozens used for
the different regions, again to high values. This section is as
valuable as the earlier issues and in our opinion virtually all
the Bezirk overprints are genuine. What is needed is plenty
of time, a Michel catalogue and a calculator. We have noticed plenty of signatures and we think there is huge potential here, dealers do not miss, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

logue value items running into thousands of euros. Viewing
recommended, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
179

HH/H/m Germany: Berlin, Nearly Complete Parallel
Mint and Used Collection, 1948-90. Lacking only the
used 2m-5m black overprints and both 1949 Currency Victims souvenir sheets, the collection is mounted in a German
Lighthouse album; the mint sets of both the black and the
red overprints are signed Schlegel BPP (the red being NH!),
as are the used 1m & 2m red; there are also a large number
of se-tenant combinations included; condition is uniformly
F-VF and, from 1953 onward, all NH; in addition there are a
few earlier NH sets including 9N61-67 & 9NB1-5. A marvelous collection. (photo on web site). Estimate $800 - 1,200

180

HH/H/m Germany: Berlin, Complete Collection,
1948-90. Mint or used in a Safe hingeless album (“Dual”
pages from 1979); 9N1-20, 9N61-63, 9NB1-3 and 9NB3a
are MNH, the souvenir sheet signed Schlegel BPP with his
1994 certificate; everything else through 1951 is used; from
there on the sets are MLH or used until the mid-1960s when
most is MNH with a few used. Condition, other than a few
minor flaws on the red Berlin overprints, is just about all
clean and F-VF. All-in-all, a very nice collection. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

181

H/m
Germany: Berlin, Mint & Used Collection.
Very pleasant, often parallel mint and used, housed in a
Safe Dual album, beginning with black overprints to 84pf,
red overprints to 2mk complete all genuine, followed by the
1949 UPU complete, the Goethe and the currency revaluation complete, used, all with correct contemporaneous cancels as with everything else, i.e. Berlin Philharmonic, bells
to the left, right and center, etc, all good throughout, perfection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

182

H/m
Germany: Berlin, Mint & Used Collection.
Comprehensive collection housed in a Lighthouse album,
overwhelming parallel mint and used from 1953 onwards,
including the bells, cathederal, freedom etc, notwithstanding the Black Berlin overprints series complete mint never
hinged, Red Berlins overprints to 80pf, 1949 UPU high values 1dm and 2dm von Stephan superb used, contemporaneous cancels etc, 98% complete mint and used,
perfection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

183

H/m
Germany: Berlin, Substantial Stock. Thousands of stamps housed in a fat stockbook well filled on every page, mint and used. The earlier pages of course are far
more important than the later years. Highlights include
Berlin Black Overprints to 1m used, signed Dr Dub, also
Red Overprints high values 1m and 2m unused, unsigned
very probably correct, similarly Green Overprints this time
used etc. Better commemoratives from the 1940 early
1950s including the Currency series unused, Goethe with 4
x 10pf green, 2 x 20pf red and 1 x 30pf blue, E.R.P with 5 superb used copies, Beethoven x2, Berlin Philharmonic etc.
Overall a useful turn-key stock, probably destined for a
dealer.
Estimate $400 - 600

HH
Germany: Soviet Zone, West Saxony &
Thuringia Specialized Collection, 1946. Superb Never
Hinged and highly specialized holding of the 1946 West
Saxony “Leipziger Messe” issue & Thuringia Bridge Reconstruction issue, former specifically including horizontal
or vetical gutter pairs, as well as interpanneau block of four
from the center of the sheet; latter also including vertical or
horizontal gutter pairs, plus a block of four from the center of
the sheet. Virtually every combination as listed in the Lighthouse album pages present here with several high cata-
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184

H/m
Germany: French Zone, Mainly Used Collection, 1947-49. Fairly complete, highly specialized collection of Rhine Palatinate & Wurttemberg mounted on blank
pages and identified by Michel number; highlights include
(used unless noted) 6N33A (Mi. 36 y III, €700), 6NB3-6 & 6a
(souvenir sheet signed Schlegel with very faint diagonal
crease), 8N35-37 and 8NB4a (mint); clean and F-VF
throughout. A great lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

185

H/m/) Germany: Allied Occupation - Bizone, Specialized Mint & Used Collection, 1945-49. A fantastic
parallel mint & used collection of many hundreds, neatly
mounted and written up according to Michel in three blank
albums; includes innumerable shade, perforation, watermark, overprint and plate varieties, as well as multiples and
nearly 40 covers, with all issues of the period strongly represented; highlights are literally too numerous to mention,
though we did note the 60pf perf. 11 Building never hinged
and the 1948 Airmail Permission label properly used on a
cover to the U.S. franked with 4x 20pf Building. Condition is
clean and F-VF throughout with much of the mint being NH.
A truly once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to acquire a
ready-made collection of this ever-popular collecting area.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

186

HH
Germany: Federal Republic, Never Hinged
Collection, 1949-2001. Virtually complete for the period
and housed in six Safe albums, better noted include 1949
(665-66); 1949 (667-68 & B309); 1949 (669); 1951-52
(670-85), plus useful semipostal sets such as 1949
(B310-13); 1950 (B314-15); 1951 (B316-17); 1951
(B318-19); 1951 (B320-23); 1952 (B327-30); 1953
(B332-33) & 1953 (B334-37). Please inspect and see the
quality for yourself! Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

187

H/m
Germany: Federal Republic, Mint & Used
Collection. Perfect condition throughout, often parallel
mint and used, displayed page for page, including the better
series from the late 1940s/early 1950s with no empty
spaces through to the late 1980s, all housed in Safe Dual albums. These albums alone cost about $1000 according to
the vendor, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

188

189

18

H/m
Germany: Federal Republic, Parallel Mint
N.H. and Used Collection, 1949-86. Virtually complete
both ways in a 3-volume Lindner “T” hingeless album; the
40pf-80pf Posthorns are regummed, and perhaps there are
a few others, but otherwise everything is clean and F-VF
and genuinely never hinged. A great collection. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
m/)
Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, First
Day Sheetlets & Covers, 1956-89. Including Federal Republic (1974-84) section with over 110 cards with stamps
issued in the 1974-84 period, and tied by first day cancels,
Berlin (1956-89) section with 67 items, including ETB
1956-14 (9N132), ETB 1957-24 (9N131) & ETB 1958-37
(9N136), plus 100 first day covers with Fleetwood multicolored cachets, and housed in two special binders, latter including Federal Republic 1442-73 & B616-19 & Berlin
9N501-05 & 9NB227-41, fresh and Very Fine. Michel €131
($180) (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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190

H
Greece,
Charming
Mint
Collection,
1875-1999. In two Scott albums with a multitude of desirable and colorful sets such as 1896 (117-28), 1900
(151-58), 1900-1901 (159-63), 1901 (165-78), 1902
(179-83), 1906 (184-97), 1911-21 (198-213), 1913-23
(214-31), 1916 (233-48B), 1917 (249-59), 1923 (267-76),
1927 (321-34), 1930 (344-61), 1940 (427-36), 1951
(539-44), 1956 (587-600) & 1957 (604-17). The Airmail
section includes C1-4, C5-7, C8-14, C15-21, C22-30 &
C38-47. We also noted nice Postage Dues, including 1875
(J1-12). A simply fascinating collection, sure to please collectors or dealers, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

191

H/m
Greece,
Specialized
Hermes
Heads,
1861-1900. Assortment of about 220 large Hermes Heads
and about 130 small, plus about 70 1900 overprints, all
mounted by Vlastos number on specially made pages;
starts with three 1L Paris prints and includes a good number
of better stamps includes a few multiples and more than 20
mint/unused singles; condition is mixed, especially on the
best numbers, but there is a huge catalog value and an
abundance of worthwhile material here for the specialist.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

192

HH/H/m Greece, Mint and Used Collection,
1861-1967. Compact, fairly complete collection in a 4-volume Behrens paperback album, each volume containing
about 20 pages much like an old approval book, but with
printed spaces and descriptions like a normal specialty album; not much in the way of rarities, but we noticed a good
number of $100-&-up stamps, the most notable of which
was a mint set of 1941 National Youth set overprinted for
used in Epirus (N219-238); in addn, there are loads of
$25-$100 stamps, many of which are mint high values in
otherwise used sets; from the early 1960s onward the coll is
complete and 99% MNH, with the overall condition of evg
else being generally cafvf. A nice lot and much better than it
seems at first glance. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

193

H/m
Greece, Mint & Used Assortment. Several
hundred stamps in a stock book, from the early Hermes
Heads issues imperforates, both large and small through to
modern. Also 1896 Olympics to high values to further Hermes heads overprints, and a large range of 20th Century to
the modern era. Plenty of work needed here, yet a useful
holding neverthless, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

194

H
Greece, Useful Mint and Used Collection To
1969. Nice representative collection in a Davo album composed of several hundred with plenty of mid-range value
and some complete mint sets. Overall very clean and F-VF,
viewing invited (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200

195

H/m
Guatemala, Primarily Used Collection,
1871-1970. Quite comprehensive collection of several
hundred with modest duplication neatly arranged in a
stockbook; includes #5 used and 6 unused and loads of
overprint varieties, plus lots of medium priced stamps that
aren’t often offered used; also incs somr Revenue & Telegraph stamps. An interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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196

197

H/m
Guatemala, Mint and Used Collection,
1881-1971. Representative collection of a few hundred
stamps on Scott Specialty album pages; value primarily in
mint including 1871 20c blue error of color (4b, small thin),
280-291 and C47-91; condition is generally F-VF. A nice
starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m
Haiti, Mainly Mint Collection, 1881-1968.
Nice representative collection in two Yvert & Tellier albums
and a blank album/stockbook; lots good material, the second Yvert album and the blank album being mostly of a specialized nature with perf varieties, reference material and
even a sign B&W photo of Jean-Claude “Baby Doc”
Duvalier. An interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

198

HH
Hungary, Never Hinged Dealer Assortment,
1960s-80s. Two plastic boxes filled with glassines loaded
with sets in singles and blocks of four, and a fair number of
souvenir sheets. We noted regulars, semipostals & airmails, including many topical stamps (animals, space &
sports). An attractive clean lot with many saleable sets,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

199

H
Hungary, Specialized Occupation Issues
Collection, 1919-20. A few hundred stamps, all mint
housed on album leaves all one of a kind. Highlights include
Hungary issued under French occupation 1919 including
large letters, thick letters blue overprint and inverted letters,
a few empty spaces virtually complete including a few extra
pages for the errors. Then Hungary under Romanian occupation with the first Debrechen issue, again with extra
pages for varietes through semi-postals and postage dues.
Also present the 1920 second Debrechen issue
unwatermarked complete with scarce postage dues and
semi postals (try to find these). Then the Temesvar and
Transylvania issues with a similar pattern including errors
through first and second issues virtually complete, ending
with the Serbian Baranya issues and finally West Hungary.
This collection was formed many years ago and a few of the
stamps are loose, so careful viewing recommended. Finds
highly likely, a very good original collection, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

200

201

m
Iceland, Spectacular Used Collection,
1873-1995. A valuable, virtually intact collection in a Ka-Be
hingeless album (pages to 1998); very nearly complete to
1973 then scattered (1990-95 period mint), with the only
missing stamps of any significance being #1 & 5, the rarest
“Í GILDI” overprints and the “Hópflug Ítala” overprints, we
even note #31a, 32b & O1; there are a few early favor cancels and a couple revenue cancels and, of course, most of
the best stamps have small faults, but there are plenty of
Fine to Very Fine $200-400 stamps, and the 20th century is
just about all clean and Fine to Very Fine. A great lot, worthy
of a careful inspection. Scott $50,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

(C12-14) signed A. Brun (regummed); also includes some
nice Officials; as for condition, its just about all clean and
F-VF. A great collection upon which to build. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
202

HH/H
Iceland, Mint Collection, 1873-1982. Nice collection in a Ka-Be hingeless album; includes a few higher
value many mid-value and singles in the 1873-1940 period,
but not much in the way of complete sets until about 1942,
though we do note mint #86-91 & 92-98; from 1942 onward
the collection is basically complete, with NH beginning in
1956; condition is clean and F-VF throughout, though some
of the 19th century issues lack gum. An excellent starter
collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

203

m
Iceland, Used Assortment. Several hundred
stamps, virtually all postally used, as far as we can see no
tollur cancels from the late 19th Century coat of arms ore issues through early 20th Century King Christian IX 1902/04,
through gildi overprints, on to the double king portrait issues, again with a similar pattern of many different cancels
to explore, ending with Christian X 1920/22 etc. There is
also an interesting range of officials/pjonustu issues, again
including the gildis Scott types 03, double kings with multiple through lots of o/ps 1920s etc. A chaotic, disorganised
and interesting used holding, very much full of potential and
completley uncatologued, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

204

HH
Indonesia, 2,500Rp “Meterai Tempel” (General Revenue), Accumulation of Sheets, 1967. 99
sheets of 100 each. Great opportunity for a dealer at a bargain price, o.g., never hinged. Barefoot 313; £99,000 as
used ($158,400) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

205

H/m
Iran, Mostly Mint Collection, 1950s-80s. In a
three-ring binder, and highly complete for the period, including many (mint unless denoted) sets such as 1951
(941-46), 1951 (947-48), 1951-52 (950-65, used), 1953
(970-74), 1953 (978-82), 1954 (985-89), 1955 (1015-19),
1956 (1042-46), 1957 (1074-76), 1958 (1130-32), 1962
(1209-22), followed by many other regular sets, plus
semipostals and some varieties in stock sheets. Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

206

H/m
Iran, Mint and Used Collection, 1880-1960.
Nice representative collection of several hundred stamps in
an album and a stockbook; the album is mostly mint with
many of the usual suspects from 1889 to 1933, but with
many better stamps including mint #351-362, 493 & 498 inverted centers, 744-759, 760-770 and C22-50; the
stockbook is filled with primarily used definitives or airmails
in small quanties, many of which catalog $10-$30 or more;
generally F-VF throughout. A very nice lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800

207

H/m
Iran, Mostly Used Collection. Old-time collection of a few hundred stamps, all one of a kind, housed on
large album pages, consisting of stamps issued from the
1880s through to 1921, 95% filled, the best part being the
overprints and the high values. Condition overall excellent,
an opportunity for the Persian specialist, as finds are highly
likely, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

HH/H/m Iceland, Mainly Mint Collection, 1873-2000.
Comprehensive, nearly complete collection in a Lighthouse
hingeless album; 19th century is somewhat spotty but 20th
includes such highlights as #44b, 71-98, 140-143, 152-166
(5k & 10k NH), 176-187, C3-11, 1933 Hópflug overprints
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208

HH/H
Israel, Tab Collection, 1948-68. Good property in a Lighthouse album, beginning with the first coin issues of 1948 complete with tabs (250, 500 & 1,000 mls
being right hand corner sheet marginals). The rest of the
collection is highly complete, and mostly Never Hinged. A
fabulous collection overall with many desirable sets. Viewing will be quick! Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

209

H/m/) Israel, Extraordinary Assortment of the First
Coins Issue, 1948. “When in doubt, take it out”, this was
exactly what this collector did during many years of collecting Israel. When you first see this wild and crazy lot, it looks
like it could be many tens of thousands of dollars. However,
there some reference examples present. Yet in our opinion
the overwhelming majority are genuine, including those
with tabs. Nevertheless on the assumption that the higher
denominations are to be valued on the basis “as seen”, this
especially goes for the imperforates of the same which we
have never seen before to the 1000mils. There are also excellent plate blocks, including genuine 500mils value and
dozens of lower denominations for the specialist to research. The postage dues are also worthwhile, however it is
the first coin plate blocks rouletted, as well as incorrect inscription on tabs and much more that give this holidng so
much interest. Dealers of this country do not miss out on
this wonderful opportunity, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

210

211

212

20

HH/H
Israel, Mint Accumulation, 1951-2000. Useful
mint holding with hundreds of singles, tabbed singles,
blocks and souvenir sheets, all neatly identified, includes all
with tabs unless noted 31-32, 35-36, 46-47, 48-50, 66-69,
O1-O4, also includes two binders with souvenir sheets and
sheetlets including 16 NH, 187a (x4), 241a (x2), with plenty
of other tab sets, a sure fire money maker at our low estimate, a wonderful lot to break down for retail or internet
sales, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
Israel, One Man’s Postal History Collection.
A few hundred covers mostly early housed in four well-filled
cover albums with many better items, especially from the issues of the late 1940s. For example various first coins used
as postage dues for underpayment, different denominations including registered, as well as postage dues with the
overprints used on commercial correspondence. Other
better items include double pair with illustrated tabs on flag
with at least three of these, also variety on flags, postal stationery on flags and combination flags/US postal history,
further areas include Kibbutzim combination usage, again
with postage dues, plent of early coins issues to investigate
through to the early 1950s. In fact virtually everything here
stops in the early 1950s. An excellent collection that gets
better on each inspection, highly recommended, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
H/m/) Israel, Mint & Used Accumulation. In several
binders and some small boxes. We noted many better
items such as a group of fourteen booklets, including some
better: Bale B.4a, B.5a, B.6 & B.9; three postal stationery
items sent from German post office in Jerusalem, three
cards sent from Austrian post offices in Jerusalem & Haifa,
plus some Russian stamps with “Jerusalem” & “Jaffa” overprints; Israel 1948 1000m Doar Ivri forged vertical pair im-
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perforate between useful as reference, 1948 tete-beche
gutter pairs (Scott 10-14), 1950 First Airmail Issue 250p
four different plate blocks. We also noted a fair number of
Jewish Fund labels, including some booklets. Three covers
with Interim or Jerusalem locals and several aerogrammes
to Hartford, CT. The lot also contains a large number of first
day covers and an unchecked section with revenue
stamps. Viewing suggested as this lot represents a good
opportunity for both collectors and dealers, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
213

HHa
Israel, Never Hinged Collection, 1949-86, tab
blocks of four, mounted in eight well-filled Minkus binder, including some earlies such as 1949 (15), 1949-50 (23-24),
1950 Second Coins (38-43), 1950-54 Third Coins (56-61,
plus some varieties with inscription at left 11 mm long),
1951 (44), 1952 (C7-8), followed by many others. An excellent foundation collection ideal for continuation, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

214

H/m
Israel, Collection and Literature Lot. Stuffed
in two boxes, includes bound copies of The Israel Philatelist
vol 1-23, The Holy Land Philatelist vol 1-7, assorted catalogs, unused pages, first day covers and two White Ace albums with mint & used stamps, covers and postal
stationery up to 1980, a great foundation for a collector in
this area, please inspect, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

215

HH
Israel, Dealer Stock, 1973-81. In glassines, including stamps and souvenir sheets with duplication. We
noted 1973 Independence Anniversary (521a x11), 1976
Purim souvenir sheet (595a x90), 1978 Memorial Day of
Fallen Soldiers (694, 100 sheetlets) & 1979 Peace souvenir
sheet (724a x100). Recommended for internet dealer, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

216

H/m
Italian Area, Mostly Mint Collection. In two
Scott albums with many desirable sets (mint unless denoted) such as Italy 1910 (115-16), 1911 (119-22), 1923
(143-46), 1934 (324-28); Cyrenaica 1934 (59-64 &
C24-29); Eritrea 1934 (175-80 & C1-6); Libia 1946
(1N1-15); San Marino sets issued in the 1960s; Somalia
1934 (C1-6); Tripolitania 1934 (73-78 & C43-48); plus Vatican City sets in the modest range. Worth exploring at our
low estimate, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

217

H/m
Italian Area, Mint & Used Collection/ Accumulation. In a three-ring binder with several desirable sets
& singles such (mint unless denoted) as 1923 (169, used),
1933 (310-14), 1934 (331-38), 1935 (354), 1936 (359-66) &
1938 (400-409), followed by many other regular sets in the
modest range, semipostals, airmails, postage dues and
parcel post examples. We also noted some San Marino &
Vatican City stamps, plus a fair amount of Italy & Vatican
stamps in glassines, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

218

H/m
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, Collection of Mint & Used, 1852-68 (1-7, 9-10, 12-3, 16-18,
20-5). Complete but for five stamps, these are premium examples with nice margins and many values signed by A.
Diena, the 50B is used, some of the values with original
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gum have foxing/toning, inlcudes the #10 which could use a
bath, otherwise a delightful and genuine group of these
most-often misidentified classical issues, excellent for reference or for breakdown, a quick look will certanly add a
smile, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Scott
$7,331 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
219

220

221

222

H/m
Italy, Mostly Used Collection. A few hundred
stamps, all different all one of a kind, and mounted on well
filled ancient album pages from the first issue imperforate to
the modern era. Certainly, at first glance very impressive
with no empty spaces and much outside the box, completely uncatalogued, even some of the better semi-postals
and air mails present from the 1930s through to interim government overprints 1944/1945 to post-WWII etc. Viewing
much recommended, finds likely, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m
Italy: Fiume, Outstanding Collection of Collections. Several hundreds of mint and used stamps, filling
this bulging volume, including the rare and signed hand
stamped overprints. Beginning with 1918 through to the
early 1920s with virtually everything present in Scott and
much more in Sassone, not just the Gabriele d’Annunzio
definitives, mint and used, as well as the Reggenza Italiana
del Carnaro overprints, also the same for the A R B E and
Veglia overprints galore, as well as a very good range of
Governo Provisorio overprints, then the Regno dItalia ornate overprints through semi-postals, special delivery,
postage dues and newspaper stamps, etc. As far as we can
see on our random checking, all the used is postally used
and much of the mint is never hinged, as well as various different expert signatures noticed. There are many varieties
and above all, most of the categories that are in Sassone
mentioned for the first overprints are represented something distinctly lacking in Scott. The vendor - who put this together this over many years by buying numerous Fiume
collections, privately and in auction, states that the catalogue must easily be in excess of 100,000 euro by Sassone,
we would agree with that. Please study the scans for more
information, an outstanding opportunity, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
H
Italy: Fiume, Mint Collection, 1918-24. In
Marini hingeless album, better noted include 1919 (43),
1919 (B4-15), 1919-20 (62-70), 1919 (73-84, Sassone S.14
thin characters & S.15 heavy characters), 1920 (86-99),
1920 (101-03), 1920 (113, 117, 119-20), 1921 (134-48, including. 148 used), 1921 (149-60), 1922 (161-71), 1923
(172-83), 1924 (184-95 & 196-207), plus Postage Dues issued in the 1918-21 period. We also noted Arbe (Sassone
3 & 5-10), Veglia (Sassone 5-10). An excellent basis for further expansion, Very Fine. Scott $6,000+ (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

223

H/m
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1870s-2000s.
In three binders; Volume I with some 19th Century and
some sets issued in the 1949-70 period, including three
1948 sheets of two, Volume II well-filled with used sets issued in the 1971-98 period; Volume III with used sets issued in the 1999-2007 period, including some semipostals
and Prefecture issues, plus Ryukyus Islands section with
mint sets & souvenir sheets. Starter collection, unchecked
in detail, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

224

H/m
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1870s-2000s.
In a three-ring binder with some 19th Century examples,
followed by a large section of sets, part sets & singles in the
modest range. Unchecked in detail, and great as a starter
collection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

225

H
Latvia, Accumulation of Mint Sheets &
Part-Sheets, 1919-40. Mint sheet album filled mostly with
an intg group of early lower values but including 800 of the
1925 6s green on yellow #117, and 100 of the 1923 10L carmine #130; clean and F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

226

HH
Liechtenstein, New Issue Stock, 1967-72,
thousands and thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets,
mint full sheets including 424 (x100+), 454-457, 469 (x85),
470 (x10), 471 (x100+), 496-499, 505, plus many more,
useful duplication, some moisture issues, with huge catalog
value, inspection will be quick, easy and worthwhile, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $50,000 owner’s (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

227

HH/H
Liechtenstein, Mint Dealer’s Stock, 1959-95.
An excellent dealers stock of mint stamps, with duplication,
there is one book of year sets 1961-1995 in blocks of four,
and the remaining six albums are mostly complete sheets
including 366 (x40), 368 (x30), 372-374 (x80), 376-378
(x80), 381-384 (x140), 390 (x160), C17-C18 with duplication, O37-O46, O55 (x2), O59-O70 a rare opportunity to acquire a large stock of this popular country, examination is
encouraged, Fine to Very Fine. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

228

HH
Luxembourg, New Issue Stock. Stuffed in a
large carton, thousands and thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets, the stamps mostly in full sheets, full sheets include 447-448, 449-450, 458-459, 460-465, 474 (x50),
485-486, B258-B263, B264-B269, B270-B275, and dozens
more, some moisture issues, huge face, a bonanza for the
Luxembourg dealer, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $25,000
owner’s (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

229

H
Luxembourg, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-2006. Comprehensivecoll, very nearly complete for
the period (no early Officials) in two Davo has; starts with
nice used #1 & 2 (19th century is mostly used) then is 95%
mint with used duplicates the rest of the way; just about all
clean and F-VF with NH beginning in the 1960s and with
some nice earlier NH as well, including #278-79 (singles &
pair) and B156-161. A very nice lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH/H/m Japan, Mint and Used Collection, 1936-87.
3-volume Lighthouse hingeless album containing many
hundreds; somewhat scattered and mixed mint/used up to
the mid-1950s, when it becomes nearly complete mint and,
from about 1957 onward, all NH; a few highlights include
MNH #283a with folder, 519a used, 551 SS & 552-555
MNH and C19-13 used; condition is clean and F-VF
throughout. A great starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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230

231

232

HH/H
Luxembourg, Mint Collection, 1891-2012.
Nearly complete for the period (no Airmails or
Back-of-the-Book) in 2-volume Davo hingeless album; a
marvelous collection, all clean and F-VF with NH beginning
in about 1940 and including the 1948 Charlotte souvenir
sheet, 1951 United Europe, 1952 Centelux and the 1956 &
1957 Europa sets. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
HH/H
Luxembourg, Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 1945-1975. In a Lighthouse album and virtually complete for the period, including all the Europa sets issued in
1956-57, as well as the 1951 forerunners, 1952 se-tenant
centilux, and all the semipostals. No empty spaces, in one
word: perfection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m
Manchukuo, Mint & Used Collection,
1932-40. Presented in a folder, and including 1932 (1-18,
incl. 8f used), 1933 (19-22), 1934 (23-31, used), 1934
(32-35), followed by many other sets that deserve your attention. Viewing will be quick, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

233

H/m/) Mexico, New Issues Stock, 1962-72. Thousands of mint and used stamps, souvenir sheets and covers, a lot with plenty of used on stock pages, but the value
lies in the sheet files with mint sheets including C234a (x14)
catalog value $840.00, C262 (x10), and dozens more, huge
face value, a chance to stock up inexpensively on this popular country, inspection is a must, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

234

H/m
Mexico, Classics Assortment, 1856-72. In two
stock books and mostly used with unckecked postmarks,
the first volume starts with 1856 issue up to the 8r, followed
by some Hidalgo imperforate examples, and then by a fair
number of perforated Hidalgo & Juarez issues with duplication.We also noted some Coat of Arms & Maximilian examples; the second volume contains 1872 Hidalgo Issues
overprinted with District names. The lot is accompanied
with a Catalogue of the Stamps of Mexico (1856-1900) by
Follansbee. Excellent for the dealer or collector with a keen
eye, making for an overall great opportunity to acquire useful stamps, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

235

H
Mexico, Mint Airmail Collection, 1922-56.
Nearly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages; includes C1-53 (with C1a), C77-186 (with Sarabia
C93A), CO3-9 and CO20-21; all clean and F-VF. A beautiful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

236

)
Mexico, Postal Stationery Collection,
1880s-1900s. Group of 112 unused items in a stock book,
including postal cards, reply-paid double postal cards, letter
cards and envelopes. We noted many with “Mulitas” designs and a fair number with “Hidalgo”& Numerals., Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

237

22

HH/H
Monaco, Virtually Complete Collection,
1885-1959. 99% mint (25c & 1fr First Issue are used) in two
Safe “Dual” hingeless albums; the only major numbers
missing are B8 & B18; everything else is here, including the
Postage Dues, and just about all are F-VF (#9 has a pulled
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perf and #10 has a light crease & no gum) and there are
better NH scattered throughout; a few “extras”are also included, like millésimes of B6-7, uncut sheets of 291a &
B99a and the rare 1947 Prince Louis II souvenir sheet on
blue paper (NH, Michel €1200). A truly exceptional lot.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
238

HH
Mozambique, Almost Complete All Mint Collection, 1979-90. In mounts on Scott specialty pages,
fresh, Very Fine. Scott $431.
Estimate $150 - 200

239

HH/H/m Nepal, Parallel Mint and Used Collection,
1881-1991. A marvelous, fairly complete collection on skillfully handmade pages; early unused include #4, 6, and 11
tête-bêche pair; later virtually complete, both mint and
used, including MNH #37, 40, 60-71, 72-83 and 84-125;
also includes 11 native covers franked with the 1929-46 issues; early condition slightly mixed,but otherwise all clean
and F-VF, with the mint all NH from 1954 onward. A great
lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

240

)
Netherlands, Postal History Assortment.
Eighty covers, mostly early 20th Century to the 1950s with
many covers in the $100 to $200 range. We noted 1914 Military cover with “interneeringskamren” label; 1928 picture
postcard with Olympic semipostal set (Scott B25-32); 1937
Frans Hals first day cover; 1942 two picture postcards
franked individually with Legion stamps (B144-45); 1950
first day cover (NVPH E2); 1951 first day cover (NVPH E5);
1951 first day cover (NVPH E6); 1952 first day covers
(NVPH E10 & E11); 1953 first day covers (NVPH E13 &
E14). Postal history dealers make sure you do not miss
viewing this great lot! Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

241

H/m
Netherlands, Magnificent Mainly Mint Collection, 1852-1969. Nearly complete collection in a large
blank album; starts with 4-margin first issue 5c (3), 10 (20 &
15c (2); highlights including 1867 50c gold #12 o.g., LH, the
1913 Centenary complete, both 1920 2.50g on 10g surcharges, the 1923 Wilhelmina 25th Anniversary complete
and basically the rest of the country complete from the
mid-1920s onward, including Semi-Postals and Airmails,
1951 Gulls C13-14; clean and F-VF throughout. A truly fabulous lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

242

m
Netherlands, Town Postmarks Collection,
1890s-1910s. Thousands of stamps with clear and readable circular datestamps, housed in six stock books. We
didn’t check the lot in detail but one thing is certain: it is a
great opportunity for a cancel collector interested in this
type of material, and looking to go beyond the commercial
catalogs (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

243

)
Netherlands, First Day Covers 1977-1982.
Approximately 200 first day covers, about 50+ different,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

244

HH
Netherlands & Colonies, Never Hinged Collection. The Netherlands section presented in a Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase, containing almost all
regular & semipostal stamps issued in the 1960-86 period,
including. souvenir sheets. Netherlands Antilles housed in
a stock book with sets & souvenir sheets issued in the
1949-79 period, plus Suriname useful section, containing
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all sets & souvenir sheets issued in the 1945-79 period. A
nice holding in excellent state of preservation, Very Fine.
Scott $2,680 owner’s catalogue value (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
245

246

247

248

249

250

H
Netherlands Antilles/Curaçao, Highly Specialized Mint Collection, 1873-1948. An extraordinary
collection of a few hudred stamps in a Dutch Album; the
1873-89 William III issue includes 24 different stamps
mounted according to perforation, plus 13 different Specimen overprints and 60 different imperforate trial color plate
proofs; #13-17 & 19-23 are also present with Specimen
overprints; also included are 18 different Curiel’s Bank “CB”
perfins, 1928-36; among the “ordinary” stamps; we note NH
#95-105, 147-163 (plus 20 different imperf plate proofs,
mostly in issued colors), 188-198, C18-32 & CB9-36; also
CB9-12 with “KrIjgs…” error LH and J10a-b se-tenant, without gum as issued. The entire collection is uniformly fresh
and F-VF. A truly wonderful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
H/m
Netherlands Antilles/Curaçao, Mint and
Used Collection, 1873-1916. Small balance of a specialized collection containing a lot of unusual material, including a full mint sheet of 25 of the 1873 2.50g (7), catalog
$37.50 each; also including Specimen overprints on
#14-17, 20-22 & 28, as well as 16 different trial color plate
proofs of 1873-89 issues, several scarce perforation varieties, e.g. 10c ultramarine (4), perf. 12½x12 (with certificate)
and perf. 13½x13½ (unlisted), and a number of nice town
cancels. An exceptional lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
Nicaragua, Small Nineteenth Century Collection, 1862-99. A few hundred stamps, including duplicates, on old album pages and in a stockbook; includes
some better material, a few nice cancels as well as many
postal stationery cut squares. An interesting lot. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
HH/H
Nicaragua, Mint Classical Assortment. An
extraordinary range of the Liberty Cap on Mountain Peak,
types #A1 to #A3, 1866 onwards with a wide range of different perforations and papers, a completely un reconstructed
holding from an old packet makers dealers stock. Great fun
and potential for the specialist, dealer or collector to make
constant sheet variety discoveries, shades, new perfs, etc
among the 180 examples present, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
HH/H/m Norway, Mint and Used Collection,
1855-1974. virtually complete for the period in a Schaubek
album; 19th century nearly all used, 20th mixed (about
50/50); highlights include (mint unless noted) #10, 68 (NH!),
104-110 (15ø & 20ø NH), 217 (used), 246, B1-3, B24, etc;
with very few exceptions (e.g. #1 has no margins, #28 is
faded) everything is clean and F-VF, with plenty of NH. A
truly excellent lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

salem & Jaffa with multiples. A similar picture for Austro
Hungarian Empire abroad including early whiskers through
to the Para and Piaster overprints to high values such as 20
Piaster, different settings etc, well worth investigating
among the 100s of stamps in this category alone. Then a
good a range of German postoffices used in Turkish Empire
specific for Palestine including eagle and Germania,
through to Italian POs abroad, mint and used very extensive, also including areas outside of Palestine. Russia used
abroad to 100 piasters, Russian POs in Levant, ending with
French POs abroad to high values, all completely uncatalogued, immensely interesting and a recommended
viewing, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
251

HH/H/m Philippines, Valuable Stock, 1854-1990.
Crammed into six stock books and one binder, runs the
gauntlet from Spanish Administration to US Administration
to Republic, better used includes 250, 273, better mint includes 229, 289, 319-325, N1-N7, NJ1, NO2, and this is just
a small sample of the lot, back-of-the-book is generally
spotty, but with a whole binder of souvenir sheets and
blocks, there are many extras such as complete booklets
and blocks, an excellent buy at our low estimate, examination encouraged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

252

m
Poland, Kiloware, 1919-24. Pairs, strips &
multiples tied and cancelled on box pieces, unpicked and
waiting for a keen eye. We also noted some Hungary,
Ukraine & Lithuania stamps. Inspection a must to envision
the opportunity afforded here, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

253

m
Portugal, Used Assortment. A well filled
stockbook with many hundreds of stamps with nothing in
excessive quantity, virtually all commercially used from the
imperforate Pedro issues onwards, through to the imperforate King Luiz with a wider range of perforated 1867/1870 &
1870/1884 types through to high values 1000 reis, further
1880/1881 portraits on to the 1894 Prince Henry complete
series #97/109 used, similarly to the 1000 reis, followed by
a an abundance of turn of the Century definitives through to
the modern era. There are no catalogue figures, yet we will
clearly run into many thousands, possibly five figures,
mixed condtion in the classics to be expected, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

254

m
Romania, One Man’s Lifetime Collection,
1858-1990. In four well-filled albums, and highly complete,
including a good range of King Carol imperforates, as well
as a good section of the perforated issues outside the box.
A similar pattern continues right through this collection with
much non-Scott listed material here. A joy to view such
completion, seldom seen nowadays, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

255

H/m
Romania, Mint & Used Assortment,
1850s-1960s. Thousands of stamps housed in a well-filled
stock book, representing the duplicates and questionable
classics from one man’s lifetime collection, also offered in
this auction. Starting with the 1858 coat of arms issue with
sixteen stamps between #1 to #7, including fascinating
manuscript cancels, black fancy cancels, oval postmarks,
etc. A similar pattern with the imperforate King Carol issues

H/m
Palestine, European Post Offices Abroad
Assortment. Several hundreds of mint and used stamps
issued in the 19th & 20th Centuries, in one well-filled stock
book, including for examople Ottoman Empire used in Jeru-
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with about 60 examples here and many more hundreds of
the subsequent 19th Century perforated issues. We also
noted a very strong 20th Century section, and you could
probably make at least three or four good Romanian collections out of this lot. All rare stamps in this lot are offered as
is, reflected as such in our conservative estimate. Huge potential for the expert, well worth allotting plenty of time to
view, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
256

257

H/m
Romania, Mint & Used Collection. Interesting
collection, unusally put together as a secondary collection
over the years, heavily duplicated in the classics, clearly
with much merit on virtually every album page - nearly every
page is displayed ‘stamp on stamp’, i.e. overlapping each
other making a challenging viewing. This is not the case
with the Moldavia 1858 types, although a very presentable
Scott #3 108 pa close but clear margins mint unused (presumably a reference copy?), followed by further coat of
arms Walachia, then imperfs Prince Carol 1866/67 through
1868/70 types with three 50 bani and numerous other values, about three dozen of this issue alone, overwhelmingly
four margined examples. A similar pattern unfolds for the
type A11 Prince Carol defins with several doxen to the 80
bani including a superb used strip of four of the high value
and distinct range of shades, followed by a further extensive studies of the 1880 types through to 1893/1898, again
with several dozens ‘stamp on stamp’ with many discoveries likely. The early 20th century is also particularly strong,
again including lots of unusual multiples, not just blocks of
4, sometimes blocks of 6 and 8, as well as better early
commems through to WW2. An unusual and excellent secondary collection that would be top of the line for most., Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $800 - 1,200
H/m
Romania, Mint & Used Assortment. Think of
all the items that could not fit into the main collection or the
primary work in progress, rather a diverse range of occupations and early imperforates, useful, with a few dozen examples from the Moldavian coat of arms to the King Carol to
50 bani 1860s types imperforates in quantity, through to
perforated definitive types 19th Century by the dozens, high
values 1906 commends through to souvenir sheets of the
modern era, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

258

H/m
Romania, Nice Mint and Used Collection.
Housed in a couple albums, some pages and a small number of stock cards in a small box. Strength is in the
back-of-the-book with some nice runs of complete mint
sets. Overall clean and F-VF, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

259

HH
Russia, Sheet Collection, 1908-17. Impressive lot with over 100 sheets in two binders, and to be sincere the largest of this type we ever seen. Volume I
including 1909-1911 perforated sheets (1k four sheets,
plates 1, 2, 3 & 5) (2k ten sheets, with different plate imprints) (3k six sheets, plates 1, 2, 5 & 7) (4k seven sheets,
plates 1 & 2) (5k five sheets, plates 1 & 2) (7k four sheets,
plates 1, 2, 3 & 8) (10k four sheets, plates 2 & 3) (14k, plate
3) (15k two sheets, plates 3 & 6) (20k five sheets, including
plates 2, 4 & 5, plus sheet with 1910 imprint) (25k three
sheets, plates 3 & 6, plus sheet with 1908 imprint) (35k
three sheets, plates 2 & 5, plus extra sheet without imprint)

24
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(50k five sheets plates 4 & 5, plus sheet with 1909 imprint)
(70k two sheets without imprints) (1r three sheets, including
plates 2-8 & 3-9, plus sheet with 1910 imprint) (3.5r two
sheets). Volume II includes 1917 imperforate sheets (1k
x2, 2k, 3k, 5k x2, 15k x4, 20k, 25k, 35k, 50k, 70k, 1r x6,
3.50r & 7r) plus postal savings in sheets (1k deep red, 5k
green & 10k chocolate). Stunning property ($16,500 by
Russian catalogue which is included, plus highlighted photocopies as reference). A very appealing lot and extremely
hard to duplicate, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
260

HH
Russia, Sheet Collection, 1910-19. Pleasant
holding with 69 sheets in large binder, including 1910 (1k
plate 3, plus 1k no plate); 1909-10 (2k plate 2, 2k plate 8, 2k
plate 35, plus 2k two distinctive sheets with plate 1 imprints); 1909-10 (3k two distinctive sheets with plate 1 imprints, 3k plate 2); 1909-10 (4k two distinctive sheets with
plate 1 imprints, 4k four distinctive sheets with plate 2 imprints); 1909-12 (5k two distinctive sheets with plate 1 imprints & 5k two distinctive sheets with plate 2 imprints);
1909-11 (7k three sheets, plates 2, 4 & 8); 1909-10 (10k
three sheets, plates 2 & 3, plus 10k sheet without plate
number); 1909 (14k plate 3); 1909 (15k two sheets, plates 3
& 6); 1909-10 (20k four sheets, plates 2, 4 & 5); 1908-1909
(25k three sheets, plates 3 & 6, plus extra sheet with 1908
imprint); 1909-10 (35k four sheets, plates 2 & 5, plus extra
sheet with 1910 imprint & other without imprint); 1909-10
(50k eight sheets, including plates 4 & 5, plus one sheet
with 1909 imprint & other without imprint); 1909 (70k sheet
without imprint); 1909 (1r three sheets; 2-8, 3-9 and additional with 1910 imprint). We also noted several imperforate
sheets printed in 1917, including 2k plate 2; 15k plates 3, 4
& 7; 35k; 70k; 1r five distinctive sheets, including double
sheet of 100. Valuable lot ($9,715 by Russian catalogue
which is included, plus highlighted photocopies as reference). A wealth of material here, take a look, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

261

HHa
Russia, Assortment of Blocks of Four,
1910-55. In stock book with light duplication and many
complete sets, including 1921 (181-86), 1925 (294), 1925
(339 & 341), 1934 (544), 1935 (555 & 570), 1941 (817-18,
820 & 822-23), 1941 (849), 1942-43 (875-77), 1943
(897-98), 1943 (899-902), 1944 (923-26), 1944 (931-32 &
934-37), 1944 (938-41 x2, imperforate & perforated), 1944
(952-56), 1945 (960-65), 1945 (971-73), 1945 (989-91),
1946 (1021-25), 1946 (1052-55), 1946 (1059-61 &
1063-66), 1946 (1075-79), 1946 (1083, 1083a, 1084 &
1084a), 1946 (1085-86), 1946 (1089-90), 1947 (1121-22),
1947 (1126-27), 1947 (1128-31), 1948 (1234-36), 1948
(1237-43), 1949 (1366-75), 1949 (1392-93), plus others
that deserve your attention. A very neat and clean holding,
worthy of inspection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

262

H/m/) Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-1917.
In a Scott album, starting with a couple of stampless folded
letters, 10 (+1) Kopek postal envelope, followed by several
used earlies such as Scott 1857 (1), 1858 (2), 1858-64
(5-10), 1863 (11), 1865 (12-18), 1866-70 (19-25), 1875-82
(26-30), plus some covers, including with colorful franking,
and then by 1883-88 issue, 1884 (39, used), plus several
sets in the modest range and a fair number of never hinged
sheets with vertical lozenges of varnish on face, and issued
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in the 1909-12 period. We also noted 1913 Romanov used
set and some imperforate sheets issued in 1917,
semipostals & used postal cards., Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
263

HH
Russia, Never Hinged Assortment, 1959-90.
Each year issues individually packed as received from consignor, and including souvenir sheets, highly complete,
missing only 1963, 1969 & 1970 issues. A great lot for the
collector or dealer, and with substantial catalog value, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

264

H/m
Russia, Mint & Used Extensive Collection,
1959-2006. Comprised of thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets all neatly assembled in mounts on Scott Specialty pages in five albums, overall the vast majority of
coverage is mint, with lengthy runs of sets for the period,
clean, a lovely collection for the era, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

265

H/m/) Russia, Mint, Used and Postal History Holding, 1920-2010. Thousands and thousands of mint & used
stamps and souvenir sheets from the 1930’s to present including used C26-C29, C30-C33 and C34-C35, commercial covers from the 1980’s, space covers and ephemera
from the 1970’s-1990’s, first day covers, postal stationery,
and a small album of vintage postcards, if you are a Russia
collector and think you have everything wait till you inspect
this lot!! Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

266

m
Russia,
Used
Assortment,
1940-46
(811//994). Approximately 3,000 used stamps in stock
pages, arranged in Scott order and with much duplication,
including sets, part sets & singles such as 1940 (811-16
x5); 1941 (817-23 x6); 1941-43 (824-31A x3); 1941 (845-49
x2); 1941-42 (852-55 x2); 1942-44 (860-66 x6); 1942-43
(873-77 x5); 1944 (931-37 x5); 1945 (974-79 x10); and
many other. Ideal for replenishing stocks, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

267

HH
Russia, Never Hinged Collection, 1956-91. In
nine albums and virtually complete for the period, including
sets, souvenir sheets, se-tenant blocks and some complete
sheets, plus many imperforate sets. Recommended for the
discriminating collector or dealer, and unquestionably a
very pleasant viewing, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

268

H/m
Russia, Postal-Fiscal Assortment. In three
stock sheets with duplication in mint or used condition, including 1918 Postal Savings (AR1-3); 1918 Postal Savings
(AR4-5); 1918 Control Stamps (AR7-14); 1918 General
Revenue Stamps, including 20k block of four with two
tete-beche; 2r tete-beche pairs (AR23 x2, imperforate &
perforated, latter with 1997 Wassmann certificate). All pictured on our website, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

269

gles and multiples, including shifted perforations, partial
printings, imperforate pairs and several printing varieties
that need your attention; 1947 Roosevelt imperforate
blocks of four with “Saggio” overprints (C51A-G), followed
by several blocks of four, pairs & singles showing interesting varieties such as shifted perforations, double perforations, imperforate at top, shifted flag impressions or small
printing flaws. Certainly an unrepeatable lot, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
270

HH/H
Serbia, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment. An
extraordinary old-time holding recently surfaced from an archival stock. There are many thousands of stamps, proofs,
perforated and imperforate of various different types and
denominations, including early 20th Century King Peter I
1905 and later issue definitives of monarch with cap
1911/14 etc. The ebay potential will easily run well into five
figures, an opportunity for an entrepreneurial dealer, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

271

H/m/) Slovenia, Impressive Dealer Stock. Very interesting and challenging holding of many thousands of
stamps in mint and used condition, housed in a thick stock
book, beginning with the Slovenia 1919 chain breakers with
many different varieties such as imperforate between, double perforations & freak perforations, postal history including bisect on cover 20f brown in pair to make the 30f rate
from Vinkovci to Zagreb etc., followed by King Peter I issues
again in similiar depth and a similar pattern, through to the
postage due issues for Slovenia with double surcharges,
imperforates, bisects, inverted overprints and other varieties, and ending with a remarkable study, very well written up
with many diagrams of the newspaper stamps of 1919 with
errors galore, fantastic se-tenants, composite surcharges
and much more. There are many scarce items here if not
unique, ideal for the specialist to enjoy, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

272

H/m/) Spain, Civil War Collection. A few hundred
stamps, including much non-Scott listed, and beginning
with regular issues overprinted “Viva España’ with series of
8 Bilbao, series of 5 for Burgos, series of 10 for Cadiz
through Orense, Pontevedra, San Sebastian, extensive
Sevilla through to Zaragoza etc. Also seen local issues for
Barcelona, Cordoba etc, through to Canary Islands, as well
as a good range of dozens of fiscals including those outside
of the CivIl War back to the 19th Century. Also present
postal history and much cinderella late 1890s/early 1900s.
A very interesting collection that deserves your attention,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

273

H/m
Spanish Colonies, Mainly Mint Collection,
1860s-1970s. Marvelous collection neatly arranged in a
large stockbook; strength throughout the entire range of
countries, though mainly in 20th century; highlights include
(all mint) Elobey, Annobón & Corisco #54; Spanish
Guinea 222-233; Spanish Morocco 106-107, 108-120,
173a-174a (NH), 176-191, 198-213 & E8, 214-229 & E10
(NH! $500), 280-291 (NH), L1-11; Spanish Sahara 13-23,
etc., etc., etc.; condition is just about all clean and F-VF and
there’s a good bit of NH. An excellent starter collection or
great for fill-ins. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H/m
San Marino, Specialized Airmail Collection.
Mounted on pages and mostly Never Hinged, including
1942 (C21-25, blocks of 4); 1943 (C26-33, singles & blocks
of 4), followed by several varieties such as shifted overprint,
double overprint or blotted overprint; 1943 (C34-39, singles
& blocks of four); 1946-47 Planes blocks of four, strips, sin-
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275

HH/H
Sweden, Outstanding Mint Collection,
1855-1949. Fairly complete for the period in a Ka-Be hingeless album; first issue includes (o.g. unless noted) #1q (no
gum), 3c (no gum), 5s (bit of o.g.), 7, 8 NH, 16, 17, 34, 36,
47-49 (1k no gum), 63, 65, 66, 1918 55ö & 80ö #90 & 92 LH
with 1978 Københavns Philatelist Klub certificate, then virtually complete the rest of the way including both 1924
U.P.U. Congress sets and all the Semi-Postals; in addition
all of the booklet “A-B” & “B-C” pairs seem to be present; as
for condition, the 19th century is just a little mixed, but otherwise everything is clean and F-VF with NH beginning in
1936 (except C8c in LH). A truly extraordinary collection.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
H/m
Sweden, Mostly Used Collection. A collectors collection in an old fashion album on quadrille album
pages, beginning with the banco issues, here with words 4
examples of the 4 skilling blue including scarce shades, followed by a beat up 6 skilling banco, through to type A2 coat
of arms with three x 5 ore green, scarce 9 ore violet, three
various 12 ore blues, three 24 ore orange, one 30 ore brown
and two 50 ore rose. These are followed by the numeral
types of 1872/77 including printing errors, through to high
values 17 ore present, as well as both perf types through to
riksdaler and krona values respectively, a few beauties
here. Then further studies on the subsequent printing, King
Oscar types both mint and used through to 5 kr Stockholm
post office, through other 20th century Gustaf V defins etc.
The collection furhter unfolds with in-depth lions and
posthorn types, especially the coils with better denominations present, 1924 congress to 50 ore similary with 1924
UPU, few empty thereafter to the modern era, ending with
19th century back of the book with an extensive range of
19th century postage due stamps, the officials both 1874
and 1881 issues, as well as the the 1864 perf 14 3 ore black
used#LX1r, short perf on left nevertheless a presentable
example etc. Also a very good range of dozens of different
booklets. Please ignore all prices in this collection as they
are 30 years old! Finds likely today, please inspect carefully
page for page, you will not be disappointed, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

276

m
Sweden, Specialized Numeral Issue Collection, 1877-79 (17//38). Over 400 stamps in a binder with
circular cancels, and distinctive shades arranged according
to the Facit Catalogue. Excellent reference material, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

277

H/m
Switzerland, Mostly Mint Collection,
1851-2012. In two Scott albums with innumerable good
sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Volume I starts with
1851 5r & 10r (8 & 10, used), followed by several “strubel”
imperforate stamps that deserve your attention, followed by
perforated sitting and standing Helvetia mint examples
such as 1862-63 (41-43 & 45-50), 1867-78 (52-55 & 58-59)
& 1891-99 (94-97), and then by a highly complete mint section with regular stamps issued in the 1900-2012 period, including 1907 (125), 1908-25 (129-145), 1914-30 (181-85),
1924 (200-03 & 206), 1934 NABA sheet (226) & 1945 Pax
(293-305). Volume II begins with a valuable semipostal
section in mint condition, and including 1915 (B2-3), 1916
(B4-6), 1917-27 (B7-43) and several souvenir sheets such
as 1940 (B105), 1941 (B116), 1943 (B130), 1943
(B131-32), 1945 (B143-44) & 1951 (B206, NH); Airmail
section with C1-2, C3-12, C13-15, plus postage dues and

26
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highly recommended officials: O19-36, O37-47, 1918 War
Board (1O1-8 & 1O9-16) & 1922-31 (2O1-30, used), 1923
(3O1-26, used). A collection loaded with advantageous material, which must be seen in order to be properly evaluated,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
278

HH/H/m Switzerland, Soldier Stamps, 1939-40. Several hundred mounted in two specialty albums, these were
issued at the outbreak of WWII by individual regiments, all
different, with many imperfs and overprints, enormous catalog value, please plan on spending sufficient time to ascertain this dazzling lots true value, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

279

)
Switzerland, Assortment of First Day Covers, 1960s-1970s. Including several hundreds, plus a
large group of Postal, Telegraph and Telephone Agency
presentation folders with stamps, souvenir sheets with first
day cancels, plate blocks, huge potential for the winning
bidder, examination is strongly suggested, Fine to Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

280

m
Switzerland, Mostly Used Dealer Stock,
1860s-1960s. Thousands of stamps in presentation cards
with duplication, starting with Seated Helvetia issues, followed by Numerals & Standing Helvetia examples issued in
the 1882-1900 period, plus early 20th century. Semipostal
section with earlies to 1960’s issues, followed by useful airmails. We also noted 85 PTT promotional brochures for issues in the 1978-2000 period, 228 PTT presentation
booklets for issues in the 1957-86 period, small box with
used stamps in glassines sorted by Scott numbers, and
containing up to twenty stamps of each issue. As an added
bonus, a Lindner hingeless album for Switzerland ready to
be used. An interesting hoard that should be inspected,
Very Fine. Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

281

m
Switzerland,
Used
Assortment,
1850s-1930s. In presentation cards, beginning with Scott 7
x2 & 8 x7, 10 x5 & 12 x3, followed by “Strubel” representation (5r, 10r, 15r, 20r, 40r & 1fr, including four pairs). We
also noted Seated Helvetia perforated stamps in four cover
fragments; airmails issued in the 1920s-30s period, plus
Zurich & Geneva forgeries. A keen eye may be able to discover a hidden treasure, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

282

H/m/) Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection,
1854-1959. Mounted on Minkus album pages, starting with
1850s “Strubel” used examples, followed by 19th Century
representation, and then by regulars, airmails and
semipostals in sets, part sets or singles in the modest range
with some better such as 1951 Lunaba souvenir sheet in
used condition, plus some stock sheets with unchecked duplicates and some modern covers. Recommended as a
starter collection, and unchecked in detail, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

283

)
Switzerland, First Day Covers Collection,
1979-88. 57 cacheted covers in a four-ring binder, including several with medals related to the stamp issues, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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285

286

287

288

289

HH
Syria, Assortment of Imperfs & Proofs,
1954-59. About 50 different imperf proofs including pairs of
#419, 420, C183-184, C196-197, C204-206, C235-239 and
CB5-8, plus corner margin singles of U.A.R. #2-14, C2-3,
C6-8 and C14-19; all o.g., NH and Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
HH/H/m Turkey, Powerful Mainly Mint Collection,
1863-2009. A superb, nearly complete collection in five albums, the 1863-1921 issues in a Turkish album, the rest in
German Lighthouse hingeless albums; the 19th century is a
little spotty and mixed quality, but the 20th is just about all
complete and almost and virtually all F-VF; highlights include (mint unless noted) #108-109, 132-135, 151-164
(157 used), 270 used, 271-287, nearly complete 1915 overprints including #314B, 1917 “Ox Head” overprints: 125 different, 522-564 & J87, 605-624 (100pi & 500pi NH!),
P21-22 used, P61-66, Turkey in Asia 67, 72 and 75-103;
furthermore, issues for the Republic, 1923-2007, are apparently complete. Without a doubt, the finest general collection of Turkey we have seen offered intact. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
H/m
Turkey - Foreign Post Offices in the Turkish
Empire, Mint and Used Collection, 1860s-1920s. Large
specialized holding of many hundreds with lots of duplication divided into Austrian, British, and French Offices and
mounted in large blank album; nothing in the way of rarities,
but many $10-$30 stamps including mint multiples and a
huge variety of cancels. Should be a worthwhile lot for the
specialist. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/)
Uruguay, Stamps & Covers Accumulation.
Stock book with singles and blocks of four such as 1911
Postal Congress trial color proofs in unissued colors (196
x2); 1924 (C4-6, blocks of four), 1929 Pegasus 90¢, $1.50
& $3 examples with Waterlow & Sons/ Specimen overprints, plus several large multiples as regularly issued. We
also noted 1925 45¢ (C9, block of 15, including positions 23
& 25); 1891 Agreement between Great Britain & Uruguay
for the exchange of postal parcels and a fair numbers of first
day covers issued in the 1960s-70s period. An unrepeatable lot that needs to be inspected, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
H
Vatican, Mint Collection, 1929-2012. Highly
complete in two Scott albums 1929 (1-13), 1933 (19-34),
1934 Provisional Surcharges (35-40 with 1997 Diena certificate), 1935 (41-46), 1936 (47-54), 1938 (55-60), followed
by a wealth of sets and souvenir sheets issued in the
1939-2012 period. Airmail section with 1938 (C1-8), 1947
(C9-15), 1948 (C16-17), 1949 (C18-19), 1951 (C20-21) &
1953 (C22-23), plus special delivery examples, postage
dues and parcel post stamps. Truly an opportunity not to let
fly by, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

time to properly evaluate the winner, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
290

H/m
Vatican, Mostly Mint Collection, 1929-63. In
a White Ace album, highly complete for the period and including several better sets such as 1929 (1-13), 1933
(19-34), 1935 (41-46), 1936 (47-54, used), 1938 (55-60) &
1939 (61-67), plus airmails, postage dues and parcel posts.
We also noted 1952 Centenary souvenir sheet (155a).
Ideal as a starter collection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

291

H/m/) Yemen, Mint & Used Collection, 1930-69. Approximately 1,200 stamps in a binder, including sets, part
sets, miniature sheets & souvenir sheets, plus three 1964
first day covers issued at the 1964 New York World’s Fair,
condition appears to run F-VF, recommended for the topical collector: art, space & sports issues (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Area Collections
292

m
Baltic States, Excellent Used Collection,
1918-40. Fairly complete for the period in a Schaubek album with blank pages inserted where necessary; highlights
include Estonia 142a, 147a, B44a, C2-3, C5; Latvia
B66-71, CB6-8, 6a-8a, CB9-13, CB14-17, 14a-17a,
CB18a-21a, CB21-24, 21a-24a; Lithuania #1-2 & 5-8; also
includes lots of useful specialized material duplicates;
clean and F-VF throughout. A beautiful lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

293

H/m
Baltic States, Mint and Used Collection,
1918-44. A nearly complete, mostly used collection in a
Ka-Be album; highlights include (used unless noted) Estonia #105-107, 142a, B11, B15-31, B39a, B41-44; Latvia
B66-71, B72-81 (both mint & used), CB1-2 and the following MNH: CB9-13, 9a-13a, CB18-20, 18a-20a, CB21-24
(LH); and Lithuania (used) #1-2, 15a and B43-50; Latvian &
Lithuanian sets are generally present both perf & imperf,
and condition is virtually all F-VF. A terrific lot. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

294

H
Baltic States, Mint Collection, 1918-40. Excellent starter collection on old Schaubek album pages;
nothing rare but lots of nice clean $25-&-up sets like Estonia
B44a NH, Latvia CB9-17, CB18a-20a, Lithuania B1-15 &
CB1-4; Latvian & Lithuanian sets are either perf or imperf —
not both; F-VF throughout. A great lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

295

H/m
Europe, Mint & Used Assortment. Value concentrated in eight stock books, including France starting
with some imperforate & perforated classics such as 1869
(37, used), followed by many desirable stamps, including
1927 Strassbourg (241a & 241b, NH), 1929 (246, NH) &
1936 (C15, mint), plus several semipostal sets, parcel
posts, postage dues, pre-cancels and some liberation overprints; French Andorra 1931 (1-15, 17 & 20, mint; 18-19,
used), 1931-33 (J1-8, J9-13 & J15); Switzerland starting
with “Stubel” examples, followed by 19th Century representation and then by many useful sets, part sets & singles
such as semipostal sets and C1-2, plus some officials and

HH/H/) Vatican, Mint Stock. Presented here are thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets, complete sheets and
first day covers in two large cartons, housed in binders, mint
sheet files and pages, with mint postal stationery, dozens of
full sheets from the 1960’s to the 1970’s including airmails,
commemorative cacheted covers, enormous face and catalog value present, messily presented but a little elbow
grease will be well rewarded, plan on spending sufficient
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postage dues. We also noted Monaco mostly mint collection on album pages with fresh sets such as 1940 (B36-50),
1951 (288-91, imperforate and perforated sheets of 16),
1953 (295-300 & C36-39), 1955-57 (C41-44); Vatican mint
and used collection in Schaubek album with sets and part
sets issued in the 1929-66 period, including some postage
dues. A property recommended for the dealer with varied
potentials, and well worth the time for a proper viewing,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
296

297

298

299

28

H/m
Europe, Classic Mint and Used Collection,
1840s-1920. An old 1922 Schaubek album well filled with
classic material from Germany & States (plus Colonies &
Post Offices Abroad), Italy & States, Austria, Portugal, Belgium, Spain, France, etc.; no rarities, but loaded with
stamps cataloging $25-$50 and up in well-above-average
condition; a few higher priced stamps have small flaws, but
overall this is clean, F-VF collection of material that normally isn’t found this nice in old collections of this type. A
real treasure trove of Classics. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
H
Europe, Mint and Used Collection,
1850s-1940s. Interesting collection of a few thousand different in a Ka-Be album; loaded with better stamps throughout, fairly complete collections to the 1940s of Monaco,
Netherlands, Bulgaria, Hungary, Montenegro, Serbia and
Yugoslavia, as well as nice representations of Cyprus & Gibraltar, among others; the majority of the collection is used
but there are many some better mint as well; highlights include (used unless noted) Bulgaria 237-250 & C12-14; Cyprus #1 plate. 12, 7, 8, 10, 25 (tiny scuff), 26a, 36, 46, 59 &
114-123, both mint; Gibraltar #38 mint, 73-74, 88 mint; Hungary #1-6, B1-43, C24-25; Monaco #6 unused, 8, 10 used,
29 mint (2); Netherlands #1-54, 104-105, 132-134 MNH,
137-139 MLH, B144a & 145a MNH; Yugoslavia B5-16 mint,
etc., etc.; in addition, somewhat surprisingly, the condition
is just about all clean and F-VF. A very worthwhile lot.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
HH/H/m Europe, Accumulation of Collections. Representing many years of accumulation, mostly collections
especially strong in German Area with the modern era well
filled with hardly any empty spaces, often parallel mint and
used from late 1940s onwards. Other countries include
Czechoslovakia, 98% complete from the castle issues
from 1918 in a very well filled Schaubek album, including
the 1920 airmail series complete signed and the imperforate and perforated Znamek miniature sheets etc, useful
Hungary, again including better miniature sheets, good
Romania from the classics onwards including a very well
filled album from 1863, as well as another interesting volume devoted to early 20th Century back of the book. Also
seen, a better range of Poland, including miniature sheets
and good General Governement, unified Germany up to
Euro zone mint and other, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

field would be elated over this lot, further research needed,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
300

H/m
Europe, Mint and Used Collection,
1861-1970. Mostly Italy & Area, with Crete, Croatia, Iceland, Ireland & Yugoslavia, better Italy used unless noted
includes 58-60, 126-128, 133-135 mint, 136-139, 165,
166-167 mint, 201-207, 258-263, 310-314, 349-352,
413-418, with some better BOB, nice range of material in
the other listed countries, please examine, Fine to Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

301

H/m
Europe (Western), Stock. A few thousand
stamps in ten counter books, includes Austria used 39,
41-46, 65, 371, C57, C58, Spain used 76, 88, mint
1159-1168, B74-B105, Cape Juby mint 26-28, 90-105,
Switzerland used 22, 58, mint 376-377, Corfu mint N30,
Crete mint 2-5, Danzig used 195, Germany used 1, 2, 36a,
76, mint 7, Greece used 38, 65, Luxembourg used 11, 42,
Monaco mint 13, 17, 20, 230, Netherlands used 3, Belgium
mint B25-27, B555-B557, B558-B560, used 8, 9, 108-121,
Q5, and this is just the tip of the iceberg, with excellent German States, some condition issues, an exciting lot full of
possibilities-Careful viewing will surely prove worthwhile,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

302

H/m/) Europe (Western), Balance. Thousands of
stamps, souvenir sheets and covers, appears to be mostly
inexpensive material but includes German locals, FDC’s of
Germany 725 (x13), and better German first flights, mint
and used France and Germany, mixed condition, messily
presented, should reward some elbow grease immensely,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

303

H/m
Latin America, Mint & Used Accumulation.
Mounted on album pages, glassines & dealer pages. Better
noted include Cuba and Mexico airmails, plus Argentina imperforate trial color proofs on india paper, Guatemala
Waterlow stamps with official perfins. We also noted an album with Brazil mint sets issued in the 1900-1943 period.
Take a good look! Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

304

H/m
South America, Airmail Collection, 1920-60s.
Several hundred stamps on album pages and retail cards
from several sources and in need of consolidation and
mounting; because of the way the “collection” is formed,
there is a good bit of duplication as well as some non-Airmails; still there is plenty of good material here that can form
the basis of a nice collection, including (mint unless noted)
Brazil C1-36, C53 (2), Uruguay C7-8 mint & used, C61-61,
and Venezuela C1-65, C114-337 & C554-775; condition is
generally clean and F-VF. A useful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

H
Europe, 17th to 19th Century Documents &
Correspondence. Excellent group of documents and letters including a few royalty, with a 1897 letter welcoming
Venezuela delegate to Universal Postal Congress, fake
Canada Provinces for reference, worldwide revenues on
documents, and a collection of 16th-18th century worldwide
embossed revenues, beginning in 1519, a specialist in this
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interested in “The King of Rock and Roll” & “The Blonde
Bombshell”, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide
Topical Collections
305

H/m/) Worldwide, Olympics Topical Collection. In
ten Scott specialty three-ring binders with sets, souvenir
sheets and some first day covers; eight Supersafe binders
with covers, including interesting picture postcards, maximum postcards, U.S. 1932 first day covers, plus nice Germany, Italy & Japan representations. We also noted a fair
number of Olympic pins. A super lot to explore, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

306

H/m/) Worldwide, Space Topical, Mint & Used Collection/ Accumulation. In nine Lollini albums with an innumerable amount of sets and souvenir sheets, including
some imperforates. We noted sets related to many different
space missions or events: Apollo 8, Apollo 11; Apollo 13,
Apollo 15, Apollo 16, Apollo 17, Gemini 10 & Voskhod 1. We
also noted a three-ring binder with space topical sets and
McMahan’s Philatelic History of the Conquest of Space
Catalog, plus many worldwide first day covers with
space-related stamps and a stunning assortment of Bhutan tridimensional stamps made using lenticular printing,
and that are popular in the current market, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

307

HH/H
Worldwide, Birds Topical Collection. Very
attractive holding with first section mounted on pages and
arranged by country, including Angola 1951 (333-45 &
347-56), followed by a second section with many sets on
pages, and arranged by taxonomic ranks (orders and families), plus a wealth of unchecked glassines with bird topical
sets. A great opportunity for the collector or the dealer, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000

308

HH
Worldwide, Elvis Presley Topical Assortment. Including souvenir sheets and miniature sheets issued in the 1990s-2000s period. We noted Antigua,
Bhutan, Gambia, Ghana, Grenada, Guyana, Liberia, Mali,
Maldives, Micronesia, Nevis, Palau, St. Vincent, Sierra Leone & Tuvalu issues. All identified, and ready to be offered
at a show or the internet, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

309

310

HH
Worldwide, Lady Diana & Lincoln Topicals
Assortment. Including souvenir sheets and miniature
sheets issued in the 1990s-2000s period. We noted
Antigua & Barbuda, Dominica, Gambia, Ghana, Grenada,
Guyana, Liberia, Mali, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Montserrat, Mongolia, Niue, St. Vincent & Grenadines,
St. Kitts, Sierra Leone & Somalia issues, plus some Elvis
examples., Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

311

H/)
Worldwide, Christmas Topical Collection. In
four binders, including mint sets & singles such as Austria
1949 set; Canada 1898 (85-86); Korea 1958-69 souvenir
sheets; Netherlands 1932 set, followed by many other
worldwide sets in the modest range, and some U.S. Christmas seals issued in the 1907-67 period. We also noted a
binder with Austria first day covers issued in the 1937-76
period, and with stamps tied by Christmas cacellations,
plus additional binder with worldwide first day covers, including U.S. 1930 cover with postal stamp and Christmas
seal tied by Santa Claus, Indiana duplex postmark. A holding that can be easily integrated into a bigger collection,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

312

H
Worldwide, Topical Collections. Group of
four three-ring binders. Value concentrated in three binders
with worlwide sets, singles & souvenir sheets issued to
honor John Fitzgerald Kennedy; Birds, Flowers & Insects
sets in additional binder, plus Franklin Delano Roosevelt
worldwide sets on White Ace pages. Ideal for the topical
collector or dealer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

313

)
Worldwide, Polar Topicals, Assortment of
Covers, 1944-82. 73 items, including Australia five first
day covers, Greenland group of 26 first day covers,
Falkland Islands & Dependencies seventeen covers,
British Antarctic Territory seven covers. We also noted
three South Georgia examples, plus four U.S. covers, including one with a handstamp reading “This letter has been
delayed for one year/ because of difficulties in transportation/ at Little America, Antarctica”, other with University of
Texas Geodetic Satellite Observatory cachet, and signed
by Station Manager Brian Smith, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

314

HH
Worldwide, Military Uniforms, Queen II Coronation and UN Collections. Several hundred stamps
and souvenir sheets mounted in three albums, almost all
mint NH with a few used examples, the military uniform collection is neatly arranged alphabetically by country and the
UN collection appears complete to 1979, excellent lot for
collector or dealer, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Cover Collections
315

HH
Worldwide, Elvis & Marilyn Monroe Topicals
Collection. In three binders and several presentation
packs, including miniature sheets and souvenir sheets from
Antigua, Dominica, Gambia, Ghana, Grenada, Liberia,
Maldives, Mongolia, Nevis, Palau, St. Kitts, Sierra Leone,
Tanzania & Tuvalu. Excellent holding for a topical collector

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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)
Worldwide, Assortment of Covers. Hundreds
of commercial covers, postal cards, envelopes, picture
postcards & censored mail sent in the 20th Century. We
noted Latin America, British Forces in Egypt, Canada, Finland, Hungary, Iran, Italy, Latvia, Russia, Spain & Colonies,
Switzerland and Vatican material, plus European picture
postcards. We also noted a fair number of stampless covers used by several foreign consulates in New York City in
the 1950s-60s period; Netherlands first day covers issued
in the 1977-82 period. Definitely worth a look! Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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316

317

318

)
Worldwide, Zeppelin and Airmail Covers,
1919-49. Group of 16 covers including Zeppelins from Germany (4), Argentina, Egypt and Iceland and flight covers
from Danzig (with C31-35), Italy (C1), Russia, South Africa
and Switzerland., Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
Worldwide, Old-Time Postal History Assortment. A very interesting and diverse range of material of a
few hundred covers, virtually all pre-1946, 98% used, virtually everything is commercial including better such as late
19th Century illustrated in a hotel Columbus cover through
to WWII various individual color cachets propaganda,
Swiss colored postcards, 19th Century Russia Tsarist
used, French Colonies, German States, Hungary, Poland,
Great Britain, Italy, USA, other good advertising including
Bechstein piano illustrated, interesting Trieste registered
with commercial bank seals and much more for the specialist or dealer to enjoy. This description is just the tip of the
iceberg, a thoroughly recommended viewing, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
)
Worldwide,
First
Flights
Collection,
1920s-70s. In four binders, including a large number of
covers carried by PAA (Pan American Airways), plus some
picture postcards, photographs and 1989 schedule. We
also noted a fair number of covers transported by TWA
(Trans World Airline), plus some picture postcards, labels,
menus & 1948 schedule. Ideal for the collector or the
dealer. Please don’t forget that all good things to those who
inspect, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

319

)
Worldwide, Postal Stationery Assortment.
Over 1,100 items organized by country, including “A” to “Z”
countries, plus some specimen examples. We also noted
several U.S. illustrated ad covers & Great Britain registered
envelopes that deserve your attention. Viewing welcome,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

320

)
Worldwide, Postal History Accumulation.
Approximately 300 covers addressed to a stamp collector
in California in the 1940s-50s period, including many letters
from different postal administrations around the world (British Commonwealth, Latin America, Europe and some
other). We noted registered usages, air letters and some official stampless covers, plus some first flights such as Mexico-Matamoros, Panama-Chile & Panama-New York.
Good value for the diligent viewer, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

321

Worldwide, Ephemera Grouping. Small but
useful grouping with many better items, includes 1868
Smith & Wesson revolver price card, 1853 pension entitling
holder to 40 acres of land, 1919 passport, 1850 New England colored map, 1852 US map, Allen & Ginter World’s
Champion tobacco cards, Allied currency for Germany,
Cunard Line illustrated match box, Duke’s tobacco certificate for postage stamp album, covers, documents, Wells
Fargo & Co poster stamps, Wells Fargo & Co baggage receipt, WW2 photos including the launching of a plane off a
carrier, metal master label for lightning rod equipment,
wooden nickels, steamer line material, 1939 Lone Ranger
postcard for admission to Ranger Safety Club, and much
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more, if your looking for weird paper, this is the lot for you,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
322

)
Worldwide, Cover Compendium, 1851-1990.
Several hundred covers, postal cards and picture postcards, with ads, first days, first flights, fancy cancels, registered, foreign, with a great selection of 3¢ 1851-1857, a few
better includes #65 on a Soldier’s Aid Society cover, nice
1861 Civil War patriotic, 1861 stampless from Richmond
VA to Ayletts VA, #210 cancelled by Colton CA c.d.s. with illustrated ad for Starke’s Hotel on reverse, post office seal
on a 1900 cover, and a 1911 Rambler cover with contents,
some great potential present, there should be a few more
hidden jewels in the dross, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

323

)
Worldwide, Flight Postal History Holding.
Large collection of first flight covers, with Graf Zeppelin
around the world covers, 1930 Cheyenne WY balloon mail,
Uruguay to Germany zeppelin cover, Brazil to Holland zeppelin cover, Akron memorial cover, 1931 first flight Australia
to England, flight, 1964 Argentina Pole to Pole flight cover,
1938 Baltimore to Bermuda first flight, 1939 NYWF to
Stockholm Sweden first flight, and dozens more first flight
and flight related covers, also included are some WW2 decals, a chance to restock these popular items at a very reasonable cost, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

324

)
Worldwide,
Ephemera
Cornucopia,
1840-1970. Few hundred items in large carton, with photographs, travel pamphlets, newspapers, automobile manuals and sales literature, Hollywood magazines, catalogs
including toys, sermons, ads, programs, better includes
cacheted V-E Day cover, Jim Beam 3-D calendar, 1950
Chevron credit card, 1936 Athletic Carnival program, dozens and dozens of saleable material, should prove to be a
winner with little effort, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

325

)
Worldwide, Postal History Lot, 1841-1945.
Small lot of 16 covers and one document, includes cover
from 1920 Syria, 1910 picture postcard from Cape Verde to
USA, cover from Jamaica with biplane Red Cross label,
paid reply card from Timor, outer folded letter sheet to Milan
with Italy J8, US fancy canel “H” on cover from Henderson
MN, and a 1841 French document with embossed vignette,
will need some further research to maximize your return,
please inspect, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

326

)
Worldwide, Correspondence of Dr George
Cottrall, Plum Island Animal Disease Lab, 1942-90. A
few hundred worldwide covers and picture post cards, from
every corner of the globe, addressed to or from the Cottrall
family, Dr. George Cottrall was lead scientist at the facility
for many years, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

327

)
Worldwide, Picture Postcard Extravaganza,
1906-2000. Thousands of picture postcards from the classic period up through linens and chromes housed in several
albums, boxes and loose, includes heavily embossed
greetings, state views, foreign views, with the likes of the Alamo, coin cards, blacks, royalty, Santas, forty five leathers,
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Expositions, interesting Asia, plus miscellaneous ephemera, messily presented, but some TLC will be well rewarded, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Solomon Islands 1907 5d and 1/-; China from 19th cent
coiling dragons, 1913 /24 to $1; Denmark from imperf spandrels onwards; Gibraltar 1935 silver jubilee; Great Britain
from imperforate 1841 onwards including QV 2/6d, ED V11
to 5/-; Japan from 1875 onwards with a few dozen 19th Century with interesting postmarks to high values, as well as
useful 20th, a very good range of New Zealand etc, all the
way through to the Zs, equally good. Please view carefully
much more here to discover, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Collections
328

329

330

331

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. A collector’s collection in fifteen Scott International albums with
thousands upon thousands of sets, part sets and singles.
Highlights (mint unless denoted) include Aden 1-8; Albania
84-87 & 89-90; Allenstein 1-14; Antigua 98-99; Australia
147-49 used; Austria B50-56 & B57-65; Bahawalpur 2-14;
Bahrain 38-51; Brunei 37 & 50-51; British Solomon Islands
100-104; Cyrenaica 1-4, 59-64 & C24-29; Canada 47, 54 &
56-57 used; Ceylon 111 used; Egypt C1-2 used; Eritrea
175-80 & C1-6; Finland 75 used; Gambia 113 & 119;
French Morocco CB11-19; Germany 20-21 used; Great
Britain 96, 108 & 141 used; Hong Kong 178-79; Hungary
B80-87; Italy 58-63 used, 143-46, 165-68, 324-28 used,
331-41 used & C79-83; Lebanon B1-12, Iran 935-40 used;
Pitcairn Islands 11-12; Puerto Rico 133 used; Rhodesia
141-55 used; Somaliland Protectorate 116-26; South West
Africa 24 & 39; Tripolitania 1-4, 73-78 & C43-48; Turkey
J59-62. A highly desirable holding to pick from or resell as
country lots. At first glance it doesn’t look too appealing, but
on further examination there are plenty of easy-to-sell
stamps throughout. Make enough time to see it, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
HH/H/m Worldwide,
Outstanding
Collection,
1860-1927. Several hundred stamps in a 1927 Scots album, with loads of better mint singles and sets, besides the
usual suspects of Eastern Europe and South America there
is excellent coverage of British Commonwealth, France
and colonies, Portugal and colonies, useful early China,
Iran, Japan, Newfoundland, Thailand, Turkey, with many
extras added between pages, a great lot for the internet
dealer to break up,enormous potential, please inspect, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
m
Worldwide, Used Collection, 1843-1970.
Neatly mounted in seven Biella springback albums, includes Brazil collection with better stamps 1-3, former two
with ample margins, 9-10, 37-38, 39-40, 49, 53-60, a folded
letter sheet with 100r Dom Pedro, 61-66, 68-75 & 77, plus
many other sets and part sets including 392a-393a tete
beche pairs no gum, C1-C6, C7-C16, Columbia collection
with 42, 42a, 45, 47-49, followed by other nineteenth century regulars and air mails, Venezuela collection with some
classics, but most of the value in the twentieth century including airmails, and a Philippines collection starting with a
group of eleven stamps issued under US Administration
(213-217, 226-227 & 230), plus many modern sets, a clean
lot of nice material of these popular collection areas, mostly
Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

332

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collection.
A
last-minute arrival, presented in fourteen International albums, including “A” to “Z” countries. Better section noted include Europe, People’s Republic of China, Latin America &
Persia. A close examination is required to truly appreciate
its value, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

333

Worldwide, Old-Time Reference Collection.
Full of character and put together many decades ago in the
1930s a few hundreds beginning with Argentina/Buenos Aires, Austria with various Mercury Heads used, German
States with Bergedorf, Brunswick, Hamburg, Hannover,
Lubeck, Oldenburg all states with some very convincing examples, Bolivia from imperfs onwards, a good range of
imperf Dominican Republic, etc. through French Colonies
inc. interesting peace and commerce types. We also noted
Greece, Luxembourg, Mexico, varied BC including various
Austrailian States, Samoa, Bahamas with Chalon heads to
1/- & Trinidad. Other countries include good Turkish Ottoman Empire to 25pi, Switzerland, Zurich and Geneva
imperfs, USA including first 90¢, Uruguay imperforate suns,
etc. Many dangerous examples here, including a good
number created well over a 100 years ago, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

334

H/m
Worldwide,
Mostly
Mint
Collection,
1970s-2000s. Arrange alphabetically in four Scott albums
with a large number of sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, plus many sheetlets and booklets. Better countries noted include Argentina, Bhutan, Chile, Costa Rica,
France, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Nicaragua,
Spain, Thailand & Venezuela. A holding with plenty of saleable stamps, viewing not only invited, but recommended,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

335

H/m/) Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. In
several cartons, including a wealth of Worldwide sets, part
sets, singles & souvenir sheets in the modest range, and
housed in several stock books and albums. We also noted
Worldwide & U.S. covers, latter including 1890s-1930s
used postal envelopes & unused modern postal cards, plus
U.S. Plate blocks issued in the 1940s-60s period & Duck
stamps, perfect for the on-line dealer., Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

336

HH/H/m Worldwide, Much Better Than Average Collection. Several hundred stamps in a 1938 Scott International Junior album, with U.S. mint 63, 323-325, 294-297,
397-400, C18, E3, RW5, RW6, RW7, RW9, RW11, used
92, 112-114, Australia mint 150-151, Canada used 46, 54,
France mint 198-201, useful Russia, and with much more, a

H/m
Worldwide, Grandad’s Collection. Many
thousands of mint & used stamps, including Abyssinia to
Zululand examples with classics through to the 1940s, and
with plenty of good material, completely uncatalogued all
one of a kind. Highlights include KGV Bahamas KGV 5/-,
1935 silver jubilee; stuck down but genuine canoes British
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few hidden gems should be scattered about, don’t pass on
this one, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
337

338

339

340

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In thirteen Minkus albums with sets, part sets & singles in the
modest range, including Latin America representation,
plus Greece, Independent Africa & Japan sections. We didn’t have the time to inspect each album in detail, so maybe a
keen eye will be able to discover a hidden treasure, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collections. In two
old-time albums, better noted (mint unless denoted) include
Italy 1923 (165-69, used), 1923 (B17-19), 1928 (B30-33) &
1932 (C35-39); Portugal 1931 (528-33). Unchecked in detail, and the kind of lot that treasure hunters like, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m/) Worldwide, Stamps and Covers Collection,
several hundred stamps and first day covers, the majority
being United Nations, with a mint collection of stamps and
souvenir sheets, several albums of first day covers, also includes mint stamps from the Middle East, Africa and Asia,
easily worth our low estimate, review is encouraged, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collections,
1950s-70s. In seven Scott International albums with sets,
part sets & singles in the modest range, each book with “A”
to “Z” countries. We also noted some souvenir sheets.
Spend some time viewing this lot for possible big gains,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

341

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. Two old
fashioned albums with many thousands of stamps, well
filled Aden through to Zanzibar. About a third of the collection is British Commonwealth with useful KGVI and occasional high values, with nothing as far as we can see post
1955. French Colonies with post offices abroad, also useful etc. Discoveries likely, completely uncatalogued, should
be inspected carefully page by page, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

342

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. A beat
up Ideal album with probably half the size it should be-nevertheless full of interesting classics in condition better than
normally encountered in these albums. Many hundreds of
stamps here, all one of a kind with Germany & German
States probably being the best, followed by Italian States,
Greece with interesting Hermes Heads etc. Will catalogue a
fortune! Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

343

32

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection,
1850-1925 (1850-1925).
Several hundred stamps
mounted in a Schaubek album, includes Macao, Malay,
Portuguese and French Colonies, British Commonwealth
with excellent India, China, Japan, Thailand, and Latin
America, plenty of material for the internet or retail dealer,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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344

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collections. Eleven
old-time Scott albums with sets, part sets & singles in the inexpensive range, each book with spaces for “A” to “Z”
stamps. We noted useful Europe & Latin America material. Needless to say, viewing is highly recommended, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

345

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collection. In an
old-time Stanley Gibbons album with some earlies but
value concentrated in the singles & part sets issued in the
1890s-1940s period. Stronger areas noted include British
Commonwealth, Latin America and some European countries. Sold as received, viewing is essential for full appreciation, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

346

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In six
Scott albums and several three-ring binders with sets, parts
sets & singles in the modest range, and with better countries including Hungary, Iran & Portugal. We also noted
three binders with unchecked U.S. 20th Century issues,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

347

H/m/) Worldwide, Mint and Used Accumulation,
1870-1970. A little bit of everything can be found in this lot,
includes United States post cards and first day covers,
Switzerland and other countries on pages, Swiss presentation booklets, and a large group of Berlin presentation booklets, catalog value should add up quickly, please inspect,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

348

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In five albums, including German Democratic Republic (1949-89)
section with 1950 Debria sheet & 1951 Mao set, followed by
plenty of sets & souvenir sheets, also Russian Occupation of Thuringia examples (16NB4a), Luxembourg
(1875-2000) collection in a well-filled Scott specialty album
with useful semipostal section, plus some airmails, postage
dues & officials, Vatican City collection in Davo hingeless
album with strength in the 1939-94 period, including airmails, special delivery & postal tax examples, also as a bonus Channel Islands 1970s-80s (Alderney, Guernsey &
Jersey), plus Isle of Man sets issued in the 1975-85 period,
recommended for internet seller, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

349

H/m
Worldwide, Conglomeration, 1850-2000.
Several hundred stamps in four Harris Ambassador albums, mostly newer material with CTO’s but includes material like Bhutan 108m, 108n, a nice way to get a younger
philatelist engaged in the hobby, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Accumulations
350

HH/H
Worldwide, Philatelic Avalanche, 1880-1950,
gargantuan mint dealer stock, thousands and thousands of
stamps and souvenir sheets in 85 plastic tubs, strong in
British Commonwealth, French Colonies, South America,
Bulgaria, Liberia, Turkey, with items like Brazil 1301 (x19),
985a (x50), Bulgaria 1163 (x28), 2195 imperf (x2), Cuba
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C223a (x100), Dahomey C16a (x23), Ghana 254a (x20),
Guinea C14-C16 (x27), Italy Offices in China Tientsin E2,
Ivory Coast 580C, Japan 422, Liberia 136 (x100), Nigeria
149a (x30), Panama C221a (x50), San Marino 1005a (x50),
Somaliland Protectorate 122 (x50), Togo C108a (x17), with
plenty of imperfs, proofs and specimens for enhancement,
and hundreds of items in the $10 to $50 price range, satisfying duplication, some mixed condition as to be expected,
you’ll need an extra Saint Bernard to conquer this one, so
get ready to explore, enormous potential awaits you!!! Fine
to Very Fine. Scott $480,000 +++ owners (photo on web
site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
351

352

353

m
Worldwide, Vast & Diverse Used Dealer
Stock, 1860-1960. Over a million stamps, offered intact,
identified and put into glassines, from British Commonwealth, Africa, France and Colonies, Germany and Colonies, Eastern Europe, Middle East, Latin America, Asia and
tremendous Russia, mostly inexpensive material, but every
so often something pops up such as China 2156A (x4),
2156B (x9), Eastern Silesia 3, France C5 (x5), C6 (x60),
C13, C16 (x25), C27 (x2), Greece C24 (x4), C27, Hawaii 74
(x10), Italy C66, C79, C113 (x2), Korea C17-C19 (x26),
C23 (x9), Manchukuo 24 (x6), Norway 382-386 (x2), Russia
C13, C50, C52, mixed condition as to be expected with a lot
of this size, useful duplication, viewing will be a challenge,
but the reward is well worth the effort, be sure to put this on
your “must see” list, Fine to Very Fine, illustrated on the
back cover (photo on web site). Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
HH
Worldwide, New Issues Accumulation,
1995-2010. Recommended for a dealer with thousands of
Never Hinged stamps, including sets and sheetlets. We
noted a fair number of topical issues such as Lady Diana,
sports, animals & birds. Owner spent over $30,000 in this
material but never had a chance to mount it in his albums,
so take advantage of the opportunity afforded here! Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
H/m/) Worldwide, Eclectic Mint & Used Assortment. Extremely interesting property housed in a thick
stock book, for the most part representing purchases made
at European auction houses. This investor still kept many of
the single stamps in their individual auction folders and this
alone comes to a few thousand dollars equivalent at cost.
There are also stamps taken out of these individual folders
that overall is even more valuable, however they are presented all over the place, somewhat chaotically. Another
excellent section is the postal history including superb German illustrated FDCs of the early 1950s, as well as a good
range of censor strikes on Spain during the war, also seen a
fabulous Belgian Congo early airmail cover with Great Britain postage due applied on arrival. The best postal history
however is Palestine/early Israel with many good items
clearly worth $50-$100 each, including commercial first
postage dues applied in the late 1940s, coin tabs, combination kibbutzim/first coins, early Palestine under British Mandate including registered usage. Other highlights include
stamps with early Italian and French post offices in the Middle East, Imperial China, scarce Burma, further French Colonies, good Spain with much never hinged form the 1930s
etc. This is at best only an outline description, the tip of the
iceberg with many more discoveries to be made - please inspect carefully page for page. Ideal for a mail auction house
looking for photograph items for the catalogue all at once,
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very conservatively valued by us, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
354

H/m/) Worldwide, Stock of Mint & Used, Fully
Loaded and Ready for Sale. Over 75 individually lotted
and described items from many Counties, individual items,
sets and small groupings all identified and priced to sell retail online, the quality is generally decent with some faults
and an item here or there mis-identified but quite a useful
asemblage that ranges in price from $20 to $500, mostly in
the $100 to $300 range, Countries represented include: Argentina Buenos Aires; Austria; Castellorizo; Ecuador;
France, Colonies & Offices; El Salvador; German Area;
Greece; Iceland; Iraq; Italian Area; Japan; Jordan; Luxembourg, includes a few covers, overall an interesting group,
Scott exceeds $30,000 and marked retail is over $12,000,
careful examination will unlock the true value and sales potential that this stock presents, generally Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

355

HH
Worldwide, Never Hinged Accumulation.
Miscellaneous lot with a stunning amount of sheets or
sheetlets mostly issued in the 1960s-80s period, with some
duplication and housed in an innumerable amount of folders or mint sheet files, including Andorra, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Bhutan, Brazil, British Antarctic Territory, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Dominican Republic imperforate or perforated sheets, Faroe Islands, France,
Germany-Federal Republic, Greece, Haiti, Israel, Laos,
Luxembourg, Paraguay imperforate multiples, Philippines,
Russia, San Marino, Spain, Vatican City & Yugoslavia representations. We also noted some British Commonwealth
countries that deserve your attention, plus abundant topical
stamps (art, sports & space), catalogue value over
$50,000, so good luck and have an exciting viewing! Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

356

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Extensive property with over 75 small boxes filled with glassines arranged by country, including sets, part sets, singles
and souvenir sheets mostly issued in the 20th Century, and
in the modest range. We noted strength in Europe, Latin
America & Asia countries. This description only scrapes the
surface and in order to fully appreciate what is here, the
stock must be viewed. Ideal for any dealer looking to replenish stocks inexpensively, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

357

H/m
Worldwide, Assortment of Better Stamps,
1850s-1950s. A few hundred mostly better stamps in a
stockbook; highlights include (mint unless noted), Bermuda
125a & 126b, Estonia N3-5 NH blocks of 4 (two 30k
creased), Italian P.O. in China J7-8, Italian P.O. in Salonica
1-8, Japan 422 NH and 479, Liechtenstein (all used)
108-113 & 259a-260a, Luxembourg 1956 Europa NH, and
much more; also includes many higher catalog used Great
Britain, e.g. O6, O36 & O38, as well as some 19th century
U.S.; condition is a bit mixed, but is mostly F-VF including all
the mentioned highlights. A great lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

358

HH/H/) Worldwide, New Issues, 1980-2000. Several
thousand stamps and souvenir sheets from the four corners
of the globe, with hundreds of modestly priced items such
as Barbudo 493-495, Brazil B12, China 2665a, Czechoslo-
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vakia 1134, Gibraltar 539, Hungary 3936, PRC 2278, 2730,
Micronesia 213-226, Poland 3783, Russia 603a, also with
loads of Brazil, Hungary, India, Korea, PRC, Russia year
sets, Thailand and Disney and Princess Di topicals, very
few condition issues, a fantastic opportunity to fill in those
holes in your stock books at a cost effective price, come on
down and take a peek, you will be pleased, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
359

HH
Worldwide, Never Hinged Accumulation.
Massive amount of glassines with singles, blocks of 4, 6, 8
or 10 stamps & a fair number of British Commonwealth
booklets. We noted abundant German stamps issued in the
1946-66 period; British Commonwealth modern material,
Europe (Austria, Belgium, Liechtenstein, Monaco, San Marino, Spain & Vatican), French Area, Spanish Colonies &
Latin America (Argentina, Colombia, Chile, Cuba, Guatemala & Nicaragua) representations. An internet seller’s
dream come true, Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate
$2,000 - 3,000

360

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. A lot
given to us just before printing the catalogue, and including
a massive amount of sets, part sets & singles in the modest
range with several better such as Canada 211-16, Costa
Rica C303-12, France 1049-51, Guatemala C235-42, Jamaica 109-112, Papua-New Guinea 142-44 & Suriname
238-39, arranged more or less in alphabetical order by
country with Scott numbers, and housed in fourteen special
black boxes ready to be sold at a stamp show or listed on
the internet. Better noted include British Commonwealth,
European & Latin American representations. A nice overall
property with much potential to offer, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

361

H/m/) Worldwide, Philatelic Bonanza. Thirteen
large cartons stuffed with everything philatelic, thousands
and thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets, blocks, collections and covers offered intact, appears mostly moderately
priced items but an occasional gem pops up such as Monaco 291b, B96a-B99a, box filled with mint San Marino, Israel collection, DDR collection, collection of mint and used
Great Britain and three binders of mint Scandinavia with
FDCs, a lot of stuff presented haphazardly that will require
some TLC, but the effort will be well rewarded, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

362

363

34

H/m/) Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Accumulation in fifteen large-size boxes, including Monaco
mint or never hinged stamps in stock book; New Zealand
1975-76 first day covers; United Nations virtually complete
collection in White Ace album with sets issued in the
1951-84 period, plus a fair number of first day covers in several special binders; U.S. innumerable binders with first day
covers issued in the 1940-94 period, and unused postal stationery items; Worldwide first day covers issued on the
50th Anniversary of WWII & first day covers related to
America’s Bicentennial. The estimate looks a little low, but
we leave that to you. Have fun! Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m/) Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Approximately 90 binders or albums housed in eight boxes, including British Commonwealth Queen Elizabeth II
collection in two White Ace albums, plus 1977 Queen’s Sil-
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ver Jubilee first day covers and Kenmore album with The
Royal Wedding of Prince Charles; Canada used collection
in Minkus album with sets and part sets issued in the
1898-1954 period; Russia collection with 1970s mint sets;
Spain Zaragoza imperforate labels in multiples; Tuvalu
modern sets and sheetlets issued in the 1970s; United Nations first day covers issued in the 1950s-1990s period,
plus a collection of stamps; United States 1940s-60s first
day covers, plus a couple of books with official proofcards
honoring the living symbols of our fifty states. We also noted
worldwide Malaria sets in an album., Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
364

HH
Worldwide, New Issue Stock, 1967-72. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in sheet files with full
and part sheets of Austria, Belgium, Cuba, Cyprus, DDR,
France, Greece, Italy, Monaco, Portugal, Ryukus, Scandinavia, Spain, Switzerland, huge face and catalog value
present, please set aside enough time to enjoy this stock,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

365

H/m/) Worldwide, Stamp Dealer Back Room. More
than 70 albums with abundant amount of sets, part sets &
singles, including United Nations stamps & first day covers;
U.S. first day covers, including a fair number with commemorative medals. We also noted art stamps in special album
issued by the International Society of Postmasters; first day
covers from countries around the world recalling the joys of
childhood; collection of first day covers commemorating the
centenary of Sir Rowland Hill; collection of first day covers
honoring the Royal Wedding of Charles & Diana; commemorative covers honoring the people and events in man’s
quest for the skies; collection of covers issued in 1979-80,
and honoring the men, women and events that shaped the
American destiny; Liberia collection of first day covers
showing Scouting through the eyes of Norman Rockwell;
British Commonwealth collection of first day covers commemorating the 25th anniversary of the Coronation of QEII;
collection of fifty covers honoring America’s original people.
A must see holding, that needs to be seen in order to
appreciate it’s scope and value, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

366

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment. In presentation cards, and including a large amount
of modern art topical souvenir sheets, plus sets & blocks of
four mostly issued in the 1960s-2000s. We also noted several booklets. A holding with plenty useful material and presenting a tremendous opportunity for an internet seller. You
will be rewarded by not passing on viewing this lot, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

367

H/m/) Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Miscellaneous holding in albums, stock books and stock sheets,
including thousands of worldwide stamps in the modest
range. We noted British Commonwealth, European countries & Latin America representations, plus some other
such as China. Also United Nations collection in two White
Ace albums virtually complete in the 1951-78 period; Canada collection in White Ace album with 1956-74 issues;
Freedom from Hunger album with worldwide sets, condition
appears fine to very fine. Worth allotting time to view, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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368

369

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Assortments. Including Great Britain accumulation of approximately 4,000
mostly used stamps, and ranging from 1850s to 2000s, plus
some regional issues and Offices Abroad; Australia stock
book with 950 stamps, including early Kangaroo & King
George V issues; German Area about 4,000 mostly used
stamps ranging from 1900s to 1990s, including Federal Republic Never Hinged sets, part sets & souvenir sheets;
Liechtenstein in stock sheets with some duplication (Scott
1//1249 & B1//21); Norway & Finland sections with minor
duplication scattered throughout; Greece C71-73 NH;
Macao; plus useful Israel, Hong Kong, Panama, Japan,
Iraq & Italy assortments in stock sheets that deserve your
attention, and with good catalogue value. We also noted a
group of forgeries or reprints useful for comparison such as
the Switzerland 1845 Dove of Basel or Greece 1914
Chimarra issue. A rewarding experience for those with the
patience to go through it properly, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Including U.S. 1901-04 used sets such as (294-99) & 1904
(323-27), plus some Confederate examples and modern
plate blocks; Austria 1955 (599-603, NH); Cook Islands
1944-46 (116-24 x7, NH); Denmark 187-79 (30b, inverted
frame); Newfoundland 1932 Wayzata stamps, plus 1936
First International Rocket Airmail booklet with stamps. Unchecked in detail, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

370

H
Worldwide, Mint Assortment, 1930s-60s.
Glassines and some stock books with sets, including
China, plus several better souvenir sheets such as Russia
1937 (C75a); Switzerland 1951 Lunaba; Vatican City 1952
Stagecoach; some lightly stuck, which can be coaxed up. A
lot with huge retail potential, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

371

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. The
first album begins with British Commonwealth mint 1949
UPU collection complete omnibus housed in special album,
followed by mint 1953 coronation complete, again housed
in a special album, followed by hundreds of complete series
all one of a kind inc Guernsey, Jersey, and Isle of Man, all
with definitives included as well as high pound values, ending this well filled stock book with British p.os in Turkey, QV
80 paras on 5d green, through to EDVII mint 5pia on 1/- etc.
The 4th album is a well housed German lighthouse 1872 to
1932, 90% complete especially in good used, followed by a
useful Luxembourg collection housed in a pristine European album, from the shields issue onwards inc 1931/33
airmails complete, 1939 royality complete through m/s of
the same, as well as a good range of post WWII used with
the collection ending with useful back of the book 1882 onwards, again including high values. The 6th and final book
is France and French Colonies with surprisingly good New
Caledonia, Cameroons, Togo, Madgascar all the better
earlier airmails etc. Ideal for the show dealer or ebayer, will
break down very well, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

372

stamps, Greece, Greenland, Hungary, Iceland, Jordan, Kuwait, Luxembourg, Monaco, Morocco, Muscat, Philippines,
Qatar, Ryukus, Spain, Tangier & Vatican. We also noted Israel representation with tabbed stamps and several souvenir sheets. Highly recommended for the intrepid internet
dealer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
373

H/m
Worldwide, Stunning Mint & Used Accumulation. Including three Global albums with inexpensive “A”
to “Z” stamps; seven stock books, including bird topical
stamps and many British Comonwealth useful sets & singles issued in the 20th Century, and that deserve your attention; World Refugee sets & souvenir sheets in two
Minkus three-ring binders; 1958 Brussels World’s Fair issues. We also noted Japan collection in three albums with
1950s-80s sets; Vatican City collection in a White Ace album, plus some worldwide covers sent to Hartford, CT in
1948, and Saar & United Nations sheets. Worth exploring,
and bidding at our conservative estimate, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

374

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Diverse property in several large boxes, including glassines
with worldwide unchecked stamps; British Commonwealth Victory & Peace sets on White Ace pages, plus a
three-ring binder with modern British Commonwealth souvenir sheets; France mostly used assortment in a stock
book, plus some 20th Century covers; Liberia mint & used
modern assortment in a binder; United Narions over 400
first day covers issued in the 1980s-90s period; Vatican
City collection in a Scott album and additional Minkus
binder. A truly organized chaos with profitable opportunities, and needless to say recommended for the resolute
dealer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

375

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. A
mixed bag with significant sets, singles and some small collections. Highlights (mint unless denoted) include Australia 1934 (142-44 & 147-49, NH), 1935 (154, block of 4);
Canada 1897 (51-52), 1911-25 (107, 109, 112, 114 &
117-18, NH), 1927 (141-45), 1928-29 (155-58, NH), plus
1930 (C4, block of 4, NH), 1922-32 (E2, E4 & E5, NH);
Great Britain 1934 (224, used block of 4); Iceland 1940
(232-35, NH); Iran 1950 (935-40, NH); Philippines useful
stock with many imperforates in several binders; United
Nations collection in three binders; Vatican City collection
in two White Ace albums with many sets, and ideal for continuation. We also noted several binders with Scouts topical
sets and souvenir sheets. A holding surely not to be missed,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

376

H/m/) Worldwide, One Man’s Vast & Diverse Accumulation. Offered intact as it arrived, thousands and thousands of stamps and covers, presented in every way
imaginable including 16 albums, a lot of modestly priced
material but with better mint like Brazil 172-173, 189,
260-262, 293-297, 300, 342-355, 446-449, C1-C6,
C7-C16, Ecuador C176-C180, C182-C187, Haiti
CB8-CB9, Hong Kong 168-173, Uruguay 394-409,
430-440, C14-C25, better covers like US baseball FDC,
real photo postcard of Blue Hill Inn, Blue Hill ME, Official St
Louis World’s Fair postcard, several Nazi or Hitler com-

HH/H
Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Dealer’s
Stock, 1950s-80s. Arranged by country and housed in
glassines with many sets in the modest range (singles &
blocks of four) from Austria Bahrain, Cuba, France art
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memorative cards, and this barely scratches the surface, a
lot that will require lots of elbow grease, but should repay it
exponentially, pull up a chair and go to it!! Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
377

378

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. In
several stock books with several better Never Hinged such
as Italy 1945 (Q37-48), 1948 (489-92 & C127-28, blocks of
four), 1948 (495-504, blocks of four). We also noted five
Scott albums with some better (mint unless denoted) such
as Austria 1922 (B50-56), 1923 (B57-65), 1930 (B81-86),
1935 (B132-37 & C42-46); Mexico 1940 (764-66 &
C114-16), 1942 (774-76), 1945 (792-95 & C143-47), 1945
(801-04 & C148-52). A great deal at our estimate, please inspect., Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Well
over a thousand stamps all one of a kind, housed in one
large stockbook, beginning with a good range of Indonesia
during the early days of independence with complete
definitives to 25rps, Mongolia, Macau, Malaya, Straits Settlements and Sarawak from QV onwards. Qatar, Singapore
and much Middle and Far East in general, completely uncatalogued. Also many thousands of stamps housed in another well-filled stockbook, mint and used, from the 19th
century onwards. Countries range from Switzerland including many good PJs complete series of the late 1940s and
early 1950s as the same with the pro patrias, Liechtenstein
etc with huge new issue cost, France, French Colonies, and
French Post Offices abroad, with an abundance of 20th
Century. Completely uncatalogued. These two volumes
make a most worthwhile holding, no doubt many further
finds to be made, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

379

H
Worldwide, Better Airmail Sets, 1930s-60s.
Selection of nine sets including Argentina 1930 green Graf
Zeppelin overprints (C25-29), Brazil 1928 Varig surcharge
(3CL4-12), Curaçao 1947 Airpost complete (C32A-50), Surinam 1931 Do.-X overprints (C8-14), and Uruguay
1929-31 Pegasus complete less the two 1943 values
(C27-36, C37-60), plus a couple of lesser sets; all o.g.,
clean and F-VF., A nice lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

380

H/m/) Worldwide, Misc. Smorsgasbord. Loads of
material waiting to be discovered, in boxes,approval books
and loose, includes full sheets of Israel, early English document with revenues stamps, box of Israel covers and
blocks, and a box of mint Cook Island souvenir sheets, including 406 (x20) and 407 (x20), a great meaty lot to sink
your teeth into, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

381

36

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Thousands upon thousands of stamps, including sets, part sets
& singles in the inexpensive range, and housed in a large
amount of glassines and a fair number of cigar boxes. We
noted strong Europe & Latin America representations,
plus several home-made circuit books. Please inspect, a bit
of patience can well pay dividends, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

382

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Diverse holding recommended for the audacious dealer, including North Korea collection in four Kenmore albums
with many topical sets & souvenir sheets in used condition;
Worldwide collection in two three-ring binders with sets,
part sets & singles, including Paraguay, Russia & Tannu
Tuva useful representations. We also noted an innumerable amount of album pages with unchecked worldwide
blocks of four & singles, plus a couple of albums with U.S.
first day covers. Well worth spending time on, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

383

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Fifteen stock books and several three-ring binders with sets,
part sets, singles and some large multiples issued in the
20th Century, including British Commonwealth issues, plus
useful European & Latin America representation. We noted
Cuba Kenmore album with 1973-93 used issues, Russia
modern souvenir sheets & New Zealand sets issued in the
1946-81 period. There is also a thick stock book with unchecked U.S. stamps. A last minute arrival that deserve
your attention, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

384

H/m/) Worldwide, Mostly Mint Accumulation. Diverse lot with useful material, including Cuba Christmas
1960-61 flowers sheets; Cyrenaica & Eritrea 1934 sets;
France B258-63; Luxembourg 15¢ sheet of 25; Monaco
C21-26, plus some covers that can be sold individually on
ebay. A tough lot to view but time well spend for the adventurous dealer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

385

H/m/) Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Two
stock books with British Commonwealth sets, part sets &
singles; Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Monaco,
Montenegro, Mexico, Norway, Nicaragua, Iran & Poland
unchecked-in-detail representations, plus Worldwide
glassines with mint sets, which are ideal for the internet
seller. We also noted a large number of U.S. picture postcards used in the 1900s-1920s period, including several
showing Bangor, ME interesting views and group of change
of address cards, plus several postal envelopes and some
ephemera such as a brochure of the Maine State Sanatorium for Pulmonary Diseases. A real opportunity for a
dealer to make money, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

386

H/m/) Worldwide, Mostly Used Assortment. Including two U.S. albums with some Banknotes and 20th Century representation, plus additional home-made album with
stamps issued in the 1880s-90s period, and including some
stamps with fancy cancels. We also noted three stock
books with worldwide issues with some better such as
Great Britain section with a fair number of used stamps
that are easy to sale, followed by a British Commonwealth
representaion, including Australian States, Canada & India
examples; Switzerland 1945 (304, NH). Unchecked in detail, a good opportunity for the bargain hunter, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

387

H/m/) Worldwide, Philatelic Miscellany. Several
hundred stamps in stock books and in glassines, besides
dozens of mint sets in the $10.00 to $25.00 range other mint
includes Comoro Islands C6, Fiji 162, French Polynesia
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199-202, French Southern & Antarctic Territory 21, Hungary 1396-1399 imperf, Korea 293a, 356-357, Libya 217a,
covers include world wide first days and US censored and a
Civil War patriotic, the majority NH, and a Indian Head
penny collection, there is some staining from improper storage, but overall a lot that is not to be taken lightly, be ready
to dig in and have some phun, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
388

389

390

391

392

H/m/) Worldwide, Philatelic Turkey Shoot. Making
money on this lot is easy as can be, with U.S. first day covers, WW2 patriotics, cacheted event covers, Philippine Island postal history, first flights, mint & used Egypt collection,
used Newfoundland collection, Canal Zone postal history,
box of picture postcards, and extensive U.S. and foreign
postal history, condition is mixed, so careful inspection is
encouraged, this should be a slam dunk winner, good luck,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m/) Worldwide, Hodge Podge. Several hundred
stamps mounted in eight albums, in pocket stock books and
loose, mostly inexpensive material with a bit of U.S. mint
face, there occasionally pops up better such as mint Great
Britain 292-308, 309-312, Japan 303-306, should provide a
pleasant diversion for a weekend, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m/) Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. A
dealer’s holding with many useful items, including British
Commonwealth 1946 Victory & Peace issues on White
Ace album pages; 1953 Coronation of QEII omnibus sets in
White Ace binder; 1977 Silver Jubilee of QEII sets & souvenir sheets in two binders; Israel collection with stamps in
the modest range; Switzerland 1850 10r (8 x5, used);
United Nations several albums with first day covers issued
in the 1950s-80s period; Vatican City collection and first
day covers. We also noted space topical stamps mounted
on pages, unchecked worldwide stamps in glassines and a
good number of Christmas seals in large multiples, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H/m Worldwide, New Issues Accumulation. Presented in five stock books with sets, singles & souvenir
sheets issued in the 20th Century and with some duplication, including many new issues from Argentina, Belgium,
Cayman Islands, China, Cook Islands, France, Ireland, Italy, Russia, Sierra Leone, Spain, Vatican & Venezuela. We
also noted Austria C32-46. Ideal for ebay seller and a fun lot
to go through! Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m/) Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Including Belgium 1960 World Refugee Year (B662a x2);
Canada covers issued in honor of the visit of the Royal
Family; Mint sheet file with some worldwide sheets;
three-ring binder with United Nations blocks of four, six &
ten; U.S. three-ring binder with commemoratives issued in
the 1950-60 period, plus picture postcards, first day covers
and a couple of “carte-de-visite”; Vatican City sets, maximum cards & souvenir sheets. We also noted old-time
Scott International album with unchecked 19th Century
stamps. An utilitarian lot for the dealer, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

393

H/m/) Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Heterogeneous lot with some British Commonwealth modern
sets & souvenir sheets; Russian modern used stamps in
stock pages; U.S. wine revenue stamps and some covers
with Banknotes, plus an album with worldwide unchecked
stamps. We also noted a fair number of U.S. modern blocks
of four that deserve your attention, and can be used as postage, including stamps in the 10¢ to 39¢ range. Recommended for dealer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

394

H/m/) Worldwide, Back Room Sweepings. Several
hundred stamps and cover messily presented, includes
mint & used worldwide, used US and mint US postage, mint
& used US postal stationery, first day covers, and the best is
a Scott Minuteman Album, well filled with used 294-299,
323-327, 328-330, 397-404, 523-524, Kansas Nebraska
complete except for 3¢ Nebraska, C1-C6, and Q1-Q12, a
definite “buy” at our low estimate, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

395

H/m/) Worldwide, Mish-Mash Accumulation. Unchecked mostly used stamps in envelopes, plus a large
number of first day covers, and some booklets. Also a couple of circuit books with Austria used stamps and a fair number of covers sent to Germany-DDR in the 1960s-70s
period. Must be sold, make an offer! Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

396

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation.
Heterogenous property with many saleable items such as
People Republic of China 1982 (1810 souvenir sheet);
Spain 1930 (386-402); 1971 British Postal Strike examples; Tonga 1942 (73-81), plus Austria sets issued in the
1920s and Switzerland several modern booklets. Worth
investigating, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

397

H/m/) Worldwide, Miscellaneous Accumulation,
1860-1990. A lot with excellent potential, includes eight
Graf Zeppelin covers, US commemorative panel collection,
US mint year sets, 1938 Denmark first flight with two #263
se-tenants, binder of US covers with two VJ Tokyo Bay covers, mint Germany and souvenir sheets, and a International
Junior album, an inexpensive lot but one that requires diligence in assessing the material, every box and envelope
should be checked, have fun!!! Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

398

HH/H/m Worldwide, Last Minute Walk In, 1851-1960.
Interesting lot mounted in two Scott International albums,
on pages and in envelopes, you’ll have to take the time to
explore every page, a quick skim reveals Brazil Goat’s
Eyes, some better Canada, Cape of Good Hope triangles,
Great Britain high values, mint US 294-299, US revenues
and mint postage, should be enough for an interesting week
end, please examine, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

399

H/m/) Worldwide, The Bottom of the Last Closet.
Not your everyday sweepings lot, there is a load of interesting material including US revenues on documents, inaugural covers, picture post cards with real photos, 1957 OR
Timber Carnival World Championship cover, flight related
covers, a few foreign country collections and loads of for-
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eign stamps and covers, messily presented but should provide a few weekends of fun, stop by and have a peek see,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
400

H/m/) Worldwide, Philatelic Payday. Thousands of
stamps on stock pages, stock books, glassines and loose,
better includes mint 552-572, multiple Washington Franklins used on pieces, revenues on pieces, stock pages with
mint and used including used 115, mint O73-O75, O78,
stock pages and book with mint and used classic foreign,
foreign first day covers, foreign space related collection,
complete mint sheet U.S. #736, and mint Canada King
George V issues and E2, and this is but a fraction of what is
present, it will take some time, but it will be well worth the effort, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

401

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment.
Mish-mash lot with stamps in presentation cards. We also
noted Iran cover; French Andorra deluxe proof; Persia representation with dubious and colorful stamps; Thailand examples, plus strong section of French Colonies reference
material. Recommended for the internet dealer, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

402

H/m/) Worldwide, Ephemera Lot. Enticing box lot
with seals, labels and poster stamps, magazines, coins,
medals, foreign currency, Disney and space related items,
and what have you, for the collector with a lot of time on his
hands, please visit this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

403

404

405

406

38

H/m/) Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation.
Group of Billig’s Philatelic Handbooks (Volumes 13, 17,
19-20, 22, 25-26, 28, 30, 32-33, 35-36, 41), plus Borek Catalog which lists German private carrier issues. We also
noted a large amount of Israel first day covers and many
1928 New York-Atlanta route first flights, plus Great Britain
& Sweden Lighthouse hingeless albums ready to be used.
There is a shoe box filled with glassines with unchecked
U.S. revenues. A good opportunity at our estimate, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Thousands of stamps unchecked in detail, housed in glassines
by country and more or less in alphabetical order, including
China. Potentials include opportunities for treasure hunters
or anyone else with time and desire to sift through material,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. In
small stock book, including Italy, Monaco, Peru, San Marino & Sweden sets, part sets & singles. Recommended for
dealer (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
m
Worldwide, Small Assortment. Four used
stamps, comprising Belgium #2, Canada #6 (faults), Great
Britain #109 (faults) & Malta #7, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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407

HH/H
Australia,
States
&
Dependencies,
1860-1990. Choice lot of this ever popular area, mint unless noted includes 163-165, C2-C4, New South Wales 28
used, Victoria AR32, Australia Antarctic Territory L1-L5, full
sheets of fifty L35-L36, Christmas Island 1-10, Ross Dependency L1-L4 blocks of four, many booklet panes and
complete booklets, a lot sure to draw some aggressive bidding, be fore armed and make sure you inspect, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

408

HH/H
Canada, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation. In several binders and album pages, including stock
book with Centennial specialized assortment of singles &
blocks of four (untagged, tagged, fluorescent papers, fluorescent inks or precancelled examples); Cameo, Centennial & Christmas issues in panes of 20 or 25; unchecked
plate blocks and booklets in glassines, plus four-ring binder
with different issues in tagged blocks of four. A lovely clean
lot, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

409

HH/H/m Canada & Provinces, Excellent Stock,
1860-2000. A splendid lot to inexpensively restock, several
hundred stamps, booklets, miniature sheets, in glassines
and on stock cards, mint unless noted 70, 81, 262, 302, C4,
E8, nice lot of booklets panes and complete booklets, plate
blocks 454-465B, provinces include New Brunswick 6, 8, 9
used, 11, nice Newfoundland, Nova Scotia 11, 12, Prince
Edward Island 9, 11, 14, 15, 16, then some better BOB, air
post semi official CL6, CL48 (x3), nice group of ducks, retail
value should be multiples of the price, with a little work this
should break down nicely for retail sale, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

410

HH
Channel Islands, Never Hinged Collection.
In a Stanley Gibbons album, starting with some Regional issues, followed by Guernsey highly complete section with
stamps issued in the 1969-89 period; Jersey section with
sets issued in the 1970-91 period; plus some Alderney
sets. An excellent starter collection, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$850 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

411

HH
Channel Islands, Never Hinged Collection,
1969-82. Mounted on White Ace album pages, housed in
two binders, and highly complete for the period. We noted
Guernsey, Jersey and Isle of Man sets and se-tenant pairs,
plus some souvenir sheets and postage dues. Ideal for continuation, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

412

HH/H/) Ghana, Collection. Wonderful collection with
mint complete sets, souvenir sheets such as 194a, 199a,
250a, 389a, and loads of imperf sets like 236-239, 273-276,
305-307, 315-318, 323-326, 331-335, 344-347, 406-409,
436-439, 440-444 with overprint, 445-449, first day and
commercial covers, a perfect lot to break down for retail,
hop on it, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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414

HH/H
Ghana, Mint Collection, 1957-1993. In two
Lindner hingeless albums with sets & souvenir sheets issued in the 1957-78 period, plus stock book with Never
Hinged sets issued in the 1957-69 period. Also Minkus
well-filled album with mint sets & souvenir sheets issued in
the 1976-93 period, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
HH/H
Great Britain, Mint Holding, 1887-1990. Several hundred stamps, panes and booklets, mostly mint,
many in blocks of four, includes Machins, Offices in Morocco, varieties, box of 150+ complete booklets, with better
112, 113, 114, 115, 118, 166, 310-312, J22 pair, very few
condition issues, some interesting material present, should
make an Anglophile out of the winning bidder, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

415

HH/H
Ireland, Mint Assortment, 1929-2000. A few
hundred stamps and booklets in glassines, stock cards and
counter pages, with items like 103-104, 167-168,
1506-1509, Europa 443-444, 592-593, 616-617 blocks of
four, dozens of complete booklets, fresh and clean, very
few condition issues if any, grab a cuppa, set a spell and peruse, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

416

HH/H
New Zealand, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. Glassines with sets, part sets, blocks of four and singles, issued in the 20th Century, and up to $10 with some
better such as 1934 (C5, NH), 1935 (C6-8 x2, one NH, other
mint), 1939 (B14-15 & E2, block of fours), 1940 (229-41 x2,
mint), 1953-57 (299-301, NH). We also noted some souvenir and miniature sheets and several modern booklets, plus
some Samoa & Cook Islands examples. Woth viewing for
full appreciation, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

417

H
New Zealand, Mint Collection, 1873-2000.
Mounted in six Victoria hingeless albums with many useful
sets, part sets, singles & miniature sheets such as 1898
(70-71, 73-74, 76 & 79-80), 1915-22 (145, 147-51 &
155-56), 1935 (199-201), 1938-44 (226-28C, plus 2d imperforate pair), 1940 (229-41). We also noted some Life Insurance sets OY29-36 & OY37-42; many officials and
semipostals that deserve your attention; Rose Dependency
virtually complete to 2000; and lots of face value, easily
worth our conservative estimate. Certainly a must see! Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

418

HH/H
New Zealand, Semipostal Miniature Sheet
Holding. Over 350 semipostal miniature sheets of 6, includes B61a, B62a, B65a, B66a, B77a, B78a, B80a (x2),
B81a (x2), B93a (x2), B90a, B91a, moderate duplication,
plenty of catalog value, look this one up, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

419

P
St. Vincent, Plate Proofs, 1987 (1052//1059).
Hundreds of imperforate sheets of ten showing soccer
teams, including issued designs and trial color proofs. We
noted $2 Derby County; $2 Manchester United; $2 Everton;
$2 Leeds United; $2 Liverpool; $2 Tottenham-Hotspur & $2
Arsenal. Unique opportunity for topical dealer, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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420

HH/H/m British Africa, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged
Assortment. Many sets, stamps and souvenir sheets in
glassines and presentation cards issued in the 20th Century with some useful duplication. We noted many saleable
sets such as East Africa & Uganda 25, 50 & 52; Gambia
121-24, 146-47 & 215-27 x3; Ghana 277-84 & C9-10 x2;
Malawi 494-97A; Mauritius 115 & 327-32; Nigeria 80-91;
Northern Rhodesia 18-21; Sierra Leone 166-69 & 954-57;
Seychelles 110, 483 & 555-59, South Africa 221-28; South
West Africa 99-102; Zanzibar 224-25. An extraordinary opportunity for the dealer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

421

HH/H/m British America, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged
Assortment. Plentiful amount of sets issued in the 20th
Century, plus some souvenir sheets in glassines and presentation cards with some duplication. We noted an extensive amount of sets in the $5 to $10 range with many better
such as Antigua 607-17; Anguilla 145-59; Ascension
130-33; Barbados 202-06; Belize 601-06; Bermuda 524-27
& 607-12; Cayman Islands 100-110, 354-59 & 452-62;
Falkland Islands 227-30; Falkland Islands Dependencies
1L1-8 x3; Grenada 1211-14; Guyana 7-19; Jamaica
106-08; Montserrat 340-54; St. Helena 143-44; St. Lucia
129-30; St. Vincent 407-25; South Georgia 109-23; Trinidad-Tobago 210-15; Turks-Caicos 651-54. The lot presents an abundance of opportunities ranging from those for
country dealers, to stock replenishment, to new inventories
or to be offered on the internet as soon as possible. Allow
sufficient time, as there is quite a bit of material here, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

422

HH/H
British Asia, Mint Lot, 1880-1980. Excellent
holding of this ever popular area, a few hundred stamps in
glassines and stock cards, with better mint Bahrain 61A,
Burma 70-84, Ceylon, Hong Kong, India with a nice group
of revenues, Malaya Malacca 1-2, Pakistan, Qatar 53-60,
134-139, 160-165, 226-231, 405-410, Sarawak 155-158,
Singapore. Worthy of a careful viewing, which will not take
long, generally Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

423

HH/H
British Commonwealth, Souvenir Sheet Accumulation, 1965-2000. The sun never sets on thousands
of mint souvenir sheets from the commonwealth, includes
countries Aitutaki, Anguilla, Antigua 266a, 571a, Ascension
Island 129a, Bahamas 562a, Barbados 326a, Barbuda
487a, Cayman Islands, Christmas Island, Cook Islands,
Falkland Islands, Fiji, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Gibraltar,
Jamaica, Monserrat, Nauru, Penrhyn, Pitcairn Islands, St.
Lucia, South Georgia 40a, Trinidad & Tobago, Tristan da
Cunha, Turks & Caicos 1221, 1222, Tuvalu, Virgin Islands,
and this barely scratches the surface, lots of Disney sheets,
this will fill up a few weekends for you, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

424

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Accumulation. In five binders and a couple of stock books, including Great Britain used earlies such as 1847 (5), 1862
(42), 1883 (95), and a Lyndhurst album with commemoratives issued in the 1965-86 period; Gambia (138A-41.
mint); Hong Kong 1938-48 (163, 163B & 164A, mint), 1941
(168-73, mint); Samoa 1914-25 (120-24, used); British
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Commonwealth 1945-46 Peace omnibus issue in
three-ring binder with many blocks of four and some larger
multiples, plus two stock books with modern sets. We also
noted Bahrain, Ceylon & Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika,
Northern Rhodesia, Pitcairn Islands, Seychelles & South
Africa useful representations, plus Victoria early issues.
Careful viewing definitely needed to assess real value, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
425

426

H
British Commonwealth, Mint Collection,
1910s-60s. Mounted on pages with useful sets, including
Australia J81-83 & M1-7; British Antarctic Territory 1-15;
British Guiana 191-201, 205-209 & 210-22; Egypt 172-76 &
C1-4; Falkland Islands Dependencies 1948 re-issue
(1L1-8); North Borneo 208-22 & 244-58; Papua-New
Guinea 122-36; New Zealand O76-86; Tristan Da Cunha
1-12 & 28-41, plus Cyrenaica 65-77. Recommended for the
dealer, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
British Commonwealth, Postal History Assortment, 1840-1960. Group of 47 items, better noted include Great Britain 1840 Mulready envelope (U1) with
stereo A160, and receiving backstamp, 1869 envelope to
Milton, MA, and franked with 6d (51, plate 8), 1872 envelope to Boston, including full letter, and franked with 3d (49,
plate 8), 1890 cover to Boston with 2½d tied by Exchange
Liverpool circular datestamp, and with a couple of instructional labels to the postmaster; India 1865 folded letter with
4a black tied Calicut duplex postmark, and transported by
French steamer, 1892 registered cover with 1a & 2a stamps
tied on reverse by Neemuch circular datestamps,
Travancore 1915 cover with cachet depicting H.H. The
Maharaja of Travancore; British Offices in Turkey 1922
registered uprated postal envelope to NY; Mauritius 1899
uprated postal card to Boston; Jamaica 1898 postal card to
Detroit; Palestine 1926 picture postcard to West Virginia;
Rhodesia 1903 postal card to Switzerland; Fieldpost Office
1945 regidstered postal envelope to Tel Aviv; POW 1916
stampless cover to Germany; Canada four first day covers
issued in the 1932-34 period; New Zealand 1937 First Airmail to San Francisco; Barbados & St. Helena registered
covers with 1935 Jubilee sets, plus many other that deserve
your attention. Viewing invited, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

427

HH
British Commonwealth, Never Hinged Booklets Assortment. Small box filled with a fair amount of neat
booklets issued in the 1950s-80s period, and including
some duplication.We noted several better such as Ceylon
1952 (SG SB21); Kenya-Uganda & Tanganyika 1954 (SG
SB6); Nyasaland 1954 (SB2); Pakistan 1956 (SB1), Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1955 (SB1); Southern Rhodesia 1954
(SB5), plus many modern such as Antigua 1977 Silver Jubilee of QEII; Falkland Islands Silver Jubilee of QEII; Gibraltar 1975 Michelangelo; Lesotho 1981 Royal Wedding; Isle
of Man 1998 Year of the Ocean; Solomon Islands 1984 and
many other. Worth spending some time on this lot, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

428

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Dealer
Stock, 1850s-1980s. Singles and sets in presentation
cards and glassines with highlights such (mint unless denoted) as Aden 30-31; Bahawalpur 2-11 pairs; Canada 74
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& 109 block of four; Grenada four stamps with “specimen”
overprints; Ireland 1-2, 4-5, 7-8 & 10; Newfoundland C10
x6; New South Wales 14, used; New Zealand 434a x6; St.
Vincent 104-11 & 114. Truly an opportunity worth checking
out, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
429

SHH
British Commonwealth, “Specimen” Overprints. A few dozen items, includes Australia issues,
Grenadines of St. Vincent, Kitts-Nevis and more, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

430

HH/H
British Europe, Mint Group, 1920-2000, accumulation with several hundred mint Channel Islands, and a
box of Gibraltar, Malta and Cyprus, with mint Cyprus
136-139, Malta 98-111, with many complete sets and souvenir cards, many appear NH so careful inspection is requested, very few condition issues, a sweet lot, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

431

HH
British Omnibus Issues, Never Hinged Collection. In two three-ring binders and White Ace album
pages, including 1972-73 Royal Silver Wedding sets; 1977
Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee; 1978 Queen Elizabeth II
Coronation. We also noted a three-ring binder with innumerable Queen Elizabeth & 1981 Royal Wedding booklets,
plus a fair number of worldwide topical miniature sheets (Elvis, Michael Jackson & sports), Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

432

HH/H/m British Pacific, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged
Assortment. Outstanding holding with a large amount of
sets, blocks of four and many souvenir sheets issued in the
20th Century and with some duplication, and housed in
glassines or presentation cards. We noted large amount in
the $5 to $10 range with many better such as British Antarctic Territory 102-16; British Indian Ocean Territory 90-93;
Christmas Island 117-32; Cocos Islands 8-19 & 407A; Fiji
397-400; Gilbert-Ellice Islands 135-49; Montserrat 681-96;
Nauru 165-81; Niue 380-88; Norfolk Island 13-18; Picairn
Islands 114-17 & 151-55; Solomon Islands 83 & 296-311;
Tonga 402-06, C219-23 & CO123-25. Abundant amount of
topical sets. A lovely clean lot of this popular collecting area,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

433

H/m
British Pacific, Mint & Used Assortment. In
three albums and several stock books, including Australia
stock book with several better mint sets such as 17-18, 95a,
147-49, 150-51, 152-54 & 218-20, plus collection in a Scott
album with sets and part sets issued in the 1913-73 period;
New Zealand collection of Health miniature sheets of six in
Lindner album, plus sets issued in the 1930s-90s period
such as 333-52, B3-4, C1-3; Christmas Island collection in
Lindner album with Never Hinged sets issued in the
1958-85 period. We also noted Norfolk Islands 13-18 &
29-41, followed by many sets in a well-filled stock book; and
Nevis 1982 sets with specimen overprints. A great opportunity to obtain easy-to-sell material, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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of four, moderate duplication, nice fresh material with few
condition issues, sure to please the dealer or collector, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Foreign Country Collections
434

H/m
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1959.
In a Schaubek album with desirable and useful sets or singles (mint unless otherwise denoted) such as 1850 first issue in used condition, and showing extra examples in
different paper types, followed by 19th Century representation; 1858-59 (6-11, used), 1867-72 (27-32, used) &
1890-96 (51-65, used), and then by 1908-16 (127, used),
1910 (128-41 & 144), 1929-30 (326-39), 1945 1m, 2m, 3m
& 5m Hitler stamps signed by Galvanoviz & 1945 (428-31
signed Welhs, NH). The Semipostal section with 1922
(B50-56), 1923 (B57-65), 1930 (B81-86), 1931 (B87-92,
NH), 1931 (B93-98), 1932 (B100-105), 1933 (B106-09),
1933 (B112-17, NH), 1936 (B138-41). Airmail section with
1925-30 (C12-31) & 1935 (C32-46). We also noted Lombardy-Venetia 1850-54 (1 & 4-6, used), 1858-62 (7 &
10-12, used), Offices in Turkey1867-1908 representation,
Military Occupations in the 1915-19 period and
Bosnia-Herzegovina sets. A collection that demands an inspection to be truly appreciated, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

435

HH/H
Austria, Mint & Used Grouping, 1870-1970.
Neat stock of a few hundred mint stamps and souvenir
sheets in a small box, with better mint 45, B57-B65,
B156-B164, B167-B170, B288-B293, with semipostals, airmails and BOB, there is plenty of stamps to use as a foundation to further advance or break up for retail, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

436

H/m
Austria,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1850s-1980s. In two Minkus albums, starting with 19th
Century used representation, followed by several better
mint sets such as 1922-23 (B50-56), 1923 (B57-65), 1924
(B66-70), 1928 (B77-80), 1931 (B93-98), 1934 (B122-27),
1935-36 (B138-41), plus some Airmails and Offices Abroad
examples. We also noted Bosnia & Herzegovina section
with mint or used sets. Viewing should prove rewarding,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

437

HH/H
Belgium & Luxembourg, Mint Stock. Fantastic mint stock, thousands and thousands of stamps and
souvenir sheets, with semi postals, airmails, postage dues
and BOB, mint souvenir sheets include Belgium B179,
B534a, B315, B316 (x2), B482a, B662a, Luxembourg includes 217 (x2), B151, plus dozens of inexpensive examples, also Belgium 1944 series imperf, Luxembourg
B216-B221, BOB including airmails, postage dues, with
Belgium
Colonies
including
Belgian
Congo,
Ruanda-Urundi, a lovely lot with great potential, worth thoroughly exploring, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

438

(H)
Brazil, 60c Ouro Fino Bicentennial souvenir
sheet, 1949 (687a), 40 sheets, without gum as issued, Very
Fine. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

439

HH/H
Czechoslovakia, Mint Assortment, 1935-90.
A few hundred stamps and souvenir sheets, with mint 1134,
1555 sheet of four, 2570-2571 sheets of four, 2792-2793
sheets of six, C65 sheet of four, used 434a, Slovakia B27a,
with dozens more souvenir sheets and painting type sheets

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

440

m
Finland, Used Collection. In Ka-Be album with
some 19th Century examples, followed by sets, part sets
and singles, including regulars and semipostals in the modest range, and issued in the 1920s-80s period. Take a look,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

441

HH/H
France, Complete Booklet Stock, 1955-80.
180+ booklets mint, includes complete booklets B291a,
B301a, B309a, B318a, B327a, B337a, B347a, B365a,
B583a, B592a, 2099a,2467a, modest useful duplication, a
lot sure to attract aggressive bidding, take a look you won’t
be disappointed, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

442

HH/H
France and Colonies, Mint Accumulation.
Thousand of singles, sets and souvenir sheets from one of
the more popular areas, just scratching the surface you’ll
find France, Afars & Issas 348, C58-C59, Chad 137a,
French Polynesia 278-283, C77a (x2), C172-C176, French
Southern & Antarctic Territory 54-56, French West Africa
C5-C10, Gabon C14-C17, Ivory Coast C14-C16, New Caledonia 351a, Saint Pierre and Miquelon 171, 436-438,
Wallis and Furtuna 228a, C5, and much more, a sure fire
money maker, plan sufficient time to properly value this
one, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

443

HH/H
France & Colonies, Imperfs, Deluxe Sheets
and Progressive Color Proofs. A couple of hundred
items on stock pages and in glassines, from France, French
Africa, Wallis & Futura, and many others, with material such
as French Polynesia 201-202, Gabon 154-158, 194,
O1-O10, St Pierre and Miquelon 362-363, proofs Mali
C278-C279, may be some hidden gems for the specialist,
please review, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

444

(H)
France & Colonies, Deluxe Sheets. Attractive
lot of deluxe sheets, some of the countries represented include Algeria, Cameroon, Central Africa, Chad, France,
Grand Comoro, Ivory Coast, Malagasy, St. Pierre and
Miquelon, and many more, a bonaza for the savvy dealer,
please examine, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

445

HH/H/m German Area, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged
Assortment. Glassines and presentation cads with many
singles, sets and souvenir sheets up to $15, and with some
duplication. However we noted many better such as German Empire section, including many sets & souvenir
sheets issued in the Third Reich period 463-64 blocks of
four and some intact booklets; AMG 3N1-20 x4; Federal
Republic 1949 (B310-13, used); Berlin 9N64-67 x4, used.
Also DDR (Mao set, Marx souvenir sheets, 1953 Marx Year
albums and unchecked booklets) & Soviet Zone (Saxony &
Thuringia) examples that deserve attention, Bavaria 3kr
rose sheet of 50 (Scott 34). Also some Danzig, German
Colonies, Saar and occupation issues. A lot with a high estimated catalogue value that offers several opportunities for
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all of those who are willing to spend some time viewing the
deal offered here, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
446

447

)
German Area, Postal History Assortment,
1848-1957. Group of 26 items, including folded letters, picture postcards and envelopes. Better noted Wurttemberg
1858 folded letter with 3kr & 6kr tied by Stuttgart circular
datestamps; Germany 1874 folded printed matter with 9kr
on 9kr (Scott 28) tied by Worms circular datestamp; German Democratic Republic 1951 registered cover with
Mao set (82-84); 1927 registered picture postcard with
mixed franking and handstamps indicating that flight was
canceled; 1932 cover with Castles set (B44-48). We also
noted two picture postcards sent from German Offices in
China, one sent in 1902, and showing people on railroad,
other sent in 1905, and showing restaurant, other
stampless from Keetmanshoop, South West Africa, plus
picture postcard with two Kiautschou stamps tied by “Deutsche Seepost” oval datestamps. Great for the cover dealer,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. Stock
book with German Empire mostly used stamps issued in
the 1870s-1940s period, and starting with 1872 eagles examples, followed by 19th & 20th Centuries representation,
including some airmails and semipostals such as 1928
(C35-37) & 1939 (B141-43). Minkus album with Federal
Republic well-filled section with mint sets issued in the
1949-87 period, including several better such as 1949
(667-68 & B309), 1949 (669), 1951 (B316-17), 1951
(B318-19), 1951 (B320-23), plus Bohemia-Moravia representation, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

in an album with Never Hinged sets issued in the 1963-66
period. We also noted some German Empire & Federal Republic unchecked issues, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
451

H/m/) Germany,
Mostly
Used
Collection,
1872-1944. In two Safe hingeless albums, Volume I beginning (used unless denoted) with 1872 (1-2 & 5-7), 1872
(15-17 & 19-20), followed by 19th Century representation,
and then by many sets & parts sets, including inflation and
Third Reich issues. Volume II with semipostals issued in
the 1937-44 period, plus some airmails, officials and
fieldpost covers, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

452

H
German Democratic Republic, Mint Collection, 1949-84. In a Minkus album, and highly complete for
the period with several useful sets & souvenir sheets such
as 1950 (58-67), 1951 (80-81), 1951 Mao (82-84), 1953
Marx imperforate & perforated souvenir sheets, 1955
(264a), followed by a wealth of sets and some miniature
sheets in the modest range. Excellent starter collection at a
reasonable estimate, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

453

HH/H
Germany: Berlin, Mint Collection, 1948-89.
In a Lighthouse album and virtually complete for the period,
including 1948 (9N1-20), 1948-49 (9N21-34), 1949
(9N35-41), 1949 (9N42-60), 1949 (9NB3a, souvenir sheet),
1949 (9N61-63), 1950 (9NB4-5, NH), 1951-52 (9N70-74 &
9N75-79, NH), 1952-53 (9N84-93, NH), followed by a large
amount of sets and some souvenir sheets. A wonderful opportunity with many advisable stamps, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

448

H/m/) German Area, Mint & Used Collection. In four
albums, including Federal Republic 1949 (665-66 x2, NH
& mint), 1949 (669 x2, NH & used), 1951-52 (670-85, used),
1950 (B314-15, used), 1951 (B316-17, used), 1951
(B320-23, used) & 1953 (B334-37, used), followed by a
highly complete section of Never Hinged & used sets in parallel, and issued in the 1954-72 period, plus some picture
postcards. We also noted an album with Bavaria sets issued in the 1911-20 period; German Occupations & French
Occupation of Baden, Rheinland-Pfalz & Wurttemberg,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

454

H/m/) Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, Mint &
Used Collection, 1949-87. In four albums, Federal Republic section (mint unless denoted) including 1949
(667-68 & B309), 1949 (B310-13, NH), 1951-52 (670-85 x2,
used), 1950-51 (B314-15), 1951 (B316-17), 1952
(B327-30), followed by a highly complete section of sets issued in the 1953-87 period, plus several first day covers.
Berlin collection in Schaubek well-filled album with some
better used sets & part sets such as 1949 (9N42-60),
1951-52 (9N75-79) & 1952-53 (9N84-93), followed by
many issues in the modest range, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

449

H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Accumulation. In
six binders and six stock books with duplication, including
German Empire 20th Century issues, including regulars &
semipostals; Federal Republic stamps, souvenir sheets
and booklet panes, including first day souvenirs in two binders, plus Never Hinged sets issued in the 1957-65 period,
and mounted in a Lindner hingeless album; Berlin used issues; DDR Never Hinged sets issued in the 1975-79 period,
and mounted in a Safe hingeless album. Unchecked in detail, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

455

H/m
Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, Accumulation/ Stock. Thousands of mint & used stamps in
eight stock books and album with duplication, including
many Berlin Never Hinged sets, plus some booklet panes
and DDR issues. A difficult lot to value but a great opportunity for the internet seller, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

456

HH/H
Greece, Stock 1935-70. Small box of a few
hundred stamps and souvenir sheets, mint and used, in
glassines and on stock cards, with better mint 335-337,
545-548, 549-555, 601-603, 639-648, 666 (x7), 677-687,
691-707, C1-C4, C8-C14, modest duplication, very few
flaws, a clean fresh lot, well worth researching, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

450

42

H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Accumulation. In
five stock books and album with duplication, including DDR
section with better sets such as 1950 (58-67), 1950 (71-74),
1951 (76-77 & 78-79), 1951 Mao (82-84), plus a collection
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HH/H
Hungary, Mint Accumulation. Hundreds of
stamps and souvenir sheets in glassines, with souvenir
sheets like 486, 1202a (x4), 1260, 1618 imperf, 2288
imperf, B94 (x2), C209, C327 imperf, C363 imperf, and
many complete sets like B80-B87, some light duplication,
very few condition issues, well worth our estimate, should
realize excellent retail potential, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

458

HH/H
Hungary, Imperf Accumulation. Hundreds of
imperfs that include 911-913, 1035, 1041, 1381-1382,
1385-1388, 1452, 2164-2165, with most of the items cataloging $10 to $25, some duplication, high catalog value,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

459

460

461

462

463

of 25 (C93-96vars); 1956 imperforate sheets of 25 (368-70
& C114-17 vars); 1956 Fipex imperforate sheets of 25
(C100-102); 1981 Soccer imperforate sheets of 25
(886-91vars). A great lot with potential for specialized collectors, country or internet dealers. Be sure to see it! o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
464

HH/H
Israel, Mint Stock, 1950-2000. Diverse stock
of mint material, includes booklets, full sheets, blocks,
FDC’s, and singles, many with tabs, includes airposts,
enormous face and catalog value, very few if any condition
issues, a lot of modestly priced material but the volume
more than makes up for it, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH/H
Liechtenstein, Extraordinary Mint Stock,
1912-2000. Hundreds and hundreds of complete sets and
souvenir sheets, with 151, 153 sheet of twenty, 165 sheet of
12, 176-180, 218 sheet of four, 247-258, 270-273, 277-280,
284-286, 287-288, 289-292, 297-300, 308-311, 316a,
326-328, 557 sheet of four, B1-B3, B18, B19-B21,
C17-C23, C34-C37, mostly NH, some useful duplication,
worth many time our estimate, pull up a chair and inspect,
the time will not be wasted, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

465

HH/H/m Israel, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation.
Album with Never Hinged sheets issued in the 1960s-70s
period; two White Ace sheet files with Never Hinged sheets
issued in the 1960s-80s period; stock pages with duplicates, plus a large number of glassines with unchecked
blocks of four, singles and some first day covers, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

m
Liechtenstein, Used Collection, 1912-68. In a
Lindner album, starting with 1912 (1-3), 1920 (11-16), 1920
(18-46), 1930 (102 & 106), 1940 (160-65), plus many other
regular sets. Airmail section includes 1934-35 (C9-13) &
1939 (C17-23). We also noted official & postage due sets in
the modest range. Ideal for continuation, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

466

HH
Liechtenstein, Never Hinged Assortment. In
several stock books an some album pages with better
noted including 1936 (C15-16), 1939 (C17-23) & 1948
(C24-33). We noted many sets issued in the 1980-93 period, plus several souvenir sheets, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

467

H
Mauritania, Mint Collection, 1906-70. In Palo
hingeless album, including 1906-07 (1-17), 1913-38
(18-54), 1938-40 (76-108), followed by a highly complete
section of sets & singles issued in the 1941-68 period. We
also noted nice semipostals & airmail sections, plus postage dues 1906-07 (J1-8) & 1963 deluxe sunken die proofs
signed by artist, including 1fr, 2fr, 5fr, 10fr, 15fr, 20fr & 25fr.
A collection put together by a discriminating collector, who
appreciated quality, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

468

HH/H
Mexico, Mint Assortment. A few hundred
stamps on stock pages, includes 733a, 801-804, 806-811,
865 (x19), 866 (x20), 1001 (x10), 1101 (x20), airmails includes C80, C178-C179, the catalog value adds up quickly,
there is much NH so careful examination is required, a lot
with nice potential, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

469

HH/H
Monaco, Mint Selection 1891-1990. Wonderful lot that consists of singles, souvenir sheets and partial
and complete sheets with complete sheets of 836-839,
872-878, souvenir sheets include 159 (x3), 1228a, B94,
singles 365, 692-697, 914-919, 980-990, lots of material,
much NH, who knows what else might be lurking about,
have fun inspecting, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

470

HH/H/m Monaco, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Presented in forty large double sided stock cards with duplication, and organized for the most part in chronological order,

HH/H/m Italy, San Marino & Vatican, Assortment.
Thousands of stamps, mostly Mint or Never Hinged, and
housed in inumerable glassines. Most sets, singles, blocks
of four and souvenir sheets up to $20 with many higher
(mint or never hinged unless denoted) such as Italy 1923
(143-46), 1929 (232-37) & 1935 (C79-83, used); Fiume
1924 (196-207); Rodi 1934 (J1-9 x8); Eritrea 1934 (175-80
& C1-6); Libia 1941 (C44-50); San Marino 1949 (304 &
C75); Vatican City 1936 (49 x5), 1938 (55-60) & 1947
(C9-15 x3). We also noted Trieste useful representation.
Bottom line, truly an opportuntity not to be passed up, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Collection, 1947-54.
With AMG issues and Venezia Giulia issues missing C13,
C16 and J10, J13, along with some parcel posts for completion, a few varieties present, some very difficult stamps to
find are here, increasingly popular, this is a rare chance to
acquire the issue almost complete, go ahead, treat yourself, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H
Liberia, Mostly Never Hinged Specialized
Assortment. Auction lots consigned to us by one of our
customers, and including many elusive items that deserve
your attention: 10¢ William Coleman, 25¢ Daniel Edward
Howard & 25¢ William Tubman imperforate pairs (325, 322
& C65); 1¢ Pepper Bird & 5¢ Kingfisher pairs with vignette
dramatically doubled (341var & 345var); $5 Unicef five different progressive trial color proof sheets of 4 & ten imperforate sheets in issued colors (C77); 10¢ Baseball pink
omitted (C88var); 1955 United Nations imperforate sheets
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starting with 1885 (4 & 6 x2, used), followed by Prince Albert
examples, and then by several better mint such as 1939
(B26-34), 1956 (371-90, se-tenant pairs). We also noted
eight sheetlets issued in the 1975-85 period, four picture
postcards and some back of the book issues. A nice lot with
most of the mint never hinged. Excellent option for a dealer,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
471

HH
Monaco,
Never
Hinged
Collection,
1972-1984. In two Lindner hingeless albums and highly
complete for the period, including a wealth of colorful sets
and several souvenir sheets such as 1974 (904a), 1975
(962a), 1976 (1024a), 1977 (1068a), 1978 (1114a) & 1979
(1180a). We also noted some 1980-83 postage dues in
sheets. Please inspect for yourself, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

472

HH/H
Monaco, Imperforates, Proofs and Deluxe
Sheets. Small but powerful lot, includes 363-364 imperf,
435-436 imperf (x2), 596 imperf sheet margin, C31-C33
imperf, deluxe sheets 245-246, C30-C33, 351 proof,
C14-C15 proofs, trial color proofs 391, 510, 811, an exceptional lot with great potential for the specialist, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

473

474

475

44

HH/H
Netherlands & Colonies, Attractive Mint
Dealer Stock, 1930-90. Thousands of stamps, souvenir
and miniature sheets filling a large carton, with items such
as B81, B144, with plenty of semi postal miniature sheets
including B404 (x2), mint complete booklets, moderate duplication especially on the miniature sheets, with
Netherland Antilles and Suriname, fresh in mostly nice condition, a lot that will repay your time and work several fold,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m
Netherlands & Colonies, Mostly Mint Dealer
Stock, 1852-1980. A fair number of sets & singles in presentation cards and glassines with some duplication, better
noted (mint or NH unless otherwise denoted) include 1852
(2, used strip of three), 1931 (B48-49), 1946 (278-81,
used), 1938 (B108-12 x2), 1942 (B144-45 x3), 1951
(B229-33 x2), 1952 (B238-42 x2), 1956 (B291-95), 1958
(B321-25 x2). We also noted Netherlands Indies sets &
singles in the $5 to $10 range, plus some Curacao
(CB13-20) & New Guinea (19, 21 & B1-3) sets. Viewing
suggested for maximum understanding of the opportunity
presented here, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H/m Poland, Mostly Mint or Never Hinged Assortment. Countless amount of glassines with sets, part sets,
blocks of four, singles and souvenir sheets issued in the
20th Century, including duplication and mostly up to $10
with several higher such as 1935-36 (295-304), 1945 3L
Polish Corps sheet, 1947 Culture souvenir sheet (Michel
Block 10), 1948(C24, imperforate block of 4), 1955
(609-704, perforated and imperforate sets) & 1960 (935-46,
NH). We also noted some locals (Przedborz perforated and
imperforate), 1939 Government in Exile (3K1-8, NH),
“Groszy” handstamps and Offices in Danzig. A lot which demands an inspection in order to envision its potential, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

476

HH
Poland, Full Sheets & Souvenir Sheets Accumulation, 1968-82. Never Hinged holding with high catalogue value, including hundreds of souvenir sheets, and a
fair number of sheets in folders. We also noted a stock book
with some better such as 1956 (B106 x5) & 1958 (829s x7).
Offered cheaply, please inspect, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

477

HH/H/m Portugal & Colonies, Mint, Never Hinged &
Used Collection. In three Lighthouse hingeless albums,
Scott album and some loose album pages. We noted Portugal section with sets issued in the 1970s, and a fair number of blocks of four issued in the 1969-77 period, plus a
stock book with useful sets issued in the 20th Century; Angola 1964-85 sets; Azores 1980-98 issues, including sets
and souvenir sheets; Cape Verde souvenir sheets in dealer
exhbition pages plus several sets mounted on Scott pages,
including 1985 scarce sheets; Madeira 1980-98 sets; St.
Thomas & Prince Islands 1975-86 sets. Truly an opportunity for collector or dealer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

478

H/m
Portugal & Colonies, Mostly Mint Assortment. Glassines with sets and souvenir sheets in the modest range, including some better such as Portugal 1926
(397A-K), 1949 (713-16, NH); Cape Verde 1961 (308-319,
NH); Macao 1941 (309, used); Mozambique scarce New
York Exposition oveprint; Nyassa 1921-23 (106-25); Portuguese Guinea 1948 (258-70 x2); Portuguese India
1959 (570-90). We also noted a fair number of modern
booklets. Ideal for the internet dealer, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

479

HH/H/m Russia, Large Stock, 1858-1980. Many hundreds of mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets in
glassines and stock cards, mint includes 603a (x4), 1083a,
1360a, block of 25 1528, 1710-1717, 1757a, a small sampling of this stock, with loads of imperfs, mint and used airmails, dozens of useful souvenir sheets, there are many
hidden gems in this lot, have a good look and anticipate a
good buy and profits, especially if you spot more of the
gems than anyone else, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

480

HH/H
Spain & Colonies, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. A good number of sets, part sets, singles and
souvenir sheets in glassines and issued in the 20th Century, mostly in the modest range with some better (mint unless denoted) such as several 1930 Columbus stamps with
“Muestra” overprints, 1930 (386-99 & C18-30), 1930
(C50-57), 1935 (556 & C72A & C72B, NH), 1930 (C55a x2,
NH), 1961 Velazquez souvenir sheets. We also noted
some revolutionary overprints issued by the nationalist
forces; Ifini (B1-3, NH), plus some unchecked airmails
listed in the Sanabria Catalog., Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

481

HH/H/m Switzerland,
Philatelic
Avalanche,
1880-2000. Huge lot with thousand of stamp and souvenir
sheets in glassines, envelope and stock cards, better mint
includes 242, 352, B130 (x3), B131, B132, B178 (x5), B297
(x11), B7-B9 (x2), loads of mint airmails including C3-C12
NH, officials, presentation booklets, complete booklets,
and full sheets of 344, B273-B276, B282-B286, C4, C8,
C10, C37-39, C40, also used material, an inexpensive way
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to restock and catch the wave or to enter a new area, take a
seat set a spell and peruse, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
482

483

HH/H/m Switzerland, Soldier Stamps Collection.
Approx. 750 mostly mint stamps in two old-time Swiss albums, issued to help the soldiers to keep them in touch with
family and friends back home, while they were serving at
the frontiers in the 1939-40 period. We also noted a stock
book with 190 unchecked stamps, including blocks of four
and singles. Excellent opportunity for a collector, and an interesting view, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m/) Switzerland, Mint & Used Accumulation. In
four stock books and Lindner album, including 1944
(4O1-21 x2, used) & 1944 (3O62-82, used), plus some unchecked tete-beche or se-tenant pairs, plus two covers
franked with booklet panes in 1930. We also noted a fair
number of Never Hinged semipostal sets issued in the
1950s and a large number of meter stamps. Viewing should
prove this to be an opportunity not to be passed on, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

484

)
Switzerland and Liechtenstein, Commercial
Covers. Several hundred commercial covers, many ad
covers, some with illustrations, picture post cards, postal
stationery, some seated Helvetia’s, Swiss feldpost covers,
a fine lot with plenty of gems to be gleaned, Fine to Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

485

)
Switzerland and Liechtenstein, First Day
Covers. Several thousand first day cover, presented loose
and in albums, most with retail value between $5.00 and
$10.00, a chance to get in on the ground floor, be sure to examine and get a flavor of this lot, you/’ll be pleasantly surprised, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

486

)
Switzerland, First Flight and Related Covers.
Over one hundred flight covers, mostly 1920’s to 1960’s, a
few with Swiss air etiquettes, many with excellent frankings,
for example a 1929 to US via Paris and London with C3 and
C14, 1924 with air label and C10, 1925 flown card with label
and C6, 1937 Graf Zeppelin to Chile with pair C15, every
cover is a delight, an easy way to restock or enter this exciting area, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

487

Farouk. We also noted Ethiopia sets, followed by many
others that would be to extremely long to list. Undoubtedly
recommended for the dealer or Liberia specialized collector, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
489

HH/H/m Asia, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. Glassines and presentation cards with many sets
such as Indonesia 91-111, 800-802, J1-13 blocks of four;
Indochina 182-92; Japan 381a x2; Laos 41-47 blocks of
four, 283-86, C7-12 & C14-19; North Vietnam 263-67 &
294-99 imperforate sets; Singapore 43-48, 167-70,
243-46, 362-67, 375-77 blocks of four, 434-37 blocks of
four; Tannu Tuva 54-60; Thailand 764-71, 861-64 &
899-906. We also noted People’s Republic of China sets
up to $10, Bhutan stock book with sets & souvenir sheets,
plus Korea souvenir sheets and some unchecked modern
booklets. A property loaded with easy-to-sell material, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

490

HH/H/m Europe & Colonies, Assortment. In several
stock books and binders, including Faroe Islands 1983-85
sets; Finland used collection with sets, part sets & singles
issued in the 1901-54 period; Norway 1940s-60s issues,
plus stock book with France mint and used stamps; Netherlands Colonies in two stock books, including some souvenir
sheets and Suriname Never Hinged sets such as C58-71 in
blocks of four. Useful holding, worth inspection, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

491

HH/H
Europe (Eastern), Mint Accumulation,
1900-2000. An amazing accumulation of mint stamps and
souvenir sheets, a few of the better are Albania 289, 633
miniature sheets perf and imperf, 1226, 1603, Bulgaria
1049 both imperf sheets of four, Croatia B18 perf and
inperf, Hungary B94, Lithuania 309b, Romania B40,
B330a-B331a, with hundreds more souvenir sheets, truly a
rare opportunity especially if you deal in or wish to deal in
S/S, messily presented but the elbow grease spent will be
returned several fold, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

492

HH/H
Europe (Eastern), Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. Lighthouse album with Czechoslovakia &
Czech Republic sets and souvenir sheets issued in the
1988-93 period; Slovakia modern sets in stock sheets;
Hungary sets & souvenir sheets issued in the 1950s-60s,
and housed in two three-ring binders, plus stock book with a
wealth of mint or Never Hinged sets that deserve your attention, including imperforate examples and some better
souvenir sheets such as 486 & C95. We also noted some
Australia bird topical stamps and Suriname semipostal
sets. A no brainer at our estimate! Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

493

HH/H/m Latin America, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged
Assortment. Awesome lot with thousands of stamps, sets,
imperforates, souvenir sheets & blocks of four issued in the
20th Century, and housed in glassines or presentation
cards. We noted an abundant amount of sets in the $5 to
$10 range with many better such as Brazil 394-97 blocks of
4; Colombia C360-70; Cuba 299-303, 324-31 imperforates,
532-33 blocks of four, C31 & C122-26; Guatemala CB8-10;
Honduras C144-52 & C155-62; Ecuador C61-63; Mexico
C123-25; Paraguay C88-92; Peru C94-102; Uruguay

HH/H
Yugoslavia and Croatia, Mint Stock 1930-90.
Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets in glassine
and on stock cards, there are many complete mint sets as
well as Croatia B11, B18, B28 sheet of eight, B31 perf and
imperf, B40 (x4), a sweet lot worth every minute spent viewing, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Foreign Area Collections
488

HH/H/m Africa, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. Including extensive Liberia section with imperforates, center impressions omitted, specimen overprints,
shifted perforations and regular sets and souvenir sheets
as issued; Egypt several stamps mounted on certificates
that mention that they were in the collection of the King
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282-84, 447-52 & Venezuela C721-34, plus some El Salvador & Honduras Seebecks and “Waterlow” specimens. A
wonderful lot for the internet seller, be sure to see it! Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
494

H/m
Latin America, Mint & Used Collection. In
four International albums and stock book with value concentrated in the 20th Century issues. We noted many
easy-to-sell sets (mint unless denoted) such as Bolivia
1937 (C52-62, used); Colombia 1932-39 (C96-110, used);
Cuba 1955 (C126a, used); Ecuador 1935 (331-38) & 1943
(C114-18); Guatemala 1935 (264-72, mint), 1937 (280-91,
used), plus some airmails and postal tax stamps; Mexico
1929 (C5-10), 1938 (C85-90), 1942 (C123-25); Nicaragua
1932 (C67-71, used); Peru 1935 (324-31), 1935 (332-38),
1936 (C40-44) & 1948 (C78-81 & C81a); Uruguay 1934
(454-61) & Venezuela 1943 (380-83, used) & 1943
(384-87, used), plus stock book with modern issues. We
also noted Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Honduras, Panama & Paraguay representations. A nice lot for your consideration, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000

495

H/m/) Latin America, Mint & Used Collection,
1920s-60s, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Panama,
Paraguay & El Salvador, approx. 750 used stamps & some
covers, incl. many sets & sheets in the $10 to $30 range,
with some better such as Cuba 1960 Stamp Day (C211),
Haiti 1933 New York-Port-au-Prince Flight (C4A), Paraguay 1933 Zeppelin (C79-83) & El Salvador 1935 Central
American Games (C36-40), 1935 “Habilitado” (C41-45) &
1942 Map horizontal pair, imperforate between (C85a),
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

496

HH/H
Middle East, Mint Souvenir Sheets and
Stamps. A few thousand souvenir sheets and stamps in
glassines, includes Ajman, Bahrain,Dubai, Egypt, Iran,
Iraq, Sharjah, South Arabia, Yemen, with Egypt 291a, 294a
(x4), 452 (x3), 655, C144, Fujeira Kennedy souvenir sheets
used, Iran 1637a, 1676a, Iraq imperf sheet beneath 129,
Qatar 68a (x2), 100Cd imperf, 102B, 104A imperf, 187a,
and thousands of singles and sets, useful duplication, a few
condition issues, however that is dwarfed by the opportunity
to acquire the amount of material from an increasingly popular area, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

497

46

HH/H/m Scandinavia, Mostly & Never Hinged Assortment. Immense amount of sets, singles & souvenir sheets
in glassines and presentation cards, issued in the 20th Century with some duplication, and in many cases identified
with Scott Catalogue numbers. We noted a large amount of
sets or souvenir sheets up to $10 and many (mint or NH unless denoted) better such as Danish West Indies 24-25;
Denmark 145-54, 223e tete-beche pair, 228c tete-beche
pair, 382-94, 395-400, B3-5 & C4-5; Finland 175, Q9 &
N1-15; Greenland 28-38; Iceland 137-38 x2 used, 209-11,
240-45, 257-68, 273, 274-77 x2, 278-82, 319-23, B5 x2, C3
x2, C15-20 & C27-29; Norway 181-83 x2, 345-52, B59-61
x3; Sweden 268-74, B22-31 used, B32-36, plus many Denmark, Finland & Sweden modern booklets. Examination is
recommended to truly appreciate the intrinsic value offered
here, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

498

H/m
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection. Scott
International album with sets, part sets & singles, Denmark
19th Century representation with duplication, followed by
many sets in the modest range; Finland 10p, 20p & 40p
used stamps with serpentine roulettes, followed by a fair
number of mint regular & semipostal sets issue in the
1930s-60s period; Greenland 1945 (10-18, mint), 1945
(19-27, mint), 1956 (39-40, mint); Iceland 1944 (240-45,
mint), 1948 (246-52, mint), plus 1930 (C4-8, mint); Norway
1925 (104-110, mint), 1930 (B1-3, mint); Sweden 1858 (6
& 10-12, used), 1924 (202-203, 206 & 208), 1924 (218 &
224). Inspection recommended for full appreciation, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

499

HH
Scandinavia, Never Hinged Dealer Stock.
Fat stock book with duplication, including Finland section
with several semipostal set in the $5 to $10 range; Iceland
1951 (271-72 x3), 1952 (274-77 x3), 1952 (278-82 x2),
1954 (284-86 x2), 1956 (289-96 x2), 1957 (305 x3); plus
some Greenland & Aland examples. An appealing holding
that deserves your attention, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

500

HH/H/m Scandinavia, Christmas Seals Collection.
Approx. 2,800 mostly Never Hinged stamps in two
springback albums, including Denmark imperforate and
perforated sheets of 50 issued, including the following
isssues: 1952 Angels; 1953 Costumes; 1954 Kids; 1955
Birds; 1956 Man & Woman; 1957 Ships; 1958 Santa Claus;
1959 Santa & Costumes; 1960 Snowscene; 1961 Christmas Tree, and several other (perforated & imperforate
sheets of 50, latter considered as proofs). We also noted
Danish West Indies representation; Finland imperforate &
perforated examples issued in the 1920s-70s period. A nice
little lot, ideal for the specialized dealer or collector, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide Topical Collections
501

HH
Worldwide, Marine Life Topicals, Extensive
Never Hinged Dealer Stock. Clean stock of thousands of
stamps in glassines by issue, housed in ten binders, and including sets, singles, souvenir sheets and sheetlets, showing wonderful coverage for fish, whales, penquins and other
sea life. Value concentrated in the French Southern and
Antarctic Territories issues. Ideal for the internet dealer,
so don’t hesitate to see it! Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

502

H/m/) Worldwide, Mainstream Topicals. In fourteen
three-ring binders and several stock books with sets & souvenir sheets, including animals, airplanes, birds, flowers,
olympic games, religion or Christmas. We also noted a couple of stock books with first day covers depicting religion or
Christmas stamps; Commonwealth Day issues, plus several display pages edited by the Postal Commemorative
Society. A wonderful opportunity for the topical collector,
and worth the time to view, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

503

HH/H/) Worldwide, Topicals, Mostly Never Hinged
Accumulation. Thousands of stamps and many souvenir
sheets in several binders and stock books, including fish,
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marine life, olympics, scouting, sports & zeppelin topicals.
We also noted Hungary space issues, including first day
covers & 1949 UPU horizontal pairs, imperforate between;
French Territories International Labor Organization imperforates. We also noted a Lighthouse album with Europa
issues and Princess Diana collection in a three-ring binder.
A fantastic lot for eBay dealer, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
504

H
Worldwide, Topical Collections.
In ten
three-ring binders, including United Nations 10th, 14th &
15th Anniversaries, including some imperforates; 1960
World Refugee Year in two binders with Belgium B662a x2,
and including some covers; 1962 Malaria in two binders;
1962 Dag Hammarskjold; 1963-64 Eleanor Roosevelt;
1965 International Telecommunications Union., Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

505

)
Worldwide, Europa First Day Cover Collection, neatly mounted in four albums, starts with 1958 Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
1960 Luxembourg, France, Germany, Great Britain,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,Turkey,
with many cachets makers artistry, a lot that will make the
winner smile, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

506

H
Worldwide, 75th Anniversary of the UPU
Topical Collection. Housed in two three-ring binders,
highly complete and mounted on White Ace pages, Volume I including innumerable sets and souvenir sheets such
as Hungary 1949 (859-60 & C63, imperforate & perforated
stamps, plus scarce booklet); Israel 1950 (32b, tete-beche
pairs, plus booklet); France 1947 (C22); San Marino 1950
(C62a, sheet of 6). Volume II with a large number of British
Commonwealth sets issued in 1949 and several Nicaragua
sheetlets. A nice lot for the topical collector, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

507

HH/H
Worldwide, Topicals, Mostly Never Hinged
Accumulation. In six stock books, including worldwide
sets & souvenir sheets with some duplication, plus 32 covers used in the 1960s-70s period, excellent opportunity for
topical collector, interested in the life of famous
statesmans, orators, artists, historians & writters, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

508

HH/H
Worldwide, Europa Topical Collection,
1956-70. In a White Ace three-ring binder, including Cyprus 1964 (244-46, NH); Luxembourg 1956 (318-20, NH);
Liechtenstein 1960 (356, NH)., Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

509

510

HH
Worldwide, Disney Topical Collection. In two
three-ring binders, including Never Hinged sets and souvenir sheets from Antigua, Dominica, Grenada, Grenada-Grenadines, Maldives, Saint Lucia,Turks & Caicos.
Viewing will be quick, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

bus sets, Irak souvenir sheet & Israel booklet. Great as a
starter collection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide Cover Collections
511

)
Worldwide, Zeppelin Flights Collection,
1912-36. Group of 52 items (covers & cards) presented in
an album with better including Germany 1912 two
Rhein-Main airmail gray-brown cards with stamps tied by
Frankfurt or Darmstadt circular datestamps, 1929 Graf
Zeppelin Balkan Flight, 1930 Graf Zeppelin Bern Flight,
plus several 1936 Hindenburg North America Flight covers;
Hungary 1931 Budapest Round Flight; Iceland 1931 Graf
Zeppelin Iceland Flight; Ireland 1932 Graf Zeppelin to
South America; Liechtenstein two 1932 Switzerland Flight
covers, plus three covers transported in the 1936
Hindenburg North America Flight; Russia 1931 Polar
Flight. We also noted several United States interesting
covers such as 1928 First Flight United States to Germany,
1929 Round the World Flight, 1933 Graf Zeppelin South
America Flight cover with 50¢ “baby” zeppelin stamp, 1934
U.S.S. Lexington postal card & 1935 U.S.S. Macon commemorative cover. A holding with great potential primarily
destined for a dealer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

512

)
Worldwide, First Day Cover Conglomeration. Thousand and thousand of world wide first day covers
stuffed into four large cartons, a last minute walk in, covers
from every corner of the universe, a handfull shows France,
Monaco, Austria, Canada, Indonesia, Portugal Ireland, Poland, Vatican, Mexico, Romania and Norway, many covers
with complete sets or souvenir sheets, a treat for your stock
and your pocket book, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

513

)
Worldwide, Postal History Explosion. A few
thousand covers in three large cartons, includes first flights
and air mails, mint postal stationery, foreign first day covers, stampless, registered, U.S. inaugural covers, Newfoundland 156 on cover, Tonga canoe mail, maiden
voyages, space covers, U.S. mint stionery, much better
than usual material, be sure to stop by and peruse, Fine to
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

514

)
Worldwide, Flight Postal History. Many hundreds of flight and air related covers in this lot, includes
1931 Sir Wilkins to the North Pole, 1929 Canada Fairchild
CL11 to Rouyn, 1936 picture postcard South Africa to
Baghdad, 1929 Canada Cherry Red Airline to la Crosse,
1930 France to Brazil, and this is jut a taste, plenty of even
better material resides in this valuable lot, check it out!!!
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

515

)
Worldwide, Postal History Assortment,
1870s-1980s. Group of 77 items with many easy-to-sell
covers such as France group of fourteen covers, including
several airmail envelopes with desirable semi-postal sets,
plus a couple of WWI souvenirs; Greece 1898 picture postcard to Germany; Luxembourg 1956 registered first day
cover with Europa set; Monaco group of sixteen covers;
Norway 1871 folded letter with 8s carmine-rose (Scott 15);

H
Worldwide, Freedom-from-Hunger Topical
Collection, 1963. In a Minkus album, including complete
mint sets and some souvenir sheets from different countries of the world. We noted British Commonwealth omni-
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Panama 1938 registered cover to Brooklyn; Russia three
picture postcards, including one with mixed franking (Austria, Germany & Russia), plus two postal cards; Switzerland group of four covers & three picture postcards sent in
the 1939-45 period; United States 2¢ postal envelope sent
to Italy in 1903, and with 30¢ postage due adhesive affixed
and tied on arrival; Vatican City 1953 first day cover to
Brooklyn. We also noted three Portugal pieces and a couple of Latin America covers. A good deal at our estimate,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
516

)
Worldwide, Airmail Postal History Assortment, 1920s-50s. Group of 63 interesting covers, and
therefore saleable such as Canada 1928 experimental
flight Edmonton to Winnipeg, 1930 first flight Charlottetown-Moncton, 1931 Winnipeg -Pembina cover with a black
cachet showing the crossed flags of Canada & U.S., 1935
first official flight Berems River to Winnipeg; Great Britain
two covers transported by Imperial Airways in the 1930s;
Hong Kong 1937 first flight FAM14 to San Francisco;
Macao 1937 first flight to Hawaii; India first airmail Calcutta-Karachi; Liechtenstein 1930 cover with C1-6 & 1935
cover with C11 & C14; Mexico three first flight covers
(1928 Mexico-Nuevo Laredo, 1929 Mexico-Tijuana & 1933
Guadalajara-Puerto Vallarta); New Zealand 1934 first official air mail from New Zealand to Australia & 1940 air mail
service to Hawaii; United States 1931 Wilkins-Ellsworth
Trans-Arctic Submarine Expedition cover with U.S. & Norway franking. We also noted Austria, Iraq & Switzerland
representations, plus German 1935 catapult cover to Los
Angeles and several other that deserve your attention. An
ideal holding for internet lots, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

517

)
Worldwide, Cover Extravaganza. A plethora
of foreign covers, includes U.S. first days and mint postal
stationery, inauguration covers, space related, foreign first
days, Akron covers, foreign first flights, Hawaiian Stamp
Shop cover with Hawaiian stamps, foreign picture post
cards and registered mail, more than enough material to
make this pay off, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

518

)
Worldwide, Cover Festival. A myriad of foreign covers, includes U.S. first days, first flights, Prussia
covers, space related, foreign first days, cacheted event
covers, foreign mint postal stationery, early Mexico covers,
Hitler picture post cards, registered mail, autographed
George Raft magazine photo, just about everything imaginable is offered in this killer, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

519

48

)
Worldwide, Postal Stationery Grouping.
Several thousand postal entires and cards filling on large
carton, with Canal Zone mint U8, U9, UX6, used UX4,
“Specimen” example of British Commonwealth cards and
entires, Hawaii mint UX8, UX9, mint and used
aerogrammes, used Japan, Hungary postal card uprated to
Russia, and plenty of mint and used from around the world,
definitely cheap at our low price, visit this one early to get a
jump on the competition, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

520

)
Worldwide, Better Covers. A few hundred
covers, with British Commonwealth, 1855 Belgium 1871
France to Constantinople, 1938 Tonga tin can mail, 1944
Egypt censored, 1938 Iran with Reza Shah imperf sheet,
1904 Kiautschou China on picture postcard to Germany,
and more too numerous to mention, a great lot to break up
for retail sales, enjoy!! Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

521

)
Worldwide, Zeppelin Cover & Ephemera Collection. With Zeppelin covers, picture postcards, photos,
newspaper and magazine articles. Better noted includes
covers and cards from Argentina, Brazil, France, Germany,
Iceland, Netherlands, Russia, U.S. & Switzerland, immense retail value present, please set aside time to properly discern its real value, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

522

)
Worldwide, Postal History Cornucopia. A
ten course tasting of foreign covers, thousand of covers in
two cartons, includes U.S. first days, foreign first days, mint
foreign postal stationery, foreign stampless, space covers,
foreign first flights, registered mail, great material at a bargain price, inspection encouraged, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

523

)
Worldwide, Commerical Covers. Several
hundred covers and cards, with picture postcards, covers
from Greece, Bavaria, Morocco, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, Spain, Russia, feldposts, Turkey, Italy, Yugoslavia,
Argentina, Germany, Bhutan, Iceland France and everywhere in between, with many better frankings, stop by and
examine, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

524

)
Worldwide, Picture Postcards. Couple of
hundred better picture post cards, includes stamp cards
from Romania, German East Africa, Exposition card from
the Columbian World’s FAir, mint views from Japan, 1900
greeting from Port Said Egypt, 1908 Canal Zone Teddy
Roosevelt inspection mouth of canal, a few chromes but
mostly from the 1900-1912 period, excellent lot to break up,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

Worldwide Collections
525

H/m
Worldwide,
Mostly
Mint
Collection,
1960s-2000s. Presented in ten Voyager three-ring binders
loaded with sets, part sets, singles, miniature sheets, strips
& souvenir sheets. We noted a large amount of British
Commonwealth issues, including a wealth of Lady Diana
issues, such as a fair number of 1981 Royal Wedding miniature sheets with “Specimen” overprints. An enjoyable,
and worthwhile viewing, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

526

H/m/) Worldwide, Attractive Accumulation. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps, covers, souvenir sheets
and complete sheets messily presented, with better items
like 1937 British Coronation issues, British Antarctic Territory 72-75 (x12), Switzerland S/S B297, also German colonies, complete sheets of Spain and Switzerland and
Vatican, mint British Commonwealth singles, sets and part
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sets, worldwide revenues, lot of imperforate Africa issues, a
little bit of something for everyone, have yourself some fun,
you deserve it, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
527

HH/H/m Worldwide, Variety and Error Selection. A
few hundred stamps, errors, proofs, reprints and varieties,
includes items like Argentina C43 imperf pair, Belgium 329,
336 imperf pairs, Chile 330 imperf, Dominican Republic
B19-B20 inverted overprint, Nyassa 28 inverted center,
Panama RA28 multiple overprints, Paraguay imperf pairs,
Philippines 1104 with inverted overprint, Tunisia B107
imperf corner example, Uruguay 136 green instead of red,
Venezuela C220 part imperf, Yugoslavia progressive color
proofs, some Scott listed, invest some time researching this
goldmine and you can realize substantial gains, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

528

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection. In thirteen albums with several thousands of
stamps. Strength in Russia material issued in the
1970s-2000s period & British Commonwealth modern issues, including 1981 Silver Wedding miniature sheets with
“Specimen” overprints. We also noted a fair amount of topical stamps such as animals, Disney, Lady Diana & sports.
An excellent opportunity at our valuation, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

mania B330a, a lot which will pan out when worked up by a
dealer or collector, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
532

H/m/) Worldwide, Misc. Potpourri. Diverse selection of material gathered from the four corners of the globe,
with Channel Islands collection, Canada official collection,
mint British Commonwealth collection with mint complete
sets like Barbados 216-227, Cayman Islands 122-134,
Gold Coast 130-141, Grenada 145-146, various revenues
including better Canada, Germany and area collection, topical collection of covers and souvenir sheets concerning
blood, a Penny Black with group of material celebrating the
centennial of the world’s first stamp, and this is just a taste
of what is in store for the winning bidder, good luck!!! Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

533

H/m/) Worldwide, Large Accumulation. Thousands
of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers in two cartons, with
mint British Commonwealth and Channel Islands, worldwide revenues, Scandinavia year sets, mint U.S. postage,
worldwide first day covers, some better set unearthed include Bahrain 96-98, 247a, uncut sheets of four of Bhutan
91D-91G, British Antarctic 180-183 (x8), 184-187 (x8),
188-191 (x8),192-197 (x8), Gambia 971-982, Grenadines
of St. Vincent 1164-1173, Hungary B94, Kuwait 117-119,
Ross Dependency L1-L4 (x8), Switzerland B206 mint and
used, and this is a fraction of what is present, you’ll need
plenty of time and patience but you’ll be greatly rewarded,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations
529

HH/H
Worldwide, Collection Balance, 1880-2000.
Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets, in glassines,
stock cards and counter pages, Andorra, Burundi, Brunei,
Ghana, Haiti, Jordan, Lesotho,Liberia, Marshall Islands,
Micronesia, Mongolia, Papua, Philippines, Poland,
Slovakia, Syria, Tunesia, Turkey, Vatican, with Cuba
C126a, Malagasy 804A, Poland B31, Turkey 1137, and
thousands of others, mixed condition on earlies, but a good
examination will reveal much value to be gleaned, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

534

HH
Worldwide, Never Hinged Accumulation. An
impressive amount of sets with duplication in stock sheets
and album pages, including singles, blocks of four and souvenir sheets. We noted better material concentrated in
Latin America, Europe & British Commonwealth 20th Century issues. There is so much here that needs to be seen to
be appreciated but virtually everything looks in very fine
condition. All in all, excellent for internet sales and retail,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

530

HH/H/m Worldwide, Odd Ball Odyssey. Every thing
that could fit in with another lot, a myriad of better items
such as #1 Charles Lindbergh Heinz Cereal card, block of
twenty five of Chios N1 that needs to be closely examined,
two 1940 Christmas Seal posters, group of worldwide revenues and cut squares, progressive proofs of US Christmas
seals, various labels and poster stamps, assorted world
wide currency, state revenues, 1953-1969 Ryukyu Christmas seals, rocket mail labels, German air Exposition labels,
Tydol Stamp ALbum of American Aviation, WW2 feldpost
stamps, a trip that will take time, but will pay off handsomely,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

535

HH
Worldwide, Never Hinged Souvenir Sheets.
Several hundreds in eight stock books with some duplication, including some better such as Austria collection of
souvenir sheets produced privately, and housed in Safe album; Belgium 1937 (B199); Cape Verde 1985 (488-90);
Germany-DDR 1950 (B21a); Iceland 1937 (B5). We also
noted some worldwide used sheets of stamps. Offered intact, as received from consignor, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

536

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Mint Accumulation. Diverse holding with singles, blocks of four and souvenir
sheets in the modest range, and housed in several binders
and stock books, including 1981 Royal Wedding issues;
Hungary 1956 Olympics imperforates; Liechtenstein C16;
Isle of Man collection in White Ace album; DDR booklets;
Gold-Alloy & Silver-Alloy stamps honoring space achievements; Indonesia issues recording a new nation’s heroic
struggle for independence, plus Austria stamps issued in
the 1960s. A lot with good potential for the internet, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

531

HH/H/m Worldwide, Old Time Collection of Collections. Very attractive group with thousands of stamps and
souvenir sheets mounted on pages, includes Africa, Asia,
British Commonwealth, Eastern Europe, Hungary, Monaco, New Zealand, South and Central America, Switzerland, there is a Europa collection, Monaco collection,
several pages of souvenir sheets, with better such as Ro-
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537

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Souvenir Sheets
and Full Sheets. Carton with sheet folders housing part
and full sheets and souvenir sheets, mint souvenir sheets
Botswana 439a, Ceylon 378a (x9), Czechoslovakia 1408 in
full sheet, Ghana 266a, Seychelles 304a, Zambia 85, dozens of Ryukyu full sheets from 1958 to 1972, also Liechtenstein, Mexico, Vatican, Russia, and plenty Trucial States, a
fun lot to play in, huge potential, please inspect, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

538

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Souvenir Sheet Holding,
1935-90. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets,
with items such as Hungary 486 used, Japan 396, 402, Poland B31, Qatar 187a, Russia 1080a, 1082a, many more
Russia souvenir sheets, along with mint sets and singles,
worthy of a long inspection, potential is present for the
savvy bidder, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

539

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. Sets &
singles in presentation cards and glassines with many
better (mint or NH unless otherwise denoted) such as Poland N76-80, N82-86, N91-94 & N96 imperforate singles;
Germany C36-37; Greenland 10-16; Iceland 217-20 &
222-28; Indonesia 797-99 & 798a; Italy fair number of sets
in the modest range; Mexico 813-18 & C158-62; Mozambique 364-83; New Caledonia C33; Romania several sets
in the modest range; Russia 1415-19; Tanu-Tuva C1-9;
Turkey 829-32; Vatican City 143-44 singles & blocks of 4,
plus some French Colonies representation and Israel booklets. A useful holding with many saleable stamps, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

540

HH/H/m Worldwide, Approval Books, 1860-1950.
Thousands of stamps mounted in dozens of approval
books, with a plethora of inexpensive items, besides Germany, Eastern Europe, there is Russia, Great Britain,
France and Italy, the perfect lot for a flea market dealer or
packet maker, inspection is urged, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

541

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. In several stock books, binders, albums and presentation sheets,
including Ecuador 1949 Roosevelt official airmails overprinted for Ministries; Germany-Federal Republic 1949
(665-66 & 667-68), 1951 (B314-15 & B318-19), 1951
(B320-23, NH); Liberia 1950 (330-31 & C67, imperforate
sheets); Mexico 1934-40 (707-20, NH), 1946 (C163-66,
NH). We also noted three-ring binder with British Commonwealth modern sets with “Specimen” overprints;
Spain sets issued in the 1960s-80s period; Hungary perforated & imperforate sets; Iran sets issued in the 1969-74
period. This has the potential of being a very profitable lot,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

542

50

HH/H
Worldwide, Mint Assortment. In 36 three-ring
binders with thousands of mostly modern stamps: singles,
miniature sheets and souvenir sheets, including many
Lady Diana topical issues. We didn’t note anything expensive but most material is colorful and in pristine condition. A
tremendous opportunity for the internet seller. Have fun!
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

543

H/m/) Worldwide, Backroom Sweepings. All the
flotsam and jetsam we can find can now be yours, thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets, revenues, commemorative cards, items like Paraguay 612 pair imperf between,
Liberia 483-485 imperf, mint U.S. stationery, complete
sheets of Xmas seals and Easter seals, Newfoundland, Hawaii, you won’t see a pile like this again for many a long
year, bid early, bid often, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. and Foreign Collections
544

)
U.S. and Foreign, Lindbergh Flights,
1927-30. Thirty four covers, four US, two mixed frankings
and the balance foreign, with first flights Cristobal to Miami,
San Juan to Paramaribo, Miami to Kingston, nice mixed Bahamas, Venezuela and US on first flight to Venezuela, Port
of Spain to Paramaribe, some duplication, a golden opportunity to acquire some better first flights, inspection encouraged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

545

HH/H/m U.S. and United Nations, Dealer Stock. Small
stock with two albums of US postage that totals a few hundred dollars, stock book of BOB with some better revenues,
and a UN collection in six albums or stock books, with singles and plate blocks, a useful lot for the internet dealer,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

546

H/m/) U.S. and Possessions, Large Holding,
1851-1960. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps, souvenir
sheets and covers in envelopes and stock books with many
better items, U.S. includes mint NH block of four 550, NH
plate block 697, 1908 strip of three plate # 7, C10A pane,
PR3, PR5, mint and used 548 with double transfer, used 12,
76, 116, 119, 218, block of four and block of six 834, possessions include Canal Zone, Guam, Hawaii and Philippines with singles, complete booklets and plate blocks,
some mixed condition as to be expected with a group this
size, you’ll need plenty of time to plow through this so plan
ahead, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S. Collections and Accumulations
547

HH/H
U.S., Mint Airmail & Farley Blocks. Mounted
in two stock books, large blocks of C7, C10, arrow blocks of
Farley National Parks, Scott catalog value $5,600.00, a few
condition issues but overall catalog value is high and the
group will surely yield lots of material for online or retail
sales, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

548

HH/H
U.S., Federal and State Duck Stamp Mint
Holding. 85+ federal and state duck stamps, includes
RW9, RW15, RW23 all NH, RW11, RW12 both LH, and
plate blocks RW48, RW49, RW50, RW53, also includes
used RW1, $630.00 face in federal duck $5.00-15.00 values, much NH, an excellent opportunity to replenish your
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stock of these popular stamps, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
549

550

551

552

553

554

555

HH/H
U.S., Duck Stamps Group. A small lot of ducks
and duck related material, mint includes RW1, RW5,
RW13-RW15, RW66a, RW69a, with many used including
on license, state ducks, first day cards, a group of duck pins,
and every thing else of a friendly feather, definitely a lot for
the duck lover, please review, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
HH/H
U.S., Christmas Seals, Diverse Collection.
Incredible melange of material present, besides a set of the
regular singles the lot includes progressive plate proofs
from 1938 to 1968, complete sheets, errors, and a binder of
Scandinavia items, great way to begin collecting this popular subject or purchase it to break up for retail, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
HH/H/m U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Outstanding Holding. Hundreds of items loose, in envelopes and on pages,
with such material as revenues on piece and on documents, officials, CSA, test stamps, EFO’s, Exposition labels, full sheet CE2, better includes framed 1863 CSA
bond, two sheets of Boyd’s City Dispatch locals, essays
79-E30l, 79-E30n, 184-E5b, Virginian Leaf and Golden
Strawberry tin foil tobacco revenues, complete set Potato
Tax stamps, plate block of four RVB1 boating stamps, a lot
that will keep you busy for days, don’t miss the boat, check
this one out, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H/m U.S., Back-of-the-Book Fun Lot. Seventy +
items, includes R11 strip of four, R41c, R86c, R94c, R110,
proprietary revenues RO84, potato tax RI14a, post office
seals OXF4, OXF5 (x2), OXF6, as well as telegraph
stamps, and Christmas Seals, unusual little group, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
HH/H/m U.S., Old Time Accumulation, 1863-2000. A
pleasing group with many better, includes mint unless
noted 371 margin arrow block of four, 492 line pair, 752
cross gutter block of four, 834 NH, 847 seven line pairs, C18
plate number single, K9, plus lots of complete booklets and
plate blocks, a meaty little lot that will ignite some aggressive bidding, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H
U.S., Mint Back of Book Stock. 24 items, includes singles, blocks and plate blocks, includes E3 LH, E7
NH, and some quality officials such as O75, O91, O110,
O17 imprint and plate number strip of five, O97 block of four
O99 imprint block of eight and imprint strip of four, O114
block of four, and O116 block of four,a fine lot to build upon
or break up, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,600 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
)
U.S., Postal Stationery and Balance Lot.
Thousands and thousands of mint and used postal stationery with enormous face value, with items like Canal Zone
U9 on air mail cover, and black jack with 1869 produce price
list, also a box of stamps and miscellaneous philatelic mate-
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rial, all for one low price, this is one lot you’ll have to come in
and check out, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
556

)
U.S., Better First Day Covers. A couple of
hundred covers from the 1920’s to the 2000’s with many
high value frankings and better FDC’s, most in the $20.00 to
$50.00 range, includes 617-619 on one cover from six different towns, 620-6210 fromseven different towns, also airmails,special deliveries and ducks, a high potential lot at a
low price, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

557

)
U.S., First Day Cover Accumulation. Thousands of mostly modern first day covers, many different cachets maker present including metal cachets, many
complete sets and souvenir sheets, many difficult to find
material, needs some love and will pay back in spades, Fine
to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

558

)
U.S., First Flights, First Days and Aviation
Event Covers. Fifty three covers, includes two first army
flights, emergency air mail, two CAM 4, Eastern States
Expo air mail station, CE1, C23 first day, many with better
frankings and cachets, a great lot with excellent catalog
value, please examine, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

559

)
U.S., First Flight and Related Covers. A few
hundred first flight and air related covers, mostly 1930’s to
1950’s with a few back to the teens, includes 1925 catapault
from SS Aquitania with C4 and C5, 1929 first flight San Juan
to Paramarieo with C5 and C6, 1918 C22 on experimental
flight cover, and a 1926 catapault cover from the SS Homeric, some special covers are in this lot, so come by early
and get a leg up on the competition, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

560

)
U.S., Space and Space Related Covers. A
couple of thousand covers, all space related, with many
Apollo event covers, first day moon landing covers, first orbit of the moon covers, Apollo 10 splash down covers, and
more, moderate and useful duplication, beat the countdown
to winning this lot, Fine to Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750

561

)
U.S., Select Lot of Postal History. Fifteen
items, includes Q5 on cover, mint U394, UX6, two submarine covers, and mint Hawaii postal cards UX6 and UX7, a
nice money maker for the internet crowd, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

562

H)
U.S., Patriotic Naval Picture Postcards,
1906. Thirty one different Navy ships, includes USS Maine,
USS Rhode island, USS Olympia, USS Missouri and USS
Maryland, with black & white photos of the ships at center
surrounded by eagles, flags and bunting, unposted, and
generally Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

563

H)
U.S., Better Mint Postal Stationery. A treasure trove of postal entires and cards, includes U218, U332
with Specimen overprint, U472, U473, U527, U529-U531,
UC9, UO2 and UO4 with Specimen overprint, UO55, Canal
Zone U9, with some better postal cards, fresh lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Expo card with expo cancel, 1905 Marseilles Colonial Expo,
1908 Franco British, 1910 Brussels with expo cancel, other
better includes 1904 Louisiana Expo multiview folder,
Great Lakes Expo card, and several official Louisiana
cards, a unique opportunity to acquire this many cards and
covers at one time, should prove a bonanza for the savvy
dealer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S. Possessions Collections
564

565

566

HH/H/m U.S. Possessions, Mint & Used Group, enticing lot of mostly mint possessions, 100+ stamps, blocks
and plate blocks, includes mint unless noted Canal Zone
20, 87, 120-135, J21-J24, DWI 25, 37-39, 40-42 pairs,
J5-J8, Hawaii 54 block of four, 64, 67, 78 (x2), O2 (x2), intriguing group to break up for internet sales, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
H/m
Danish West Indies, Mint & Used Assortment, 1866-1915. In a stock book, including 1866 (2 x2,
used), 1874-79 (6e x2, mint), 1874-79 (7 x2, mint & used),
1876 (8 x3, used), 1876 (10 x7, used), 1901 (18 x5, used,
plus 18a tied on cover fragment), 1896-1901 (19 x3, incl.
two used), 1902 (25 x2 & 25a, mint), 1902 (28 x6, used),
1905 (40-42 x2, mint), plus some postage dues, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
HH/H
United Nations, Mint Assortment. Several
hundred stamps and souvenir sheets, all mint and mostly
packed in glassines, all sorts of souvenir folders, first day
covers and postal stationery, with some Vienna material, a
lot that needs careful inspection, looks are deceiving and
there is loads of material here for the winning bidder, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

570

HH/H
U.S. and United Nations, Collection,
1950-2000, collection of United Nations on pages with Offices in Vienna and Geneva, flag sheets, also includes mint
U.S. face, souvenir Xmas ornaments and first day covers,
and mint Poland, something for every collector, take a
peek, Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750

571

HH
U.S. and Canada, Face Lot. Useful lot with singles, strips, coils, sheets, souvenir sheets and press
sheets, a few better sheets like Army-Navy complete, but
mostly values of 29¢ and up, get a handle on your postage
costs and dig around for some better material at the same
time, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

572

)
U.S. and Foreign, Cover Miscellany. Several
hundred covers and picture postcards crammed into two
large carton, includes first days, first flights, RPO’s, registered, mint postal stationary, a quick look shows plenty of
aviation related event covers, some mixed condition but
should be worth much more than our estimate, pull up a
chair and peruse, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

573

H
U.S. and Canada, Face Value Group. US face
$586, Canadian face $230+, also about $50 worth of premium items, useful selection, generally Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

574

HH
U.S. and Canada, Press Sheets. Thirteen
sheets of uncut Canada Chinese New Year souvenir
sheets including 1997 Unitrade #1630aiv, and two United
States, #2869 Legends of the West uncut sheet of 120, and
Star Wars 4143 uncut sheet of 45, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

575

HH/H
U.S. and Foreign, End of the Line Face Value
Lot. Last of the last includes full sheets stuck to interleaving, 250.00+ in 29¢ and up postage, 300.00 in no gum postage, a United Nations collection and some foreign, come
and get it before it’s gone, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

576

H/m/) U.S. and Foreign, Face Lot Plus Bonuses,
1860-2000. U.S. face in album with 32¢ to $1.00 values, 3¢
and 4¢ U.S. sheets, U.S. collection with better, an album of
foreign first day covers, box of U.S. first day covers, mint
and used U.S., foreign collection in album, have some fun
and save yourself a trip to the post office, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

577

H/m/) U.S. and Possessions, Impressive Collection, 1847-1950. Beautiful examples housed on a two
pages from an old time holding buried away for the past five
decades, includes better used #1 with red grid, #1 & 2
manuscript cancelled, #12 unused appearance, #15(2), 17

United States
U.S. and Foreign Collections
567

568

569

52

H/m/) U.S. and Foreign, Large Holding, 1851-1990.
Fills two large cartons, with material such as first day covers, mint postal stationery, postal card collection, 3¢ green
large Banknote cover group, advertising cover collection,
binder of better U.S. covers, mint British Commonwealth,
counter book with some better mint and used U.S., enough
stuff to keep you busy on a rainy weekend, have a look-see,
Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
U.S. and Foreign, Mint & Used Collection/
Accumulation. U.S. collection in two Scott Minuteman albums with some better mint such as 1918 (C1-3), 1923
(C4-6) & 1933 (C18). We also noted a highly complete section of mint stamps issued in the 1960s-90s that can be perfectly used as postage, plus first day covers with stamps
showing the flags of the fifty states. Worldwide section includes two Golbal albums with sets, part sets & singles in
the modest range, and a fair number of approval books with
unchecked stamps, plus some philatelic supplies. Worth inspection, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
U.S. and Foreign, Exposition and World’s
Fair Covers and Picture Postcards. A remarkable collection of 350+ World’s Fair covers and picture postcards,
some with expo cancels, includes items from Columbian
Expo, Louisiana Purchase Expo, Pan American, Jamestown Expo, Hudson Fulton, Pan Pacific, Century of Progress, New York World’s Fair, also present is a 1900 Paris
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barest trace of a blue cancel, #24, 25-26a (three stamps unused or o.g.), 27-28, 30, 32 (unused appearance) 33-35, 36
unused, 37-38, various 3¢ 1861s, 69 unused, #76, lovely
#101 90¢ grill, plus a Hale & Company local on folded
lettersheet, some faults as one might expect and you need
to decide on the unused classics, in any case a lovely assemblage of better issues that will lend well to breakdown,
have a look at the photo plate or come and sniff them for
yourself, either way it will be worthwhile, generally Fine to
Very Fine appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
578

HH/H/m U.S. and Possessions, Impressive Mint &
Used Collection, 1857-1960. Housed in eight albums or
binders, a diverse holding with better mint including
230-235, 238, 287- 290, 294-299, 323-327, 369, 397-400,
524 LH, 547 NH, 551-572, 658-659, 662, 664, 666, Nebraska complete, Prexies complete, C1-C6, C13-C15 VF+
VLH or NH, C18, K1-K3, K5-K6, K14, K17, Parcel Post
complete, with better used such as 112 and 116 with fancy
cancel, 119, 230-240, 285-290, 294-299, 323-327328-330, a Precancel collection, a Farley collection, and a
possession collection with Canal Zone plate blocks, useful
Hawaii, Philippines and CSA, an excellent collection to
break up for retail and restock inexpensively, this is the one
collection you don’t want to get away, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

579

HH/H/m U.S. and Possessions, Small Specialized
Collection of Grant & Sherman Stamps. Charming lot
that includes mint unless noted 225 with 2006 PSE certificate, 270, 272, 281, 303 with 2006 PSE certificate, 589 with
2000 PSE certificate, 666, 677 and 677 vertical pair wide
spacing, 223 proof par, 255 proof pair, 640 printer’s waste
pair, Cuba 225, 225 block of four, 225 “CUPA” error mint
and used singles and pair with left stamp error, Guam 5 mint
and used, 5 block of four and 7 mint and used, Philippines
222, 229 mint and used, and 229 mint pair, a wonderful lot
to build upon or break up, please investigate, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $1,990 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

580

)
U.S. and Possessions, First & Early Flights,
1929-1959. Eighteen covers mounted on exhibition pages,
including 1929 Panair flight from San Juan to Cuba with
U.S. & Cuba mixed franking; 1929 first flight Cristobal to
Barranquilla; 1929 first flight Canal Zone to U.S. (689 carried by Lindbergh); 1929 Balboa to Colombia; 1929
Cristobal to Colombia; 1930 first flight Cristobal to San Salvador; 1930 first flight Cristobal to Jamaica; 1930 first flight
Miami to Brasil. Please inspect, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

300-13; 323-30; 331-42; 343-56; 357-58; 367-73; 374-82;
383-87; 390-96; 397-404; 405-7; 408-13; 414-23; 424-40;
441-48; 450-61; 462-80; 498-518; 519; 523-24; 525-37;
545-46; 547; 548-50; C1-31; E1-23; F1; J1-7; J15-21;
J22-28; J31-37; J38-44; J45-50; J51-57; J59-60; J61-103;
Q1-11; QE1-4; JQ1-5, a phenomenal collection with excellent appearance on the earlies, as it gets later and into the
20th Century the quality gets substantially better and exudes freshness, there are faults present and some of the
earlies are likely not unused, but the owner purchased them
as unused and many that we quicklky examined looked ok.
This collection catalogs a fortune and will also yield a tremendous value. We strongly urge you to view this lot carefully as there are many quality singles that would be a
fabulous basis for any re-seller on any platform, generally
Fine to Very Fine appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
582

H/m
U.S., Mostly Mint Delightful Collection,
1851-2008. Housed in two hingeless Scott Platinum albums and contains a wide array of useful material without
the normal range of classics with only a few 1851s, one
1857, some nice 1861s including a lovely #70c, 72 & 76
used and a mint #71 & 76, some rare grills including mint
#83, 85B & 85E then 89 used and 91-92 & 98 mint, Re-Issues 104-106; 1869s 12¢ mint and 30c used; various Banknotes includinga few 90¢ and a #140 12¢ with grill; 219-29
mint/used; 230-45 complete mint; Small Bureaus include
253-60; mint 264-278 & 283-84; 285-293 complete mint,
300-12 mint, from here a higher deghree of completion and
focus upon better quality and mint with many never hinged:
323-355; 367-386; 390-96; 397-404; 405-423; coils including 447 line pair NH; 424-440; various coils; 461; 462-475;
478-480; again various coils, 498/518 including a lovely
#500; 523-524; 525-534; 547, from here on virtually complete except for rarities and includes 551-573; 578-9; 595;
599A single & pair; 630; 634A, Airmails & Special Deliveries
complete mint; F1; useful Postage Dues; Shanghai complete; decent Officials including some State Departments;
Q1-12; JQ1-5; PR114-125 and just the 2008 Duck Stamps,
a very comprehensive and valuable collection, many better
individual items and better quality, better quality throughout
but there will be gthe occasional flaw or mounted in the incorrect spot, careful viewing definately worthwhile and a
breeze, generally Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

583

H/m
U.S., Substantial Collection (2//C148). Impressive 4 volume collection neatly presented on White Ace
pages in 4 binders; overflowing with stamps with lots od
value to be found; mostly used on the early issues, wit
mostly unused from 1890 on; the collection starts with a decent used 2 (pen cancel), some attractive 1851 imperfs, 12,
14-15, and 17; 1857 perfroated issues include 27 with/PSE
cert., 28-30, 32-33, and 36-39; 1861’s include 68-72; 1867
grills include 83, 85, 86-91, and 95-100; 1869 Pictorials
112-119 and 121; 129 Re-Issue (faulty); 1870 grilled Banknote issues 134-140, 141 with/PSE cert., 144; 145-55,
156-66, 182-91, and 205-18; 1894 small Banknotes
219-229 complete; 1893 Columbians 230-242; 1894 Bureaus 246-261A, 1895 Bureaus 264-277, and 1898 Bureaus (new colors) 279-84; 1898 Trans-Mississippis
285-91, 1901 Pan Americans 294-99, 1902-03 Regular issues 300-310; 323-27 and 328-30 complete, Washington
Franklins include 331-42 complete, some flat plate coils,

General Collections
581

H
U.S., Powerful Mint Collection including
Postage Dues, 1847-71. Housed in a single slim volume,
but jam-packed with punch! Every stamp is unused, or unused appearing. Listed as mounted and mostly accurate:
#1; 7-9; 11; 13-15; 18; 20-24; 26; 29-30A; 32-33; 35; 37-38;
63; 64b; 65; 67-71; 73; 76-77; 112-22; 145-155; 156-63;
165-66; 178-79; 182-91; 205; 206-11; 212-18; 219-29;
230-45; 246-60; 263; 264-78; 179-84; 285-93; 294-99;
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374-82 complete, 397-404 complete, 414-423 complete,
424-40 complete, a nice group of rotary press coils,
462-476 (no 467); 498-518 (no 505); some decent
1918-1920 offset and imperforate issues; 1922-25 Flat
plate issues complete 551-573; 1929 Kansas Nebraskas
658-79 complete, and 1939 Presidentisl complete 803-34;
Back of the book inlcude Airmail issues virtually complete
except for the Graf Zeppelins; plus there are some better
Airmail plate blocks including set of C20-C22 plates; there’s
a nice set of Shanghai overprints K1-18; a tremendous
holding with an enormous catalog value; the condition is a
bit mixed especially on the higher priced stamps; a valuable
collection well worth careful consideration (photo on web
site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
584

585

54

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Valuable Advanced Collection, 1847-1972. In two Lighthouse hingeless albums, beginning with lovely four margined examples of #1-2 (the #1
more desirable shade); then a group of 1¢ 1851’s; lovely 5¢
#12; three 10¢ #14-15; #17 light blue cancel (selection of
various #10s & 11s); 1857 issue displaying some of the
scarcer types #18; 20; 27-28; 29-30A; 35 including strip of
three; 36-38; plus extra 24¢ shades; 1861 issue complete
with additional shades and cancels of the various denominations (30¢ #71 x 5 for example); 1867 Grills represented
but not complete stopping at the 30¢ value; 1869 series
complete with a lovely 90¢ and extra 6¢, 10¢, 12¢ & 15¢ values; Banknote Grills include 1¢-7¢ with duplication; the rest
of the banknotes are represented with most values and
many extras- we noted five 90¢ values and many with
NYFM and other fancy cancels, Small Banknotes complete
as are the Columbians with the $3 unused, Small Bureaus
include $1-$5 values, Trans=miss with $1 with the lightest
purple cancel and a lovely $2, 1902 series to the $2, Washington Franklins and Commems nicely represented only a
few coils, from that point virtually complete including mint
#630 White Plains souvenir sheet, Airmails include a mint
set of Zeppelins, Special Deliveries, Postage Dues, Parcel
Posts with many, Shanghai China Set Complete Mint
alongwith other back-of-the-book and envelope cut
squares, as one can imagine a collection of this scope and
nature, will contain faults, stamps mounted in the wrong
space and other anomalies, but overall clean and useful
with quite a few “plums for the picking”, inspection will be a
breeze and rewarding, generally Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1960. In
three volumes on Lindner pages, starts off strong with a #1
right margin single, then a smattering of the 1851’s, better
1857s including four 5¢ including one used, 12¢-30¢,
1861s complete as regularly issued, 1867 grills missing
only a few with extras, 1869’s with one of the most gorgeous
jumbo margined 12¢ you might find and with a bright red
cancel, both types 15¢, two 30¢ values, Banknote Grills includes a 7¢, Banknotes from there complete as regularly issued a few are mint, small banknotes complete with many
values mint, Columbians mint to the $1, various mint and
used small bureaus including a $5, re-designed colors complete mint, Trans-Miss to 50¢ including some mint, Pan
Ams mint, 1902 series mint through 15¢ & $1, 50¢ & $5
used, 323-330 mint, 331-342 mint, additional Washington
Franklins including some genuine coils, 397-400 mint, a
lovely 414-421 set mint, plus many others, 551-573,
581-91, 599A, 630, Farlies, Prexies & Liberty issues com-
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plete, C1-6, F1, E5,E7-8, plus others, a lovely Parcel Post,
PP Dues all mint, nice Postage Dues - mostly used, couple
later officials & used Shanghai’s, nice Confederate States
with duplicates #1 mint and used, over 40 in total, plus some
possessions, a genuine collector collection that will be well
worth inspection, faults as one might expect but, generally
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
586

HH/H/m U.S., Balance of a Powerful Collection,
1851-1954. Scott National album, the 19th century loaded
with slightly off-quality better stamps and the 20th century
fairly complete mint; mint highlights include 35, 36, 39, 71,
73 (the last four no gum), 179, 209 plate no. pair, 209b no
gum, 217, 227-229, 240, 241 regummed, 244, 260,
Trans-Mississippis to 50¢, Pan-Americans & Panama-Pacifics complete, #414-439, 453 line pair, 460,
478-480, 500, 505, 573, 573a, Kans.-Nebr. complete,
C1-6, 65¢ & $2.60 Zepps, E1-6 and Q1-12; used include
#12, 14, 15, 18, 20, 36B, 37, 38, 70b, 95, 96, 100, 1321 (2),
191, 218, 276, 276A, 312 & five 832b. As stated earlier,
much (but by no means all) of the 19th century has condition problems, but the 20th century is generally F-VF with a
good number of NH to be found (though hidden in Crystal
Mount). This is a valuable lot that really should be seen to
be appreciated. Scott value is well in excess of $50,000.,
fresh and virtually perfectly centered; reperfed at top (photo
on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

587

H
U.S., Economized Highly Complete Collection, 1847-2002. Contained in three well-worn Scott National Albums, starts with and additinal highlights include
(used unless otherwise noted): #1-2; six 1¢ 1851s; #12;
four 10¢ 1851s; #17; seven 1¢ 1857s including better types;
#25; 28; 30A; five 10¢ 1857s; #36-38; 1861 issue complete
with duplicates; grills well-represented but not in the proper
spaces- still includes 10¢ x 3; 12¢ x 2; 15¢ x 3; 90¢; #112-22
1869 Issue complete; various banknotes, then interestingly, there are regularly issued stamps in the places of the
reprints and special printings, so another #1 and various
other 1857s, 1861s, 1869s, Banknotes; then #212-29;
Columbians through the $4 some unused such as the $1 (a
GEM!); and possibly the $4; from here on it is releatively
complete less the dollar values of the Small Bureaus, then
several pages of duplicates which is worthwhile;
Trans-Miss to the $1; 1902 to the $2; a really blued paper
set (bogus but cute); from there a high degree of completion
with later issues piling on the face value. Airmails include
C1-6, Mint C13 and C18 and from there complete; Special
Deliveries complete; Postage Dues missing only a few of
the higher ticket items; Officials include lovely 2¢ & 10¢ Agriculture unused; Interior, Treasury and War Depts complete with a nice showing of the other departmentals; a few
newspapers; Parcel Post & Due issues complete; over 50
different Ducks; Confederates include a #1, overall quality
is the problem with this lot; many higher values are defective and/or repaired, examination is a must and make sure
to check the identification as many items are mis-placed,
still a useful and valuable collection that will provide an
excellent value to the ardent viewer (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

588

H/m/) U.S., Early Stamp, Fancy Cancel and Cover
Collection, 1851-1904. An astounding group of mint and
used stamps and covers, mounted in four albums, on stock
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pages and loose, there are so many highlights we’ll just try
to give you a taste of what is available, mint includes 9, 24,
63S, 73P4, 232-237, 285-287, 289-290, 312, Kansas overprint set, used include top sheet margin 1 with four ample
margins, 2 with four margins tight at bottom, right and bottom sheet margin examples of 7, 12, 17, 120, covers include 7 with CT cancel, 9 tied by “Boston Paid” c.d.s., and
we haven’t even mentioned the fancy cancels of stamps
and covers, includes stars, Maltese Crosses, petals,
wedges, targets, Paid’s, there are some condition issues,
and one stock book has moisture issues on some duplicate
stock that does not affect the overall value, truly a unique
collection worth several times our low estimate, prepare
yourself with a meticulous examination, then bid, bid, bid,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
589

590

H
U.S., Mint Mouth-Watering Collection,
1851-1950s. Collector maintained collection with some
light duplication when he was upgrading, all on dealer sales
sheets and stock sheets, selected items for centering and
overall freshness and offered here intact, there are many
pretty little GEMS to select and remove, and many many
more that are very fine, a true conneiseurs grouping and includes mint: 24; 26; 30A; 65; 182; 185; 189; 191; 206; 207;
210; 212-14; 218; 219-25; 231-33; 235; 237-9; 264-70;
279-82C; 285; 287; 289-90; 294-99; 300-09; 312; 314
pairs; 319(4 shades); 320 pair; 327; 343-7; 343pair;
345-6pairs; 367-8; 370-3; 374-6; 378(2); 382; 383-4 pairs;
390line pair; 395; 401; 405-7; 408-9 various; 410-12pairs;
415-6; 418; 426; 428; 435a; 441pair and strip; 442; 448pair;
450; 452pair; 466; 470; 473; 481-4pairs; 494pair; 495strip;
496pair; 501; 513; 516; 536; 538; 548-50557; 560; 561;
567-71; 581-91; various items from this point through
692-701 with extra #701s; C1-6; C10a; C18(2); C21 plate
plus other C’s; some Q & QE’s; E1; E3; E12-3; F1(2); J3;
J16; some nice officials including proofs and specimens;
72S, 189SK; six private perf pairs or strips; a few revenue
proofs; CSA; locals including Wells Fargo; additional BOB
and possessions, if that’s not enough then there is a larger
stockbook containing sets: 331-41; 424-38; 498/517 (9¢
actually #415); 551-73; 658-679; 803-34 & coil pairs and
line pairs; 1030-53 and the next set with $5 Basset Moore;
#630; C7-9 Top plate blocks; additional airs plus Q1-12;
some Hawaii; M & M blocks and additional items, a real opportunity as qualit collections offered intact like this do not
come along often enough, plan to spend some time on this
one, it will not disappoint, generally Fine to Very Fine with
many better Very Fine and Choice Extremely Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
HH/H/m U.S., The One and Only Collection,
1847-1950. Hundreds of stamps and plate blocks mounted
on pages and in albums, the used is exceptional, starts with
four margin 1 & 2, 17, 70, 71, 112-117, 119, 121, 155, 218,
230-220, 285-293, O36 with red cancel, Q1-Q12, mint includes C1-C6, J1, O15-O19, O35, then a nice run of revenues with R50c, R62c, R66c, R84c, R86c, R95c, R105,
R113, R124, R140, R146, R224, stock book of mint blocks,
an album with mint singles 1927-1970, and much more, our
low estimate leaves plenty of meat on the table, check this
one out, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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591

H/m
U.S., Collection Mint & Used, 1851-1975. In
larger sized Yvert like album, highlights include used: 15;
28; 30; 38; 67; 68-71; 90¢ #72 unused with certificate;
112-17; 119; 121; various banknotes with 90¢ values present, 219-29; 230-41 (30¢ mint); $3 #243, unused with certificate; a smattering of small bureaus; 285-92 (4¢ & 8¢
mint); 300-312; 323-30; various commemoratives and regular issues from then forward, #832-24 mint; airmails C1-6
(a few mint); C18 mint; a handfull of other back-of-the-book,
quality not bad, obviously some faults, but intact as received, a nice collection with excellent potential, generally
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

592

H/m
U.S., Lexington Collection Singles Balance
(11/C46). Attractive collection balance housed in 2 old time
albums; with classics including (used unless noted): #7; 9;
30A; 38; 75; 87; 95-96; 137; 139; 141; 143 (appears unused); Unused :159; 178-9 (unused); 182; 185; 217; 258;
263 (disturbed o.g. with Cert); 357-8; these items mostly
with faults/flaws but facially attractive, decent 1920 commemoratives and some better Airmail stamps including two
C18’s and a few better modern issues; worth a look as the
quality is nice as the collector who assembled the Lexington
collection took the time and patience to select only nice
stamps, inspection will unlock the true value and will be a
breeze, generally Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

593

H/m/) U.S., Mostly Used Collection, 1847-1981. In
two Schaubek albums with a good number of desirable
stamps (used unless denoted) such as 1847 (1-2), 1857-61
(29, 30A & 35), 1861-66 (67-69, 77-78 & 100), 1869
(112-17, 119 & 121), 1865 5¢ newspaper stamp signed
Diena, followed by Special Delivery examples and banknotes, including 1894 (261-62). We also noted 1¢ postal envelope sent in 1905 to South New Guinea, 1¢ postal
envelope sent in 1895 to China, 1898 Trans-Mississippi
(285-93), 1901 (294-99), 1904 (323-27) & 1926 White
Plains sheet in mint condition, plus some parcel post & airmail stamps. This collection will not disappoint you, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

594

HH/H
U.S., Mint Collection, 1879-2000. A few hundred stamps mounted in two Minuteman Stamp Albums,
start with 183, 210, 211, 230-239, 294-299, 306, 308,
323-325, 328-330, useful Washington Franklins, 548-550,
551-573, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, Prexies complete,
Liberty Series complete, Prominent Americans complete,
C1-C6, C18, E6, with plenty of postage, much is NH, so inspection is encouraged, an outstanding opportunity that
should garner aggressive bidding!!! Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

595

m
U.S., 1847 Issue Group (1, 4). Four #1, includes four margin example with face free red cancel and
small thin, sound 3½ margin stamp with blue town cancel,
sound stamp just touching at right top with blue circular
grids, a four margin stamp tight at upper right with blue town
cancel and owner’s handstamp on reverse, and a used 4
with a pinpoint thin, excellent selection for both collector
and dealer alike. Scott value does not include #4, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $1,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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596

597

598

599

600

601

56

HH/H
U.S., Mint Line Pair and Booklet Pane Lot. A
true collection with most line pairs except the rarities, includes material such as mint Washington Franklin line
pairs, Prexie line pairs, 1922 series line pairs, Prexies complete never hinged, and mint booklet panes, some of the
better numbers include 448, 450, 452, 454, 457, 458, 487,
493, 495, 496, 497, some light duplication, may be some
identification issues, examination is welcomed, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
H/m
U.S., Collection of Mint & Used, 1861-1925. A
much better than normal collection mounted on pages,
better used includes 68 pair, 71, 75 with red cancel, 76, 78,
117, 239, better mint includes 189, 205, 206, 209, 214,
215-217, 226, 237, 285-290, 294-299, 326-327, 328-330,
and useful mint Washington Franklins, an exceptional opportunity for some easily saleable quality stamps, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m/) U.S., Mostly Used Collection, 1851-1956.
Presented in a Schaubek album with some duplication, and
with many better noted (used unless otherwise denoted),
including 1851-56 (7), 1861 (63 x2, 68, 73 x2), 1869
(112-17, 119 & 121), followed by Banknotes representation
and some postage dues, and then by 1893 Columbians
(230-40) and Bureau issues. We also noted 1901 (294-99),
1904 (323-27), Washington-Franklin issues and many sets
or part sets issued in the 20th Century, including airmails,
precancels, parcel post & special delivery examples. Two
1928 Graf Zeppelin first flight covers from Lakehurst to Germany; one 1933 Graf Zeppelin cover franked with two 50¢
“baby” zeppelin stamps; two 1936 Hindenburg first flight
covers from Lakehurst to Germany. Inspection advised to
truly appreciate, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1925-54.
Mounted in five albums and on pages, with plate blocks
such as 548, 549, 614,615, 617- 619, 646, 649-650, Washington Bicentennial complete, National Parks complete,
Prexies to the $1 with blocks of four of the $2 & $5, C9,
C25-C31, C46, J85, J86, J101, J104, a clean lot worthy of
your attention, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH
U.S., Premium Plate Block Collection. A meticulously purchased collection of VF+ plate blocks, fresh,
with gorgeous colors, includes 704-715, 734, 740-749, 752,
753, 756-765, 771, C18, C20, J88-J101, QE1-QE3, Army
Navy complete, and 3¢ purples until 1939 complete, a lot
that will garner plenty of attention, please inspect, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex Steven
Lewis. Scott $1,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m U.S., Valuable Collection on Homemade Album Pages, 1893-1979. Wonderful U.S. collection neatly
presented on album pages; collection begins with the 1893
Columbians, used 230-238; there’s some better 1895 Bureau issues, the 1898 Trans-Mississippi’s are used
285-291, a used set of the 1901 Pan Americans 294-299;
1902-03 Regular issue is complete to the 50¢, 323-330
complete sets in both mint and used; some choice Washington Franklins, 1922 flats are complete o.g to the 30¢ Buffalo, a fairly complete parallel mint and used collection to
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the 1940’s, Airmails includes mint C4-C5, used C2-C6,
there are some better Special Delivery issues and various
1909 Parcel Post Issues; overall a very desirable collection
with many better saleable stamps, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
602

HH/H
U.S., Meaty Mint Collection, 1922-2000. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in three
Scott albums, includes 551-573, 578-579, 581-591, 595,
599A, 634A, White Plains sheet, 658-679, Prexies complete, Liberty complete, Prominent Americans complete,
recalled Legends of the West sheet, Bugs Bunny imperf
sheet, plus a load of face value, it’s almost a heist, don’t let it
slip away, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

603

H/m/) U.S., Collection, 1847-1900. Hundreds of
stamps and covers mounted in three Scott albums, used #1
with red cancel, various Bank Notes, Columbians to the
50¢, Pan Am set used, Louisiana Purchase complete,
Jamestown complete, Pilgrim Tercentenary, Famous
Americans in singles, blocks and first day covers, Korpa error sheet, mint C18, special deliveries, postage dues,
postal stationery collection, and lots of mint postage, plenty
of useful material, however care should be taken in viewing
as there are many photocopies present, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

604

HH/H
U.S., Mint Collection, 1893-1970. In two Lighthouse albums with many better such as 1893 (230-31 &
233-35), 1898 (285), 1901 (294-95), 1902-03 (300-301,
304 & 308), 1904 (325, NH), 1907 (328-30, NH), 1908-09
(343-47, NH),1913 (398), 1914-15 (401, NH), 1917-19
(508-09 & 518, NH), 1920 (548-50, NH), 1924 (614-16,
NH), 1923 (571-72), plus other regular sets & part sets, including Presidentials. We also noted 1933 (C18, NH). A
very fine unit with good value, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$3,330 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

605

H/m/) U.S., Large Collection. In three albums, two
binders and four boxes, the best is a mint US collection
mounted in a Comprehensive World-Wide Stamp Album
that includes 247, 294-299, 300-309, 548-550, 551-572,
614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 692-701, Prexies complete,
Famous Americans complete, Liberty Series complete,
C1-C6, C18, with many NH, also includes some foreign not
counted, another album with mint and used US, including
J64 & J65 mint with singles and multiples, again with some
uncounted foreign, a U.N. collection, and mint postal stationery and first day cover, pull up a chair and have some fun!!!
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

606

HHa
U.S., Plate Blocks Collection. Mounted on
Minkus album pages, and housed in three binders, including 1898 (285), 1909 (370), 1920 (548-49), 1924 (614),
1926 (629), 1927 (643), 1928 (645), 1928 (649-50), 1930
(682), 1934 National Parks perforated & imperforate blocks
of six, plus C7-8 & C27-31. A good starter collection, o.g.,
never hinged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

607

H
U.S.,
Impressive
Collection
Balance
(11/RW73A). Handsomely presented in 3 White Ace albums with dust covers; highlights include some nice 1920’s
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issues including some Kansas Nebraska overprints, decent
Airmail issues including C18, and some impressive Duck
stamps, all collected with a keep eye towards centering,
ex-Steven Lewis (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
608

m
U.S., Used Collection, 1850s-1950s. In a
Schaubek album with some earlies, followed by Banknotes
representation, 1893 Columbians (230-38), 1898
Trans-Mississippi (285-90), 1901 (294-99), 1904 (323-27),
and then by Washington-Franklins representation. We also
noted special deliveries & airmails, plus many sets in the
modest range. An excellent opportunity for starting or to
breakdown, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

609

H/m/) U.S., Collection & Assortment. Former presented in Scott album with mint sets, part sets & singles issued in the 1920s-80s period, including regulars, airmails
and some duck stamps. Latter in three small boxes with
glassines filled with unchecked used stamps. We also
noted some U.S. covers sent domestically in the 1940s and
some British Commonwealth first day covers. A mixed bag
recommended for bargain hunters, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

610

H/m
U.S., Specialized Coil Stamps Collection
(348//C65). A spectacular specialized coil collection on
Scott National album pages; one of the most comprehensive studies of these fascinating stamps that we’ve offered
in quite some time; this collection begins with the early flat
plate series of the Washington Franklin issues, 348-355
which features singles, pairs, strips of 4, and even some
guide line strips/4, plus an incredible selection of paste-up
pairs - some with plate numbers on the paste up tabs; this
fabulous collection continues with the 1910-1912 flat plate
coils, 385-387, and 390-396, again - a spectacular section
of page after page of coil singles, pairs, some line pairs and
strips of 4, plus a fantastic group of plate number singles,
with the plate numbers on the paste-up tabs; then there’s a
premium selection of 410-413 with some really well centered stamps; the section of 1914-1915 coil issues include
some wonderful flat plate coils, 441-447 in interesting singles and multiples, and some really choice rotary press issues, 452/458 with many better pairs and interesting
multiples with coil leaders and trailers attached from the coil
roll; the Washington Franklin finish off with a handsome
group of 1917-1919 issues, 486/497 with many beautiful
singles and pairs to choose from; from here the collection
continues into the 4th Bureau Issue, a magnificent and interesting group of 1923-1925 coils 597/606, with many high
quality pairs and strips including a scarce 599A pair; then
there’s a handsome selection of 656 coils, and 721-723
coils, including line pairs, plate number pairs, and choice
mint strips; the 1938 Presidentials are well represented as
are the 1950’s Liberty series; Airmail issues include better
numbers such as C52 and C61 including desirable leader
strips; this great lot must have taken years to assemble, as
the collector wasn’t looking for just a single and a pair of
each issue - no, this collector wanted line strips, paste-up
pairs with plate numbers, and anything else pertaining to
the production of these interesting coil stamps; a few of the
early flat plate issues may be dubious, the vast majority of
this remarkable collection of select top quality examples;
well worth a long look, this collection will prove to be a
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treasure trove of interesting saleable stamps for any
collector or dealer (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
611

H/m/) U.S., Overrun Countries Collection, 1943-44
(909-921). An extensive collection of the Overrun Countries issue, with hundreds of singles, name blocks and first
day covers, six examples of the “Korpa” error in singles and
blocks of four and six, mint set of name blocks, set of four
corner blocks of four, set of top and bottom strips of ten,
blocks of twenty signed by the ambassadors of Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Norway, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Belgium, Greece, Yugoslavia and Denmark, and then a nice
selection of first day and commercial covers, truly a unique
opportunity, pull up a chair and peruse this gem, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

612

HH/H
U.S. Booklet, 1962, 5¢ Washington, a Positional and Plate Number Study (1213a), 1,100+ booklet
panes of 5 + label. Most with partial plate numbers, includes
200+ Slogan #1, 100+ Slogan #2 and 750+ Slogan #3, excellent lot for the specialist and no premium affixed to the
plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

613

m/)
U.S., Collection of Offset Issues (525/530).
Intriguing lot of singles, pairs, blocks and covers, include
nice lot of covers, with ad covers including illustrated, registered, better cancels, used in Puerto Rico, please investigate, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

614

HH
U.S., Booklet, 1939, 73¢, violet on pink cover
(BK101). 140 fresh, clean examples, and to make a little
better, the lot also includes 59 booklets of BK103, unchecked and a holding loaded for bear, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $100,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

615

H
U.S., Booklet Panes, Specialized Collection
(331a//C10a). Beautiful and valuable specialized booklet
pane collection including many better early pieces and a
boat load of face value in the more modern issues; a great
lot that starts off with select examples of 331a and 332a,
375a, 405b, 463a and C10a; a great lot that was meticulously assembled by a collector who gave great attention to
detail; worth a careful look as there are numerous better
booklet panes present (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

616

H
U.S., Collection of Mint Airmail Sheets
(C7//C46).
Includes #C7-9; C10(2); C24; C34-36;
C38;C42-44(2); C46, almost all facially attractive but with
foxing from improper storage; one #C10, C24 and C46
sheets are unaffected and clean, priced for these, examination will advise on the true value, otherwise fresh and Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

617

U.S., Reference Collection of Locals, Carriers, Provisionals and Sanitary Fair Stamps. Over 400
examples mounted on pages in a binder, with Brattleboro
and St Louis provisionals, Brooklyn, Albany, Springfield
and Stamford sanitary fair stamps, also includes S. Allan
Taylor fantasies Bouton Manhattan Express, Moody’s
Penny Post, Prince’s Letter Dispatch, Walton & Co City Ex-
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press Post, J.M. Chute, Florida Express Post, Bowery Post
Office, Hourly Express Post, Little Wanderer’s Aid Society,
Walker’s Penny Post, a beautiful collection and who knows
what may turn out to be genuine, plan on spending some
quality time with this winner, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
618

619

620

621

622

623

58

U.S., Locals/Carriers Forgeries or Reprints
Collection. In a three-ring binder, including American Express; Barr’s Penny Dispatch; Briggs Despatch; Brainard &
Co.; Boyce City Express; Broadway Post Office; Brady &
Co.; D.O. Blood & Co.; Boyd’s City Express; Brooklyn City
Express; Robinson & Co.; Teese & Co.; Wells, Fargo & Co.,
plus many other that deserve your attention. Excellent reference material, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Local Reference Collection. 220+ locals
for reference purposes, includes a few S. Allan Taylor fantasies, Lincoln Subscription stamps, a few genuine may
have snuck in, a nice lot that will provide a few evenings of
fun, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
HH/H
U.S., Booklet Panes, Reconstructed Plates
Collection, 1914-23. Album with reconstructed plates, includes sixty 424d panes, sixty 498e panes, fifty nine 552a
panes, and sixty 554c panes, each mounted on an exhibition page with illustrated pane position on plates, professionally assembled, a collection that would be next to
impossible to duplicate, if you are a booklet specialist do not
let this one get away, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
U.S., Revenues, Impressive Specialized Collection (R1//RV30). Marvelous and meticulously assembled revenue specialized collection; loaded with everything
from 1st issue revenues to motor vehicle tax stamps; this
overflowing collection starts with an excellent selection of
1st issue revenues, missing the more expensive items;
there’s a nice group of 2nd and 3rd issue revenues, plus an
impressive group of Documentary stamps; there’s a nice
group of Proprietary stamps, future delivery, stock transfer,
beer stamps, wine stamps, playing cards, silver tax, potato
stamps, narcotic tax stamps, consular services, customs
fee, private die match and medicine stamps, playing cards,
and motor vehicle use stamps; this impressive collection
would be a great fir for any dealer or even collector looking
for further expansion; well worth carely consideration
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
HH/H/m U.S., Revenue Colection, 1862-1958. A few
hundred stamps mounted on pages, better includes R76c,
R77c, R83c, R86c, R87c, many mint NH documentary
stamps from 1951-1954, with R679-R683 with receipt tabs,
1940-1950 stock transfer stamps with imperf singles of
RD80-RD84, and finally a group of 1944 silver tax stamps
up to RG122, all NH, only a handful of cut cancels or condition issues, a great chance to restock this material or to begin collecting this popular area, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
m
U.S., Blackjacks Used as Revenues. Fourteen documents with blackjacks used as revenues, includes railroad pay receipt, three singles on estate
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receipt,five used on bank checks including one illustrated,
and one on a receipt with a R6 attached, possibly at a later
date, difficult to find this many in one lot, inspection invited,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
624

HH/H
U.S., State Duck Stamp Collection. Enormous state duck lot, hundreds of ducks mounted in a Scott
Specialty album, includes many better with a couple of Governor’s Editions, great value at our estimate, a golden opportunity for the savvy bidder, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$10,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

625

HH
U.S., Duck Stamp Accumulation. Includes
plate blocks RW60, RW61, RW65, RW66, RW74, plus
plenty of Junior Duck Stamps with blocks of six of JDS9,
JDS12, JDS14, JDS15, JDS16, JDS17, JDS18, and a full
sheet JDS10, huge potential for the intrepid bidder, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

626

H
U.S., Duck Hunting Stamps, Complete Mint,
1934-2000 (RW1-RW67A). Regularly issued singles complete, lightly hinged to Scott albums pages, selected quality
and freshness, examination a breeze, generally Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

627

H/m
U.S., Duck Stamp Collection (RW1-78). Impressive federal duck stamp collection on White Ace pages
in a single binder, mostly used up to about 1968, with a
large amount of face value present on the more modern issues, includes a few Junior duck stamps. Scott $2,879
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

628

m
U.S., Duck Stamps Assortment, 1934-77. Approximately 82 used stamps on stock sheets, including
RW1, RW2 x2, RW4-5, RW6 x4, RW22 x2, RW24, and
many other signed on the front in order for it to be valid. We
also noted RW30 NH. A nice lot for a collector interested in
this kind of material, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

629

H
U.S., Christmas Seals Assortment. Unusual
holding with several rarely seen items, including some
seals issued in the 1907-15 period (Scott WX2, 4-7, 10, 13
& 15); Santa Claus seal issued probably in the 19th Century
and accompanied with 1963 Linn’s article, plus rare group
of proofs: 1913 (WX11) two imperforate plate proofs of 10
(one with black vignette, other green), imperforate plate
block of four corresponding to type III, imperforate plate
proof pair, perforated block of four and single, latter with
“Specimen” overprint. We also noted 1930 booklet with
twenty panes (WX55d) and 1920 window envelope with
seal printed on reverse. Great lot for the specialist, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

630

H/m
U.S.,
Back-Of-The-Book
Collection
(E1//OXF1). Impressive collection presented on White Ace
pages in a single binder; includes nice selections of Special
Delivery issues, Postage Dues, Officials, Newspaper
stamps, Parcel Post issues, and even telegraph stamps;
plenty of value here; expection recommended as there’s
nearly $6000 is catalog value present (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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631

632

633

634

635

H/m
U.S., Extensive Precancel Collection. An
oldtime holding running into well over a thousand stamps,
and a last minute entry, organised by town type and denomination. Virtually all the focus is on the issues from 1894 to
1910, particularly among the many hundreds of stamps
here that are neatly organised and written up, as far as we
can see, all one of a kind. This is definitetly a superior
precancel collection of this era, from the good old days.
Precancel collectors and dealers, do not miss this
oppportunity to buy an important old fashioned collection,
offered intact as received, no doubt rarities present, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H
U.S., Tasty Back-of-the-Book Collection. A
very well presented gallery of back-of-the-book material,
with International Reply Coupons, Post Office Seals, Telegraph Stamps, special tax stamps for opium dispensing
1948-1966, Christmas Seals and a small group of postal
cards, for you back of the book-back of the book aficionados, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Mostly Revenues
and Cut Squares, 1862-1980. In a Scott National Album,
many first issue revenues: imperf, part-perf and perforated,
beware of the placement as many are not what they appear
to be, a few second and third issues and then later including
documentaries (including some higher values) and then
proprietaries, future deliveries, stock transfers, telegraphs
& wines, then a decent envelope cut square section with
postal cards, and then- to top it all off- a United Nations collection, definitely requires a look as one will need to determine the genuiness of the early revenues (perf and part
perf), but will prove useful and worthwhile, a fair amount of
catalog value and an excellent internet sellers lot, with
some faults, generally Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H/m U.S., Back of the Book and Even Further. All
sorts of revenues, labels and cinderellas make up the bulk
of this holding, a lot that may need some research, better
items include uncut sheet of cigarette pack tax stamps,
book of manufacturer of cigars special tax stamps, various
Exposition labels, Trenton railroad ticket, pair R142P4,
group of mint battleships, cotton order tax stamps, various
state revenues, state ducks, page of official seals, better
revenues such as R77c, R84c, cut cancels on R103, R105,
R110, R114, R116, and R143, R183, two pages of weights
and measures seals, a tobacco box label, and lastly a group
of counter pagers with R123, R124, R145, and RE58 with
tablet, should bring a smile to the lucky winner’s face, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
HH/H/m U.S., Back-of-the-Book and Farley Collections. Hundreds of stamps mounted in three albums, the
first has BO B with an excellent cut square collection, with
VF examples that include U64-U65, U71-U73, U88, U93,
U95, U346-U347 full corners, then a diverse revenue collection, with R1a, R19a, R41a, R50a, useful part perfs,
R77c, R79c, R80c, R86c, R90c, R98c, R101c, many with
handstamp cancels, R108, R113, R114, R136, nice runs of
reds and greens, good wines, silver tax, complete mint potato tax, complete used customs fee, mint motor vehicle
stamps, and much more, then there are two albums of
Farley issues, with center line blocks cross gutter blocks,
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and plate blocks, if there is one lot you are going to view,
make it this one, guranteed to WOW, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
636

HH
U.S., 1920s to Modern, Errors Freaks & Oddities Collection. About 80 items, includes misperfs (22
items including many pairs and blocks); a striking 2c #499
large (4mm) paper fold in a strip of three, a few color shifts,
the vast majority of the value is in imperf and imperf between coil pairs, mostly o.g., never hinged, deep rich
shade, pleasing example of this difficult issue; perf faults,
generally Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

637

H
U.S., Mostly Mint Collections, 1960s-2010. In
twelve Lindner or Lighthouse hingeless albums, virtually
complete for the period and with extensive coverage and includes all high-values for the period. Quite a compilation
with huge face-value, includes Legends of the West souvenir sheet in folder plus several of the Imperf Bugs Bunny,
Roadrunner, Daffy Duck and Tweety Bird, intact as received and it would be worthwhile to spend some time reviewing as there is a ton of face value plus the often
overlooked premium modern issues, the empty albums
probably sell for more than our estimate, generally Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

638

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Stock in APS Approval
Booklets. Twelve booklets with singles, blocks and plate
blocks, better mint singles include 9, 146, 148, 158, 232,
237, 239, 252 imprint and plate number strip of three, 256,
285 plate number single, 286 (x4), 290, 294 imprint and
plate number pair, 298, and many other mint & used
stamps, condition is mixed, examination urged, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. Assortments
639

HH/H
U.S., Mint Assortment. Fresh selection on
stock pages, with many coils, includes 343-347, 348-355,
385-387, 390-391, 392-396 singles and pairs, 397-400A,
405-409, 424-437, 548-550 NH, 581-591 NH, great colors,
coils need to be expertized, a sound group worthy of an aggressive bid, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $5,300 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

640

H/m/) U.S., Misc. Assortment. Wonderful group of
mostly mint material, includes (mint unless noted) 323-327,
block of four 426 with pink back, 611 plate block, set of plate
blocks 832-834 and two sets of center line blocks for
832-834,C10 side plate block, C18 block of four with plate
number, RW4 (x2), and a block of ten Cincinnati precancels
with one “Oiho” error, fresh clean material, don’t let this one
get away, o.g., hinged or many never hinged, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

641

HH
U.S., Better Full Sheet Selection, 1925-86.
Exceptional group of full sheets, includes 620, 635, 639,
648, 684, 685, 696, 697, RW40 (x2), RW53 (x3), fresh
clean lot, Brrokman value does not include duck stamps
which catalog 2339.00, rare opportunity to acquire this
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United States: U.S. Assortments
many premium sheets, inspection invited, Fine to Very
Fine. Brookman $6,495 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
642

643

644

645

646

647

60

HH/H
U.S., EFO Assortment. Nice range of various
varieties, includes 901a block of four, 1035 misperfed, 1035
miscut gutter block of four, 1036a miscut pane, 1034Cd
imperf pair with 1987 APS cert, 1338Fi imperf block of four,
1483c se-tenant pair missing black litho, 1596b zip block of
four missing yellow, 1615b imperf pair, and many more
misperfs, foldovers and imperfs, a fabulous chance to acquire a large lot of these items, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H
U.S., Better Mint Selection, 1887-1932. Gorgeous selection of mint U.S. material, includes 214, 232,
234, 235, 240-241, 292, 296 block of six with plate number
and part imprint, 537 plate block of six, 572, Washington Bicentennial plate blocks, C18, beautiful eye popping color,
however there are some condition issues so close inspection is urged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
U.S., Mostly Used Assortment. Mounted in
stock sheets, including (used unless denoted) 1847 (1),
1857-61 (33), 1859 (36B), 1861 (69), 1863 (76 x2), 1869
(113 & 117), 1870-71 (149 & 151-52), 1873 (161 x2, unused, no gum), 1873 (165), 1888 (217, horizontal pair & single), 1890-93 (228, mint), 1893 (240 x2, mint & used), 1902
(307, mint) 1913 (401, NH), plus 1885 (E1 mint), JQ1-5, K2
& K5. We also noted 620-21 blocks of four in used condition, and C10a booklet pane of three. Condition is mixed on
some but overall F-VF. There is undoubtedly potential here
for dealers or collectors, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
m
U.S., Officials Used Assortment. In small
stock book, including 1873 Agriculture (O2, O3 x3 & O4),
1873 Executive (O10, plus O11S, O13S & O14S with
“Specimen” overprints); 1873 Postoffice (O47 x3, O48 x3,
O49 x5, O50 x4 & O52-55); 1873 State (O58-61 & O64);
1873 Navy (O36 x2, O37 x3, O38 x3, O40, O41 & O44),
plus Interior, Treasury & War examples mostly on soft porous paper. Inspection advised, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Assortment. Better noted in
stock pages and some loose album pages, including 1918
(C1-3, mint, plus C2-3, used), 1924 (614-16, plate blocks of
6), 1926-27 (C7-9, plate blocks of 6), 1928 (646, plate
block), 1928 Special Handling (QE1-2, plate blocks of 6),
plus several Washington 1¢ green & 2¢ red booklet panes
of six. We also noted an attractive section with Farley issues (singles, plate blocks of six & arrow blocks of four, including two cross gutter blocks of four signed by James A.
Farley) mounted on pages. There is also a stock book and
several album pages with regulars and airmails in the modest range. Examine closely as there are numerous better
items, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
HH/H/m U.S., Better Mint & Used Holding. Hundreds
of stamps in seven albums, includes mint 2¢ Reds, Washington Bicentennials, 617-619, 620-621, Prexies complete,

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Famous Americans complete, C1-C2, C18, Q3, Q5-Q6,
used Pan Americans complete, 323-327, 328-330, Pan Pacific, C1, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
648

H/m
U.S., Small 19th Century Assortment. About
40 stamps including unused #24, 26, 30, 77, 78, 190 & 227,
but condition is very mixed and should be inspected. Scott
$6,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

649

HH/H
U.S., Plate Number Booklet Panes, 1938-64.
120+ booklet panes with partial plate numbers, includes
634d (x15), 807a (x34), 1035a (x23), 1036a (x41), and
1231a1 (x7), offered intact as received, unchecked for
better plate numbers, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

650

m/)
U.S., Used Assortment, 1860s-1890s. In four
presentation cards with duplication, including 1861 (63 x5,
68 x6 & 70 x5 & 72); 1863 (76 x8); 1866 (77, imperforate
proof); 1869 (114 x12; 115 x3 & 116 x5); followed by a group
of large banknotes, and then by some Newspaper stamps,
including 5¢ dull blue signed by Brettl BPP & A. Brun. We
also noted Baltimore & New York carrier stamps; Confederate examples such as 1863 (8 x3), plus 1839 stampless
folded letter with Littleton circular datestamp; 1895 registered cover with 5¢ & 8¢ bureau stamps & 1860 cover fragment with 3¢ strip of three (26) tied by Tarrant, Texas
circular datestamps. Condition is a little mixed on some but
many F-VF, worth checking out, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

651

H/m
U.S., Old-time Assortment, 1860s-1970s.
Mostly used stamps housed in one volume from 1850s onwards, with early denominations to 24¢, hundreds of other
values 19th century with Columbians in quantity to the 10¢,
followed by a good range of turn of century definitives with
hundreds of Washington/Franklin heads. Well filled to the
back of the book with dozens of parcel posts and other. No
doubt gigantic catalog value, as well as huge potential when
worked on, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

652

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Selection, 1851-1910.
Small but powerful lot, used includes 7, 29, group of 1857
10¢, mint includes 228 (x2), 323-325, group of private die
proprietary stamps, and a series of trial color proofs for the
Philadelphia Sanitary Fair stamp, condition is mixed, examination is urgently suggested, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

653

H/m
U.S., Official Cut Squares Assortment,
1873-1988. Comprising UO1 x2, UO2 x2, UO4, UO5 x2,
UO7 x2, UO9, UO12, UO14 x2, UO15, UO16, UO17,
UO20, UO31, UO36, UO53 x3, UO54 x3, UO55-57, UO62,
UO70 x2 & UO72 x4 in used condition; plus UO73-78 in
mint condition, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $530 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200

654

ma
U.S., Assortment of Multiples, 1898-1903
(288,304,309), comprising 298, block of 4; 304, block of six
& 309, block of nine, plus five Banknotes or Bureau stamps
tied on advertising cut squares, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$212 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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shades, negative number & letter cancels, patent cancels,
positions (183), and 182 examples of 5 cent Garfield, unpicked (205), please plan on some quality time here, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $8,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S. Accumulations
655

656

HH/H
U.S., 1943-44, Overrun Countries complete,
Massive Promoters Holding (909-921). Full panes of 50,
909 (60); 910 (9); 911 (16); 912 (5); 913 (599); 914 (5); 915
(6); 916 (10); 918 (10); 919 (169); 920 (6); 921 (324) a total
of 60,950 stamps, face value alone is over $3,000.00, o.g.,
never hinged, unchecked for reversed/inverted flags or
quality for grading, mostly Very Fine. Brookman $27,594
(photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
HH/H
U.S., Mint Holding of a Few Items in Quantity, 1887-1904. Fresh old time stock of a few useful numbers, includes: 213 (44 NH); 230 (100 NH 60 OG); 231 (159
NH - 41 toned slightly, two large blocks plus some singles);
286 (75 NH); 294(9 NH); 295 (47 NH); 323 (7 NH); 324 (3
NH); from very good to very fine, many f ine or fine to very
fine, useful many in multiples, some small faults or a few
with gum creases, there are a few hundred faulty examples
included but not counted, but of an overall fresh and clean
quality and a useful group- you may be surprised at the
quality, examination can yield results on ths one, catalog in
Scott around $25,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

657

HH/H
U.S., Plate Block #530 Accumulation, 186
mint plate blocks, many with different plate numbers and or
positions, total Scott catalog value is over $6,000.00 without NH premium, a golden opportunity that won’t knock
again, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

658

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation. In several
albums and three-ring binders, including three Scott albums with several better such (mint unless denoted) as
1847 (1, used), 1918-23 (C1-6), 1927 (C10a, booklet pane
of 3), 1933 (C18), plus Canal Zone 1926-27 (97-99),
1927-31 (100-104), 1939 (120-135), plus C1-3 and used air
post officials; Philippines 1899 (213-18), 1901 (220-22),
1903-04 (226-28), plus 1928 (C18-28), 1933 (C36-45, singles & blocks of four) & 1901 (E1). There is also a good
amount of face value ready to be used as postage, including several high face value stamps and booklets. Good
value for the diligent viewer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

659

660

661

m
U.S., Used Duck Accumulation, 1934-84. A
few hundred used ducks housed in glassines, includes
RW1 (x5), RW2(x14), RW5, the balance is from RW40 to
RW51, with moderate duplication, a fairly clean lot that will
provide hours of fun for the lucky winner, Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $6,400 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H
U.S., Mint Imperf Holding, 1912-35. A few
hundred singles, pairs, blocks, arrow blocks, and gutter
blocks residing in a stock book, includes 408, 409, 482,
483, 531, 532, 534, 575, 576, 577, as well as many Farleys,
a few private perfs and a few coil pairs, enormous potential
for the Washington Franklin specialist, a thorough review is
suggested, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

662

H/m/) U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation. Three binders with commercial covers, used postal envelopes, dedication covers and first days sent or postmarked in the
1870s-1970s period, including some prexies; extra binder
with bank checks with revenue stamps, receipts and some
unchecked agreements; cigar box with used picture postcards, including some leather cards; three liberty stamp albums by Harris with some stamps issued in the 1940s;
scrap book with a fair number of covers sent from France to
Dayton, Ohio in the 1939-41 period, plus several USPS
books issued in relation to the U.S. stamps commemorating
the bicentnnial. We also noted a collection mounted on
White Ace album pages with some nice airmails that deserve your attention. Careful review should reward the audacious dealer, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

663

H/m/) U.S., Philatelic Wonderland. Several hundred
stamps and covers presented in twenty five binders and
loose, a quick look reveals mostly modestly priced material,
a nice range of covers, and a few hundred dollars in face,
should be perfect for the internet dealer, set aside sufficient
time to uncover the true value of this lot, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

664

H/m/) U.S., Small Miscellaneous Balance. About 30
items, the bulk of which are 3¢ 1861-67s including a “pink”
(64) on cover and a used C. grill (83), plus an unused 6LB5
and an unused 143L3 Wells Fargo with PF certificate, all of
which suffer from one or more condition problems; still
worth a look.
Estimate $500 - 750

665

H/m/) U.S., Thrill a Minute Accumulation. Fascinating lot in large box, hundreds of stamps and covers, covers
include stampless with contents, possible 1860 TN
precancel on cover, and a cover from Tientsin China addressed to President Hoover, box of mint singles and plate
block, 1912-1960, box of mint and used postal stationery
with better mint postal cards UX6, UX10, UX15, cigar box of
transportation coils and strips, cigar box of booklet panes
and complete booklets including air mails and Canal Zone,
group of first day covers with a lot of Crosby cachets, a surprise with each item, viewing strongly urged, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

666

H/m/) U.S., Stamp Retailer’s Dream. Several hundred stamps, plate blocks, covers and full sheets, in binders
and loose, lots of moderately priced material, but one
binder has some nice mint stamps such as 294-298,
323-324, 326-327, 328-330, 369, 397-400, Prexies complete, all fresh and attractive, plus approximately 400.00 in
face, a bargain that can easily be yours, please examine,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

667

HH/H
U.S., Mint Coil Accumulation, 1912-66, a few
hundred singles, pairs, line pairs and strips in a stock book,
Washington Franklins need identification, quite a few 1922

m
U.S., Large Group of Bank Notes. A wonderful lot for the specialist, includes appox. 1500+ stamps, cancels, shades, positions, of 1¢ (156, 182, 206), 600+ stamps,
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United States: U.S. Face Value Accumulations
flat plates, Prexies, probably a few sleepers, an intriguing
lot is view, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
668

m
U.S., Packet Makers Dream, 1860s-1970s.
Over 50,000 used commemoratives in Scott numbered
glassines, including some regular issues, and well organized for the most part. Worth viewing to fully appreciate the
opportunity afforded here, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

669

HH/H
U.S., Postage Due Accumulation, 1879-1978.
If you are interested in being king of postage dues, here’s
your chance, used postage dues in sheets and part sheets,
cancelled, precancelled, also a stock book of mint and used
dues from 1879 to 1978, and finally a stock book of used
from 1851-1913, plenty of items that will gold up as lots on
the internet, take a look!!! Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

670

H
U.S., Small Mint Accumulation, 1920s-30s.
About 20 large blocks or plate blocks (blocks of 10-30
stamps) between #530//687 & C7-9//C21-22 and including
two slightly trimmed White Plains souvenir sheets; blocks
are hinged at the top, but often the plate blocks are NH. A
nice clean, F-VF lot. Scott $2,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

671

P
U.S., Accumulation of 2 Different Plate
Proofs on Card (205P4, 244P4). 34 singles of the 5¢, and
a block of four of the 12¢, fresh as the day they were printed,
without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $785 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

672

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Better Accumulation
1857-1960, approximately 1,000 stamps in a stock book,
mostly inexpensive material but it does include better such
as unused 24, mint O17, mint block of four O16, used 115,
116, 117, 2 sets of Pan Americans plus extras, various
fancy cancels, Parcel Posts, some mixed condition,
enough sale able material present to make this a profitable
bid, sit down and have a look, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

673

HH
U.S., Press Sheet Accumulation. Grouping of
18 press sheets, includes Legends of the West (#2869),
Marilyn Monroe (#2967), Civil War (#2975), Comic Strip
(#3000), Atlanta Oympics (#3068), James Dean (#3082),
Aircaraft (#3142), Humphrey Bogart (#3152), Alexander
Calder (#3198-3202), Cinco de Mayo (#3203), Space Exploration (#3410) x2, Early TV Memories (#4414), Chinese
New Year (#4435), and Major League All Stars
(#4694-4697), all in their original shipping tube or mailer, inspection urged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

674

H
U.S., Nice Mint Accumulation. Housed in a
pair of White Ace binders, including 1938-1950 plate
blocks, airmail singles, Transports, Overrun Countries,
good blocks of 4, face value material, etc. Useful mix, F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $200 - 300

675

HH/H
U.S., Balance of Consignment. Accumulation
apparently thrown together at the last minute, includes
three recalled Legends of the West sheets with folders, box

62

of mint U.S. postal stationery, picture postcard collection,
box of cut postmarks, box of U.S. and foreign first day covers, and box of miscellaneous, worth it just for the recalled
sheets, win this lot and have some amusement, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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676

HH
U.S., Magnificent Better Value Face Lot.
Huge lot of singles, coils, plate blocks, booklets, souvenir
sheets and full sheets, 90% in values of 29¢ to forever
stamps, made up in $200.00 packets, the ultimate way to
curb those nasty postage costs, moderate duplication, we
invite you to make a careful inspection armed with your calculator, mostly Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

677

HH
U.S., High Value Face Lot. A unique opportunity to obtain $1.00 to $18.30 values in one lot, includes singles, coils, plate blocks, souvenir sheets and full sheets of
these values, many better items present, light useful duplication, don’t allow this one to get by you, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

678

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Plus Bonus Lot. Thousands
of stamps, plate blocks, souvenir sheets and full sheets filling six large cartons, much of the bulk are 3¢ plate blocks,
but includes individual values up to $11.75, with large
amounts of 20¢ and greater values, includes items such as
Farleys, National Parks, Famous Americans, Overrun
Countries including full sheets, an imperf Bugs Bunny
sheet, and much more, should provide welcome relief from
rising postage costs an offer a chance to pick up some
stock, inspection strongly recommended, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

679

HH/H
U.S., Large Face Value Lot. Huge face lot in
singles, strips, booklets and coils, mainly loose in a carton,
mostly better values, 25¢ to $14.00, total face value in excess of $4,000.00, get a hold on your rising postage costs
now, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

680

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot. An enormous holding in
14 albums/ binders, plus a fair number of album pages, includes plate blocks & sheets with total face value approx.
$3,870. We noted most values in the 10¢ to 32¢ range Take
advantage of the opportunity afforded here, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

681

HH/H
U.S., Plate Block Face Value Lot Plus,
1940-2008. Desirable face value lot, all plate blocks, booklets and souvenir sheets, values from 3¢ to $14.00, with
some better such as Famous Americans complete, Overrun Countries complete, and more, mounted in fourteen albums,total face $3,300.00, a face lot not to be missed, Very
Fine, ex Steven Lewis (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

682

HH/H
U.S., Plate & Inscription Block Face Value
Lot. Excellent face lot of mostly blocks, a few 3¢ and 4¢, but
the majority 15¢ up to $5.00 values, most housed in fifteen
Scott albums or White Ace binders, the bulk is common but
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there are a few better items to be unearthed, a chance to acquire inexpensive postage, please review, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
683

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot. Excellent lot with plenty
of high value material, coils, booklets, plate blocks and souvenir sheets, values range from 3¢ to $14.00, but is mostly
made up of 20¢ and up, total face is $2,400.00, don’t let this
one get away, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

stroyed for postal use) or to mail with, either way its a sure
bet, Face Value exceeds $1,550.00, generally Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
691

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot. Face lot of singles, booklets and souvenir sheets, with values from 3¢ to $14.00, total face is approximately $1,200.00, clean lot, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

692

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot. Messily presented, but
with almost all 20¢ and higher values up to $9.95, includes
sheets, souvenir sheets, booklets and singles, includes
complete sheet of 20 $5 Bret Harte, some moisture issues
in one binder, but overall fresh, with a binder of mint 1959
postage dues up to the $1 value, total face is $1,300.00,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

684

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot. Two boxes full of binders
and sheet files, with blocks, plate number blocks and full
sheets, mostly 3¢-20¢ values, fresh and clean, a few better
plate blocks and sheets present, total face 2,300.00+, great
opportunity to alleviate your postage costs, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

685

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot. Nice lot with values from
3¢ to $9.95, but with majority in the 10¢ to 32¢ range, with
singles, blocks, plate blocks and souvenir sheets, total face
$2,300.00, win this lot and get a handle on your postage
costs, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

693

HH/H
U.S., Face Lot Plus. Face lot made up primarily
of blocks of four, plate blocks and full sheets, plate blocks
and sheets include many 3¢ purples and airmails with values up to 40¢, quite a few blocks of CE1 & CE2, beat back
those postal costs once and for all, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

686

H/m/) U.S., Face Value Plus. Thousands of stamps
in singles, blocks, strips, plate blocks and sheets, mounted
in six Scott albums, values 6¢-$5.00, with Liberty Series
complete, Prominent Americans complete, with many first
day and event covers, excellent opportunity to save money
and obtain stock, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

694

HH/H
U.S., Face Lot with Lots of Extras. Includes
six sheet files of mostly 3¢ to 5¢ values, eight albums or
stock books with various issues and better material, glassines of plate blocks, some mint postal stationery, there are
some moisture issues present, but at our low estimate the
potential is huge, a great way to ease postal costs and enjoy
the hunt for some better items, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

687

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot with Bonus. Another in
our long line of face lots with better material, we present
over a hundred or so of plate blocks and sheets housed in
four albums and three binders, better include 636, 660, 646
(x2), 649-650,654, 655, 713, Famous Americans complete,
C8, C25-C31, with plenty of high value in the 20¢ to 50¢
range, relieve your postal costs and pick up some stock at
the same time, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

695

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot. In eleven well-filled
three-ring binders with plate blocks and singles issued in
the 1940s-2000s period, and with a face value approx.
$988. Recommended as one of the 101 ways to save
money on your direct mail! Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

696

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot. In albums, stock books
and glassines, includes singles, plate blocks, souvenir
sheets and full sheets, 3¢ to 50¢ values, total face
$1,100.00, bid and alleviate those nagging postal costs,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

697

H
U.S., Airmail Sheets & Plate Blocks. In varying quatities; one volume of over 40 sheets with little or no
duplication, includes #C32 (printers flaw-overinked)
through #C131, with some gaps (Face of Sheets over
$500); two volumes of plate blocks (Face over $425) in
varying quantities from one to sixty-four; #C26//C131,
noted 32 of #C36, improper storage has a few of the plates
stuck or tacked down, but most looked ok, likewise some
foxing on the sheets but negligible, Total Face Value Exceeds $ 925.00, nice retail value for re-sale or promotion,
otherwise Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

698

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot. In three binders and
plastic envelope with total face value approximately. $465.
We noted a fair number of stamps in the10¢ to 22¢ range.
We also noted an innumerable amount of glassines and

688

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot. Better than average face
lot, with sheets, souvenir sheets and booklets, mostly 29¢
and up values, total face $1,500.00, clean lot than should
help fight the rising postal costs, please inspect, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

689

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot with Bonus, 1940-2009.
Extravagant face lot of singles, booklets, souvenur sheets
and mini sheets, value from 3¢ to $14.00, with many extras
including Liberty Series complete with and extra matched
set of #1053 plate blocks, C25-C31 with singles and plate
blocks, C46 plate block, and many other better items, total
face $2,000.00, an inexpensive opportunity to acquire postage and score a few pieces for inventory, Very Fine, ex Steven Lewis (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

690

H
U.S., Mint Sheets & Plate Blocks of High Values. Includes sheets of express mail $8.75; $9.95; $10.75;
$14; priority mail sheets of $2.90; $3.20, plus plate blocks
including $1 airlift; 20c Balloons (regular blocks); some
Special Deliveries; $8.75; $9.95; $10.75; $11.75; $14;
$2.90; $3.00; $3.20, excellent group for either re-sale (as
many of these higher value sheets have already been de-
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presentation packs with unchecked worldwide stamps, including some better such as Gambia 1948 (146-47), Hong
Kong (185-92, 194 & 196-97), Nigeria 1948 (73-74), Singapore 1948 (21-22). Recommended for dealer, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
699

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Plus Lot. Two cartons filled
with stamps, souvenir sheets and full sheets, first box has
dozens of UPSS sales packets with values to 41¢, cigar box
stuffed with glassines, souvenir cards, second box has two
red file boxes with better material including CE1 and CE2
singles and blocks, with values 3¢-10¢, stock book of 3¢-5¢
commemoratives, lot of commemorative panels, group of
well done engravings of presidents and Washington DC
views, sweet little group to abate your postage costs and
come up with some stock, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

700

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot. Small lot including singles, blocks and some sheets with total face value approx.
$575. We noted many values in the 10¢ to 37¢ range., Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

701

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1980-2000. Small face
lot with values from 3¢ to 43¢, singles, blocks and souvenir
sheets, total face over $450.00, save on postage and trips
to the post office, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

overall a nice lot which would be well suited for re-sale online or inventory of these ever popular and often promoted
issues, please take a look, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
705

HH/H/m U.S., Mostly Mint Dealer Stock, 1904-53.
Over 500 stamp singles, pairs, blocks and plate number
blocks residing in a small stock book, with many better mint
items, includes 330 (x4 with three VF), 369, 400, 548-550,
614-616 (x2), 617-619 (x7), 620-621 (x2), singles 832-834
(x3), 832 plate block (x7), 833 plate block, 834 plate block,
C1, C3 (x2), C5, C6, C18, Q6, plus a few possessions, a
fresh clean stock that will please the fussiest dealer or collector, inspection encouraged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

706

HH
U.S., Modern Complete Coil Dealer Stock.
75+ complete coil rolls, with values 21¢ to 39¢, offered intact and unchecked for errors or plate numbers, don’t miss
this chance at a very useful and worthwhile lot, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

707

H/m
U.S., Vast & Valuable Revenue Dealer Stock.
Approximately a thousand stamps presented in a large
Elbe stockbook, beginning with incredible range of imperf
first issue, with many that appear genuine, part perfed,
again with many appearing genuine, then there are the
perfed with most in good duplication including R10 (x16),
R12 (x2), R14 (x3), R28 (x6), R29 (x2), R39 (x7), R41 (x7),
R50 (x9), R51, R62 (x3), R66 (x6), R72 (x6), R76 (x6), R77
(x4), Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

708

H
U.S., Airmail Plate Block Stock (C7//CE2).
Housed on black stock sheets containing #C7(4); C8(2);
C9(3); C10; C11(3); C12(2); C16(3); C17(2); C19(9);
C20(2); C21(3); C22(2); C23(25); C24(4); C25-31 (2 sets
plus); C46(6) plus others and includes additional blocks on
some as well as two #C10a’s; improperly stored some are
badly foxed/toned and even a few still adhere to the pages,
most that we saw were free or could be coaxed off the page,
but some will be lost or need to be soaked, examination a
must to make the mark on this one, generally Fine to Very
Fine appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

709

HH/H
U.S., Booklet & Pane Bonanza in APS Approval Booklets. Twenty three approval booklets, with
dozens of complete booklets and panes, better booklets include BK42 (x2), BK47 (writing on front cover), BK49 (writing on front cover), BK53 (writing on front cover), BK54,
BK56, BK59 (x2) (writing on front cover), BK62 (writing on
front cover), BK63 (writing on front cover), better panes include 405b Pos D plate number, 425e Pos D plate number,
501b Pos D plate number, should provide hours of pleasure
digging for hidden gems, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800

710

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Few hundred
stamps mounted in eight albums and on stock cards, better
used includes 117, 119, 239, C1-C3, mint includes Washington Franklins, Famous Americans complete, plate block
sets of National Parks perfed and imperf, with plenty of

U.S. Dealers Stocks
702

HH
U.S., Astounding and Valuable Complete
Booklet Stock, 1967—2000. A vast holding of thousands
and thousands of mint complete booklets, 157 different, duplication runs from modest to heavy, with dozens of premium booklets with Scott values from $20.00 to $70.00,
unchecked for better plate numbers or varieties, this is offered intact as we received it, total Scott without any premiums for better varieties exceeds $60,000.00, substantial
face value as well, we also noted that this is a solid run and
contains all the express mail booklets and other scarcer
premium items, truly a once in a life time opportunity for the
booklet specialist, who knows what lurks in this lot, arranged in numerical order for easy viewing, please allow
sufficient time to ascertain its true value, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

703

m
U.S., Enormous Used Duck Stock, 1937-52.
Over fourteen hundred used ducks on stock cards, includes
RW4 (x76), RW5 (x30), RW6 (x29), RW7 (x27), RW8 (x19),
RW9 (x67), RW10 (x16), RW11 (x124), RW12 (x79), up to
RW19, if you want to be king of used duck stamps, here’s
your chance, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $37,000 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

704

H/m
U.S., Aimail Singles Stock. In a stockbook,
mostly mint and including #C1(5); C2(5 plus an NH block);
C3(4 plus an NH block); C4(6 plus two blocks gum disturbed); C5(6); C6(6 plus an NH block), plus sets of C1-6
both mint and used, various quantities of C7-12; Zepps
contains #C13(3); C14(NH); C15 (NH); C16-C31 varying
quantities, only one C18 plus a bunch of later issues, there
are a few quality concerns due to improper storage, but
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United States: U.S. Cover Collections
postage, a lot that needs to be examined to find some hidden gems, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S. Cover Collections

“Where to go and what to see in Atlantic City”, Hotel
Boscobel key holder and a couple of colorful souvenir folders. Difficult to assemble, and offered here all at once for
your consideration. This is the kind of lot that needs to be
seen in order to be fully appreciated, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
717

)
U.S., Collection of First Day Covers,
1932-2005. Enormous collection housed in several cartons, number of covers in the 3,000 to 4,000 range, many
different cachet makers such as Colorado Silk and Gil
Ciafel, many premium retail items present, collection offered intact as it arrived, unpicked for better items, will make
some savvy bidder very happy, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

m/)
U.S., Precancel Collection. Several hundred
stamps and covers, some with perfins, arranged by issue,
with better precancels, errors, inverts, all on Washington
Franklin issues, with matched set of 345 precancelled plate
blocks, with better such as Cincinnati OH rimless circle,
Cincinnati OH dotted Oval, Fort Wayne IN tombstone, quite
a few perfins, a sharp group that has great potential, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

718

)
U.S., Naval Cover Collection, 1932-50. 100
plus covers, includes USS Lexington, USS Texas, USS
Pennsylvania, USS California, USS Ranger, USS Indianapolis, USS Cuttlefish, and a few USS Constitution,
launches, cruises, Navy Days, commissions, and reviews,
a very nice start of a new collection or to break down for retail, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

713

)
U.S., Liberty Issue Usages on Registered
Bank Mail Tags, 1954-63. 500 tags from various East
Coast banks, most franked with blocks of the high value of
the Liberty Issue 1048-1052, a treasure trove for the specialist of this era, tremendous retail/resale potential, please
inspect, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

719

)
U.S., Liberty Issue Usages on Registered
Bank Mail Tags. 500 tags from various East Coast banks,
most franked with blocks of the high value of the Liberty Issue 1048-1052, a treasure trove for the specialist of this
era, tremendous retail/resale potential, please inspect,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

714

)
U.S., Grant Related Covers and Stationery.
125+ covers and cards, includes 281 strip of five on cover to
Trinidad, 281 on Canadian patriotic cover to Scotland, 223
on cover to Munich with hand drawn whale on front with
contents, 255 on illustrated ad cover to Nicaragua, 255 on
allover illustrated ad cover for New York Herald to Budapest
Hungary, mourning cover with 281 to Buenos Aryes with
contents, U330 addressed to Scotland, forwarded to Plymouth with G.B. #89, U330 New Mexico territorial to Germany, U330 from Puerto Rico to Germany, Grant campaign
cover, 560 first day cover, 677 first day cover, with many
other postal stationery items, ad covers and first flights,
easily worth multiples of our estimate, set aside time to enjoy this postal history lot, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

720

)
U.S., Presidential Inaugural Covers, Reagan,
Carter & Ford, 1974-81. About 300 covers, includes some
Bush Vice-presidentials (with Reagan), a pretty large stock
of Colorano Silk for Reagan, includes a letter from Gerald
Ford as Congressman in 1950 which is signed “Jerry”, excellent lot for promotion or internet sales as the presidential
elections not too far distant, Very Fine. Brookman $2,500+.
Estimate $400 - 600

721

)
U.S., Richard Nixon Inaugural Covers, Maximum Cards and Post Cards. Many hundreds of cacheted
covers, maximum cards and real photo postcards of the
Nixon family, huge retail value into the thousands of dollars,
the postcards are lightly tacked together but upon coaxing
separated, for the Nixonphiles in all of us, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

722

)
U.S., Balance of 19th Century Postal History
Consignment. Small balance of about 20 covers including
1851-57, Bank Notes and postal stationery; also includes a
1¢ #24 with Paid cancel; nothing rare and condition is a bit
mixed, but interesting variety including a San Francisco
Wells Fargo to San Jose..
Estimate $300 - 400

723

)
U.S., Postal History Selection, 1851-1909.
Twenty four covers housed in a binder, includes #11 with
manuscript “Way” cancel, Mystic Bridge CT “MB” cancel,
#214 on postal entire addressed to Bavaria, pair #113 on
cover to PA, and a fantasy Columbian half 1¢ and half 2¢ on
1¢ Columbian postal entire, sure to be a few other hidden
treasures, please investigate, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

711

H/m)
U.S., Postal Stationery, 20th Century Collection. Hundreds and hundreds of entires mounted in 40+ albums, sorted by Scott number and circular die and knife,
includes major color errors, abounds in $25-150 items,
huge potential present, will take some time to view but the
effort will be well rewarded, Fine to Very Fine. UPSS
$30,000 ++ (photo on web site). Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

712

715

716

)
U.S., Extensive Picture Postcard Accumulation. Thousands of picture postcards, includes classic,
linen and chrome examples, with binder of multiview folders, another of New York City, ships, Disney World, trains
and stations, Atlantic City, New Orleans and Mardi Gras,
sports and stadiums, some foreign, very few greetings or
holidays, mostly views, some ephemera, perfect lot for the
internet seller, examination is strongly suggested, Very
Good to Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
U.S., Atlantic City Picture Postcards &
Ephemera. Approx. 350 unused & used picture postcards
in four three-ring binders, including many with interesting
views or topics, and mostly issued in the first half of the 20th
Century, plus some ephemera such as a brochure with the
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United States: U.S. First Day Cover Collections
724

725

726

727

)
U.S., Transportation Cover Collection.
Stuffed into a large carton, includes album with seventy two
1960-2000 submarine covers, an album with 132 1920s to
1960s first flight covers, album of trans Atlantic ship covers,
mostly 1950s-1980s, 300+ train covers, and an album of
miscellaneous material, as sure a winner as you’ll find, bid
early-bid often, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

732

)
U.S., World War II Patriotics Grouping. Almost 80 covers and cards, includes over 50 patriotics,
mostly US, many multicolored, a few Crosby cachets, also
13 cards with Hitler or Nazi symbols, an intriguing lot,
please review, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

)
U.S., Army Post Offices (APO), Assortment
of Covers, 1946-53. Approximately 300 covers sent to the
United States by American soldiers serving in Japan after
the end of WWII. Excellent lot for the internet dealer or specialized collector, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

733

)
U.S., 100th Anniversary Butterfield Overland
Mail Collection. 200+ 1958 covers from various cities
along the route, many cacheted, one hand painted, a collection that truly would be impossible to duplicate, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

734

)
U.S., First Flight Covers, 1929-39. Seven covers, includes 1933 Piccard Compton Stratosphere Ascension, 1939 first trans-Atlantic Air Mail via Northern route,
1929 FAM 18, and 1937 Anglo American Goodwill Coronation Flight, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

)
U.S., Collection of Naval Covers. Lot housed
in a cover album, approximately. 80 covers, most commissioned covers, includes submarines USS Drum, USS
Growler, USS Gar, USS Grudgeon, USS Grampus, USS
Graybackand, USS Grenadier, also VJ cover, excellent lot
for the specialist, plan on setting a spell with this one, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
)
U.S., Postal History Assortment.
Two
old-time albums with Birthday, Christmas, Easter & Valentine picture postcards, plus many old auction lots such as
postal envelopes; picture postcards with Railroad postmarks used in the 1907-26 period; plus several postal cards
with printed ads, and some with fancy cancels; group of
covers with banknotes, including one written in San Francisco in 1879; 1915 Life Insurance multicolor advertising
cover to Ohio; two 1908 Peninsular Furnaces, Stoves &
Ranges advertising covers; group of penalty envelopes
with different imprints. This description is only an outline, so
take a look, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

728

)
U.S., Antarctic Related Cover Selection,
1934-88. About 40-50 covers and cards housed in a cover
album, better includes Shackleton lecture ad card, Operation Highjump cacheted cover, Snow Cruiser reaches the
South Pole cacheted cover, excellent value, great potential,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

729

U.S., Group of About 50 Contracts, c.
1833-1965. Mostly concerning land transactions, from various states, no revenue stamps, historically interesting,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

730

731

66

H)
U.S., Complete 10 Series Biblical Scenes.
Complete set of ten series, 120 cards reproducing paintings
by Robert Leinweber, first 60 depict Old Testament, second
60 New Testament, housed in a beautiful binder, a few condition issues, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
)
U.S., Assortment of Covers, 1890s-1970s.
Approximately 500 items, including postal envelopes used
in the 1890s, and addressed to domestic destinations, plus
a fair number of covers franked with 2¢ small Banknotes or
Bureau stamps. We also noted used postal modern envelopes (U93, 106, 109-110, 114, 116, 127-28, 131-32-3,
138, 148, 153-54, 157, 164, 177, 187 & 190); U.S. postal
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cards (UX8-9, UX12, UX18-19, UX24, UX27 & UX38), Hawaii unused envelopes U1, U2, U10, U11, U12 & U13, plus
some USPS Department envelopes with stamps and envelopes issued in the 1960s-70s period, and that can be used
as postage, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. First Day Cover Collections
735

)
U.S., First Day and Event Covers, Extensive
Collection. Well over 4,000 items housed in cover albums,
better cachets include Crosby, Cachet Craft, Pilgrim,
Fluegel, Staehle, with a complete set of Prexies, also Canal
Zone, Philippines, mint Hawaii postal stationery, naval, inaugural, space, Antarctic, Mardi Gras, aviation, Texas, Papal, baseball, football, Olympics, World War II, Post Office
Dedications, first voyages, first flights and a great number
of 3¢ Purples, with many other groupings to discover as you
dig through, 99% cacheted, retail up to $10/$20 each, includes a few foreign, va golden opportunity for the internet
dealer or to form as a foundation for a larger collection, plan
on sufficient time to properly ascertain the true value of this
holding, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

736

)
U.S., Collection of Collins Hand Painted Cachet First Day Covers. North of 1,000 covers, 1989-1998,
with many better including U617 and 22 duck stamps,
owner’s original cost well over $10,000, each one truly a
work of art, viewing will be a pleasure, owning it a thrill, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

737

)
U.S., First Day Covers, Enormous Holding.
Several hundred first day covers in four large cartons, many
produced by commemorative societies, but with four binders of much better, with many better cachets such as
Crosby, Pent Arts, includes uncacheted 617-619, 622, 833,
834, E18, cacheted includes 654, 682, 704-715, 718 & 719
on one cover, 735 with full sheet, and all with mint example
of stamp, a diverse group that ill take a while to view, but
should be well worth the effort, Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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738

739

740

741

)
U.S., Booklet First Day Cover Lot. 2 cartons
of first day covers, one box of 1990-2000, one box with
booklet pane FDCs with better such as 804b, 806b and
807b with hand painted cachets and many other sets of
three with different cachets, C25a (x2), C39a, C72c slogan
4, C72c slogan 5, don’t miss out and let these scarce FDCs
get away, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
)
U.S., First Day Covers Collection. Approximately 3,170 covers in nineteen albums, and made in the
1940s-80s period, including a fair number issued by the
Postal Commemorative Society. Take a look, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
)
U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1949-94.
Approximately 388 covers, including two binders with cachets depicting WWII Commanders, Comics, Railroads,
Space, Marilyn Monroe, Sports & Musicians. We also noted
an extra album made by the Postal Commemorative Society with first day covers issued in the 1988-92 period, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
)
U.S., Postal Commemorative Society First
Day Covers, 1982-94. Hundreds of covers residing in ten
official albums, each cover has a gold plated stamp as well
as a normal stamp, and a write up on the back, retail value is
enormous, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

time to fully appreciate this lot, but the time spent will be well
rewarded, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
747

H)
U.S., Postal Stationery Balance Selection. A
handsome grouping mounted in four albums, better includes mint unless noted UX1, UX3 preprinted (x2), UX21,
UX32 (x2), UX46a, U36 (x2), U293 (x9), UC16 reversed die
cut, UC53a missing red, a useful stock that will please any
dealer or collector, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

748

H)
U.S., Mint Postal Entire Lot. A couple of hundred postal entires, with UO2 (x16), UO36 (x16), U495d
(x31), U539 (x25), plus a group of Philippines entires, a
great lot at our low price, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

749

H)
U.S., Postal Card Mint Bulk Lot, 1879-1950.
An incredible lot with quantities of mint better postal cards,
includes UX6 (x 100 3,500.00 cat), UX16 (x101 1500.00
cat), UX 23 (x145 1,595.00 cat), UX26 (x210 2,730.00 cat),
UX42 (x25 125.00 cat), plus over 500.00 cat in Canal Zone
postal cards, total catalog value just shy of 10,000.00, at a
price you can’t pass up, take a peek, you’ll be bidding, Fine
to Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

750

H)
U.S., Postal Cards, Phenomenal Collection.
Gorgeous mint postal card collection, with many extras, includes UX1, UX5, UX7, UX21, UX32a, UX33f, UX33g,
UX35, UX39a, UX39b, UX41a, UX46a, UX72a missing ¢,
and many other varieties, an opportunity that won’t be
knocking again soon, please pull up a chair and enjoy, Very
Fine. Scott $2,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

751

H
U.S., Postal Cards, Mint, Used and
Preprinted Collection. Several hundred cards, with many
many better, includes UX12 with colored ad on reverse,
UX12 mint, UX19 mint, UX7 with illustrated ad on reverse,
UX10 with ad for Denver brewing on reverse, UX6 mint,
mint UX46a (x30), mint UX19 (x16), UX6 used to France, it
would be well worth your time to inspect, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

752

H)
U.S., Paid Reply Postal Cards, 1892-1975.
Nice lot that includes mint, preprinted and used unsevered
and severed cards, better includes mint unsevered UY2
(x4), UY (x2), UY4, UY6 (x8), UY8, UY15, and many others
severed, preprinted or used, a small but efficient group,
please examine, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

753

H)
U.S., Paid Reply Postal Cards, Comprehensive Collection. Neatly mounted in a Scott album, a desirable collection that includes UY1, UY3, UY5, UY6, UY14a,
UY14b, UY14d, UY15, UY16a, UY16b, all fresh, a group
well worth exploring, Very Fine. Scott $1,100 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S. Postal Stationery Collections
742

H)
U.S., Envelope, 2001, 34¢ Eagle, blue gray
omitted (U646a), 230 entires, eye catching error, Very
Fine. Scott $46,000 (photo on web site). Estimate $7,500
- 10,000

743

H)
U.S., Envelopes, Group of Mostly Mint Entires. Fresh clean lot of mostly mint includes W148, U165,
U166, U189, U277(used), U279(x3), U280, U281(x2),
U282, W283(mint and used), U284(x3), U317, U328, excellent opportunity to acquire this material, Very Fine. Scott
$444 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

744

H)
U.S., War Dept., 1875, 3¢ red on blue (UO54),
UPSS WD die 12, size 7, approximately 2,000 entires, Fine
to Very Fine. Scott $12,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

745

H)
U.S., War Dept., 1873, 15¢ dark red (UO27),
entires, UPSS die WD7, 40 size 21, 1 size 25, all addressed
to the Chief Signal Officer of the Army, great value, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $8,610 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

746

H/m)
U.S., Postal Stationery Lot. A wonderful and
eclectic lot that isn’t your usual grouping, most of the material is from the 1990’s to 2000’s, much can be used as is or
with inexpensive uprating, 95% mint material, with many
better items such as UX1 preprinted on reverse, mint UX5,
small lot of postal envelope errors including a couple of
Columbians, mint UY1, mint U201 and U203 cut squares,
with much much more, you’ll need to set aside sufficient
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United States: U.S. Fancy Cancel Collections

U.S. Fancy Cancel Collections
754

755

m/)
U.S., Fancy Cancels Balance Lot, 1857-1900.
A few hundred stamps and covers on pages, with a phenomenal range of cancels, includes star, geometrics, initials, letters, hats, pointing hands, shields, leaves, colored,
faces, Maltese Cross, a couple of captured imprints, flowers, skull and crossbones, numerals, postal markings, cogwheels, many on better issues including #78, 112, 116,
119, 153, 191, faults as to be expected, owner included reference examples for comparison, examination required to
fully appreciate and value, generally Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
m/)
U.S., Fancy Cancels on 1869 Issues. Approximately one hundred and fifty stamps and one cover with
fancy cancels, includes hearts, stars, coloreds, elaborate
geometrics, crossroads, letters, shield, leaves, includes
seven #115, ten #116 and two #117, faults as to be expected, owner included reference examples for comparison, examination required to fully appreciate and value,
and a great lot to break up or build upon, generally Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

756

m/)
U.S., Fancy Cancels on 2¢ Bank Notes. Approximately four hundred stamps and two covers with fancy
cancels, includes stars, coloreds, elaborate geometrics,
crossroads, letters, numerals, leaves, NYFM, Maltese
Crosses, faults as to be expected, owner included reference examples for comparison, examination required to
fully appreciate and value, generally Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

757

m/)
U.S., Fancy Cancels on 1861 Issues. Approximately one hundred and fifty stamps and a cover with fancy
cancels, includes stars, coloreds, elaborate geometrics,
crossroads, letters, numerals, leaves, NYFM, Maltese
Crosses, includes seventeen #68, eight #69, thirteen #71,
five #76, with faults as to be expected, owner included reference examples for comparison, examination required to
fully appreciate and value, generally Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

758

759

68

m
U.S., Fancy Cancels, Intact Collection,
1861-1909. 200+ stamps mounted on pages, cancels includes stars, Maltese Crosses, letters, numerals, rosettes,
grids, pictorials, pinwheels, coloreds, postal markings,
“US”, shields, NYFM, cogwheels, honeycomb, Masonics
with trowels, Fez and square & compass, some better include Bridgewater MA square & compass (S-E FR-M3c 7),
Westborough MA Paid 3 (S-E PM-PNc 41a), and shield in
circular frame, generally clear full strikes, huge retail, a
golden opportunity for the fancy cancel enthusiast, Fine to
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
m/)
U.S., Fancy Cancels on 6¢ Bank Notes. Approximately one hundred fifty stamps with fancy cancels, includes stars, coloreds, geometrics, crossroads, letters,
shield, NYFM, faults as to be expected, owner included reference examples for comparison, examination required to
fully appreciate and value, an ideal basis for a more advanced collection, generally Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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760

m/)
U.S., Fancy Cancels from Waterbury, Ct.,
1860s-80s. Small collection comprising 7 stamps, 5 postal
stationery cut squares, 9 covers (8 are 3¢ Bank Note) and a
strip of 3 on piece; mostly rosettes, but including two
shields, two leafs, and a star, generally Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

761

)
U.S., Boston Fancy Cancels. Collection of 66
covers and a front, most with duplex cancels featuring a tremendous variety of geometric obliterators; in fact, there are
45 different Blake-listed killers and another seven which are
said to be unlisted, plus a few Paids and duplicates; all but
one are franked with a 3¢ rose of 1861-67, the other being
a 3¢ postal stationery entire; just about all are clean and
F-VF. A fabulous lot for a Boston specialist. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

762

m/)
U.S., Fancy Cancels on 1887, 2¢ green. Forty
one stamps with fancy cancels, includes stars, coloreds,
letters, geometrics, faults as to be expected, owner included reference examples for comparison, examination
required to fully appreciate and value, great potential, generally Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

763

)
U.S., Fancy Cancels on 1873-81, 3¢ green
(158//207). Selection of 14 covers with fancy or unusual
cancels from such towns as Jacksonville & Troy, Ill., Wichita, Kans., Abington, Mass., Ozark. Mo. (“OK”), Key Port,
N.J. (key), West Winfield, N.Y. (on Hotel cover), and
Chambersburgh, Pa., generally Fine to Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

764

m
U.S., Fancy Cancels on 1¢-5¢ Bank Notes,
1873-79 (156//183). Group of fancy or colored cancels
comprising #146, 156 (2), 157 (straight edge), 158, 183 &
216; couple minor flaws, generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$82 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

765

m
U.S., Fancy Cancels on 6¢ Bank Notes
(148//208), various cancels including one blue, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

U.S. Possessions Collections
766

HH/H
U.S. Possessions, Lot, 1898-1930, mint Canal
Zone includes 91 plate block of six faulty, 92 plate block of
six, Cuba with $800.00 catalog Spanish and U.S. Administration, plus mint and used Philippines and Puerto Rico,
some condition issues, take a long look to ascertain this lots
true value, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

767

H
U.S. Possessions, Small Mint Collection,
1899-1939. Rather scattered on Scott National pages, but
does include Canal Zone #120-135 (LH), C15-20 (NH),
Cuba E1 and Guam #1-8 & 10, generally Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $1,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

768

H/m
Canal Zone, Valuable Collection Balance,
1904-76. Comprehensive, primarily mint balance of singles
and blocks of 4, plus a few covers and some postal stationery, on blank pages in a 3-ring binder; starts with two stock
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certificates for the Panama Rail Road Co (1865 & 1870, the
later on 25¢ Revenue Stamped Paper RN-T4), then singles include (mint unless noted) #4-8, 22 “ONE” error, 24c
double overprint, 21-46, 33a double overprint, 52a, 58-66,
67 used, 70-104, 71e (3), 73a (3), 84d NH, 91c “ZONE
CANAL”, 101a, J1-20 & UC1; blocks include #20 (one with
“PAMANA” error), 21-26, 31-35, 39d, 42-45, 97-104 (several stamps NH), C1 plate block of 6, C5a (2 in block of 4
with plate no.), C21-31 plate blocks, CO1-7 (canceled to order), O1-7 (O3 canceled to order, others NH); condition on
the best stamps is mostly less than Fine, but the vast majority is clean and F-VF with a few NH surprises. Would make
an exceptional starter collection. Scott $15,000 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
769

)
Cuba, Cover Lot, 1899-1904. Eight covers
from Cuba, includes 1899 registered with 221, 223A, 225
and 226 to NYC, six covers to US franked with 25, and a
1904 with 225 “CUPA” error and 228 to MI, nice selection,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

770

HH/H
Cuba, Regular & Postage Due issues, 1899
(221/J4), impressive group of extremely fresh stamps, including 221 block of 9 P.O. fresh never hinged, 222, 223
pair both VF and never hinged, 222A, 225, 222A-23A plate
number strips of 3, 224, 224a, 225-6, and J1-4, o.g., some
never hinged, all extremely fresh and attractive, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $886 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

771

772

773

774

H/m
Hawaii, Mint & Used Quality Collection,
1861-99. Starting with some obviousreference examples,
genuine include #10 pair, 10R-11R Specimens, 29(2) 29
Specimen, a nice selection of King Kamehameha IV, 30-34
with various shades for a total of ten stamps, plus a few
used examples, 35-6, 37//49 various unused and used,
52-52C, 53-64 both unused and used, 65-73 unused, 74-79
unused, O1-O6 used, a premium selection with fresh eye
popping material, as there are many Very Fine or Extremely
Fine singles, a few problems as one might expect, make
sure you put this on your “to see” list (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m Hawaii, Large Holding, 1864-1900. A couple
of hundred stamps on stock pages, nice range of material,
with better mint 10S, 34, 41, 45, 46, 48, 49, 72, 73, used includes 34, 41, 62, officials, with a few better cancels, mixed
condition, a nice lot to break up for retail internet sales,
please review, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

a 1899 registered cover with 213, 214, 215, 216 and 217 to
Germany, a desirable find, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
775

)
Puerto Rico, Cover & Postal Stationery Lot,
1899-1901, nine covers, includes three mint 5¢ envelopes,
212 on ad cover to NYC, 212 with Mil Sta No. 4 cancel to
NYC, 212 & 213 on registered cover to Bologna Italy, forwarded, and three 5¢ postal entires to Germany, Denmark
and Switzerland, enticing lot for the specialist, Fine to Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

776

HH/)
United Nations, Valuable Dealer Stock,
1951-2000. Huge stock in two large boxes, mounted in albums, in glassines, on stock pages and loose, with several
collections of singles, margin blocks, first day covers,
aerogrammes, postal stationery, souvenir sheets, with
some heavy duplication, i.e. there are hundreds of #179,
phenomenal catalog value and face, needs some TLC but
you will make it back several fold, spot check shows all o.g.,
never hinged, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

777

H/m/) United Nations, Collection, 1948-2000.
Thousands of items in two large cartons, includes first day
covers, souvenir sheets, postal stationery, Geneva material, two singles collections, a nice lot for the budding philatelist or to break up for the internet, Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

778

HH
United Nations, Never Hinged Assortment.
Innumerable singles, blocks of four, miniature sheets,
sheets, souvenir sheets and postal stationery items issued
in the 1950s-90s, and housed in glassines, stock sheets
and promotional folders with duplicates. We also noted first
day covers, plus Geneva & Vienna examples, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

779

H/m/) United Nations, Collection, 1951-2000. Not
your run of the mill United Nations collection, included are
dozens of souvenir folders, plate blocks, sheetlets, souvenir sheets, postal stationery, year sets, and first day covers,
some foreign mixed in, please inspect, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

780

HH/H/) U.S. Possessions in the Pacific, Accumulation, 1983-2003. Several hundred stamps, souvenir
sheets and first day covers from Marshall Islands, Micronesia and Palau, crammed into two large boxes, mostly mint
stamps with dozens of complete sets, a great way to be introduced to this popular area or to be broken up for retail,
Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

m
Hawaii, Small Accumulation of Used
Stamps. About 150 used Bank Note & Pictorial issues;
nearly all low values, but does include a #38 and a #49; condition is mixed but there is a bit of cancellation interest; also
includes a nice #66 NH imprint block of 10; mixed condition
but generally Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

End of Sale - Thank You

)
Philippines, Postal Stationery and Covers,
1899-1905. Three mint stationery and three covers, stationery includes U16 entire, U26 entire, and a unsevered UY1,
covers include 1902 to Switzerland with 216 tied via Singapore, US 281 tied by Mil Sta No 1 Manila PI to Scotland, and
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